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Abstract 
The two processing paradigms of Genetic Algorithms (GAs) and Neural Networks 
(NNs) are combined to form a hybrid system to act as an adaptive pattern evolution 
device; this system is subsequently applied to a musical composition task. GAs are 
well suited to algorithmic musical composition, due to the complex nature of the search 
space of this task. Previous applications of GAs to musical composition have produced 
satisfactory, yet limited results. The limitations of these results are caused by the fitness 
functions implemented by genetic composition systems. The types of fitness function 
used in musical GA applications are identified and analysed here, along with reasons 
for the limitations of each. 
A novel means of evaluating the fitness of candidate solutions in a evolutionary 
musical application is presented - the Adaptive Resonance Theory neural network. The 
ART neural network assigns fitness to individuals in a population according to the de-
gree of similarity displayed between the individual and information used to train the 
network. Additionally, the ART neural network paradigm is adaptive to novel classifi-
cation types, with no degradation of existing classification knowledge. 
Comparisons with the Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) neural network, common in 
other neuro-genetic systems, confirm the advantages of using ART networks as fitness 
evaluators: ease of training (and re-training), no minimum amount of training data, few 
network-specific parameters, and fitness measurement relevant to the search process. 
Analysis of this fitness evaluation process reveals that the ART neural network performs 
a niching process at the genotypic level, in contrast to other genetic search tasks, where 
niching is carried out at the phenotypic level. 
The application of this system to a musical composition task is demonstrated; this 
application generates realistic multi-voiced percussion sequences, using existing per-
cussion sequence information from commercially available drum machines as training 
data for the fitness evaluator. 
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Introduction 
This thesis is concerned with the development of a novel neuro-genetic pattern evo-
lution system, applied to the generation of musical compositions. This involves the 
union of two paradigms of computational intelligence, genetic algorithms (GAs) and 
neural networks (NNs), in an investigation to determine a means by which the fitness 
evaluation process of the GA can be improved and made more flexible by the use of 
neural network methods. Computational intelligence is the study of algorithmic pro-
cesses that model intelligent or natural behaviour, such as learning from experience and 
evolution. The study of computational intelligence methods is directed towards the im-
plementation of algorithms that are adaptive and autonomous, such that they can carry 
out or augment tasks commonly performed by humans, but without fatigue or loss of 
efficiency. 
Genetic algorithms are search and optimisation devices based upon the laws of natu-
ral selection. Operating on a population of encoded candidate solutions, the GA evolves 
solutions of high fitness in the simulated environment - the space in which potential 
solutions to the search or optimisation process can be found. A model of evolution-
ary algorithms was first introduced by John Holland [36], and grew in popularity in 
many areas of application. Several works chart the growth of the theory and applica-
tion of GAs, most importantly those by David Goldberg [31], Lawrence Davis [21] 
and Zbigniew Michalewicz [55]. The power of GAs was increased by the introduction 
of Genetic Programming (GP) by John Koza [49], whereby the evolution of computer 
programs to solve problems was introduced, rather than the evolution of solutions to a 
fixed problem. The growing number of GA and GP journals, conferences and research 
establishments confirms the increasing interest in this area of work. 
Neural networks are massively parallel systems constructed from many simple pro-
cessing units. These basic units and their means of connection are based upon models of 
biological neural systems. The history of the development of NN s is well documented; 
initial investigations into the neural model as a means of processing were carried out by 
McCulloch and Pitts in the 1940s. However, the full potential of neural networks was 
not fully realised until the 1970s and 1980s, as a result works carried out by Hopfield, 
Rumelhart and McClelland, Carpenter and Grossberg, and Kohonen. The work carried 
out by these pioneers has resulted in the widespread, ongoing investigations into the 
theory and application of many different neural architectures; the applications of neural 
networks cover subject areas including pattern recognition and classification, control 
theory, robotics, economic prediction, medical diagnosis, signal processing, and math-
ematical optimisation and analysis. 
The use of computational techniques in musical applications has recently become 
popular with the advent of artificial intelligence; much research work has been carried 
out into various aspects of music and musicology. The subject areas covered by this 
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work include musical composition, sound synthesis, musical cognition, artificial lis-
tening, and the development of novel methods of musical performance; these subjects 
have been investigated using techniques (and often combinations of techniques) such 
as neural networks, genetic algorithms and genetic programming, fuzzy logic, expert 
systems and knowledge based systems. The research interest in computational musical 
techniques has led to the establishment of several dedicated journals and conferences, 
most notably the Computer Music Journal and the annual International Computer Mu-
sic Conference. 
The specific objective of this research work is to investigate the ways in which ge-
netic techniques have been applied to musical tasks, and to develop a means by which 
the algorithmic composition process can be improved by the application of neural net-
work fitness evaluation methods. Rather than develop a composition system to im-
prove understanding of natural musical cognition processes or to be able to mimic spe-
cific composers or styles, this work will aim to develop a musical composition system 
that will aid the composer or the student musician in creating libraries of new musical 
phrases based upon existing works, which the composer can use to augment the creative 
process, and which the student musician can use in a practice environment. As well as 
this specific application, it will become apparent that this evolutionary system has more 
diverse uses. 
The contents of this thesis are as follows: Chapter 1 introduces the concept of GAs 
applied to musical composition tasks, and analyses the applications of this subject area, 
with specific focus upon the means by which the fitness of candidate solutions is mea-
sured in different applications, and also other aspects of these applications which stand 
out as being important and influential in the design of an evolutionary composition 
application. Chapter 2 focuses in more detail upon one specific means of fitness eval-
uation, this being the use of neural networks as GA fitness evaluators. Applications of 
NNs in this role across all fields of application are analysed, and the advantages and 
benefits of each type of NN architecture and algorithm utilised in these applications are 
presented. Based upon these observations, a novel method of fitness evaluation is pre-
sented which uses a type of NN architecture previously not applied to fitness evaluation 
in a genetic algorithm. The fitness evaluation characteristics of two variations of this 
NN type are investigated in Chapter 3; additionally a comparison is carried out between 
this novel fitness evaluation method and one of the NN fitness evaluators reviewed in 
Chapter 2. Chapter 4 advances this novel NN fitness evaluation method, in order to 
make it adaptive to the changing characteristics of the evolutionary process. In Chapter 
5, this adaptive evolutionary system is applied to a musical composition task. Chapter 
6 presents the functionality of the software used to implement this task, and the final 
Chapter of this thesis presents the main conclusions of this thesis, and presents ways in 
which the work carried out can be taken further to expand upon the areas of application 
and the flexibility of this system. 
Background information is presented in the Appendices; Appendix A presents ex-
amples of some applications of a GA to simple optimisation tasks; Appendix B de-
scribes in detail the evolutionary musical composition applications reviewed in Chapter 
1; similarly, Appendix C describes in detail the applications of neural networks em-
ployed as GA fitness evaluation methods reviewed in Chapter 2. Appendix D presents 
results displaying the behaviour of the novel NN fitness evaluator as described in Chap-
ter 3. Appendix E contains the training data used for the NN fitness evaluator compar-
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ison carried out in Chapter 3; Appendix F presents the results of tests carried out in 
Chapter 3 to verify the improved novel NN fitness evaluator; Appendix G presents the 
results of the NN fitness evaluator comparison. In Appendix H, results are presented 
that predict the adaptive behaviour of the novel neural network fitness evaluator. Ap-
pendix I contains the training data used for the fitness evaluator of the composition 
system described in Chapter 5. Appendix J shows the effects of various types of ge-
netic operator upon the diversity of the evolved musical representations, as described 
in Chapter 5. 
3 
Chapter 1 
Genetic Techniques and Evolutionary 
Musical Composition 
Biologically inspired computational methods such as neural networks (NNs), fuzzy 
logic (FL), genetic algorithms (GAs) and genetic programming (GP) have recently at-
tracted much research interest in many areas of application. A common feature of these 
methods is that they all mimic biological processes. NNs display attributes such as 
learning from experience, generalisation and pattern recognition found in natural neu-
ral processes; FL utilises linguistic, vague connections between concepts to ascertain 
the degree to which an event occurs; and GAs and GP are based upon procedures that 
imitate the laws of natural selection. 
Computational intelligence techniques have been used to solve musical problems 
across a wide range of applications, including algorithmic composition, artificial lis-
tening, musical cognition and sound synthesis [2, 74]. Genetic techniques have been 
applied principally to the musical tasks of composition and synthesis. Both of these 
tasks can be seen as search processes; composition being a search through the space 
representing all musical sequences for those that fulfil the requirements of the sys-
tem user, and synthesis being a search for the parameters of the sound envelope which 
matches the sound being sought by the system user. 
GAs and GP have been applied to the problem of artificial musical composition, in 
order to form a greater understanding of the human creative process, and to develop 
methods of aiding the compositional process. The main objective of this Chapter is to 
investigate the ways in which musical composition applications of GAs and GP have 
fulfilled these tasks. 
This Chapter is structured as follows: Section 1.1 presents the theoretical back-
ground to GAs and GP; Section 1.2 contains an investigation into applications of GAs 
and GP to musical composition tasks; Section 1.3 summarises the main findings of this 
Chapter. 
1.1 An Introduction to Genetic Algorithms and Genetic 
Programming 
Genetic algorithms are search and optimisation tools, which are based upon the laws 
of natural selection. GAs have been shown to display distinct perfonnance improve-
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ments compared to enumerative, calculus-based and random searches of complex, mul-
timodal, or non-linear search spaces [31]. This is achieved by combining aspects of 
these search methods to result in a random yet guided search. The genetic algorithm 
samples points throughout the search space for their worth, and is 'blind' to any in-
formation regarding the search process apart from the measure of worth. This has the 
effect of making genetic search techniques more general and applicable to many search 
or optimisation tasks, as long as an appropriate encoding scheme is employed. 
By using a population of candidate solutions, rather than single individuals, an in-
herent parallelism in the search process is observed. This is because the search for 
an optimum solution is "performed over genetic structures (building blocks) that can 
represent a number of possible solutions" [27]. 
Genetic programming techniques expand on the versatility of GA techniques by 
evolving generations of functions, rather than representations of a single function. This 
is based upon the need to evolve computer programs to solve a problem, rather than 
evolving solutions to a given problem [49]. 
This Section introduces the theory behind GAs and GP, as well as other theoretical 
aspects of genetic techniques, such as schema theory, niching and speciation, and fuzzy 
genetic operators. 
1.1.1 Genetic Algorithms 
The first demonstration of the search and optimisation possibilities of genetic algo-
rithms is related to the application of evolutionary processes to binary strings [31, 36]. 
Additional work has been reported by Michalewicz, Wasserman, and Srinivas and Pat-
naik [55, 77, 70]. Using simple means of selection and transformation of individuals, 
genetic algorithms can iteratively increase the worth, or fitness, of the population as a 
whole. Combined with simple encodings to represent the search space, GAs are able 
to solve complex problems quicker and more efficiently than other search and opti-
misation techniques. Due to their high efficiency and performance compared to other 
techniques, GAs have gained considerable popularity as general purpose, robust search 
and optimisation techniques [21, 31, 55]. 
In contrast to other search algorithms, GAs employ populations of candidate so-
lutions (individuals). The flowchart in Figure 1.1 outlines the basic mechanism of a 
GA; A population is initialised randomly as a number of binary strings; the number of 
strings and the string length are determined according to the specific problem. Each 
of these individual 'chromosomes' is then evaluated for fitness - the measure of worth 
used by a GA to indicate and exploit areas of the search space in which desirable so-
lutions are to be found. The individual string is sometimes referred to as the genotype, 
and the decoding of this individual to a value of relevance to the modelled environment 
is called the genotype. 
All individuals in a population will fulfil the requirements of the task to a greater or 
lesser degree. Using a selection procedure which is more likely to select high fitness in-
dividuals, a mating pool is created. A new population is generated from the mating pool 
using combinatorial operations that mix attributes of two individuals. and transforma-
tional operations that alter the characteristics of a single individual. Again. the specific 
mechanisms of these operations are dependent on the application and the results re-
quired. The first operation of the GA is called reproduction. and involves the selection 
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Figure 1.1: Outline Flowchart of a Genetic Algorithm 
of individuals based upon their fitness. In general, a individual with high fitness is well 
suited to the 'environment' (the problem being solved, or the function being optimised) 
and has a greater chance of being selected for subsequent generations. The next opera-
tion is applied to these individuals in the mating pool and is called crossover. Pairs of 
individuals are selected (again at random) and a point along their length - the crossover 
site - is selected, also randomly. Two new individuals are created by swapping the bits 
between individuals after the crossover site. For example, for two individuals X and 
Y, each consisting of n bits: 
. " Xi-l Xi Xi+l 
. " Yi-l Yi Yi+l 
. .. Xn-l Xn 
. .. Yn-l Yn 
and a crossover site is chosen to be after bit i, the two new individuals will be: 
X' = Xl 
Y' = Yl 
. " Xi-l Xi Yi+l 
. " Yi-l Yi Xi+l 
. .. Yn-l Yn 
. .. Xn-l Xn 
(1.1 ) 
(1.2) 
The crossover procedure is repeated for all the individuals in the mating pool. The 
third phase of the algorithm is mutation, a low-probability event whereby a single bit 
is modified in a string in the population. The object of this phase of the algorithm is to 
prevent important genetic material (information that would help the optimisation pro-
cess) being lost irrecoverably [31]. Mutation also helps prevent premature convergence 
of the algorithm on a sub-optimal solution. 
One iteration of a genetic algorithm can significantly increase the maximum and 
average fitness values of the population. Further iteration of the algorithm will result 
in a population of strings that approaches the highest level of fitness, thus completing 
the search for the optimum value. The algorithm stops when a certain termination 
condition is satisfied. This condition may be that the population fitness has reached 
the maximum possible value; that the population fitness has not increased for a given 
number of iterations; that the number of iterations carried out so far has reached a pre-
determined limit; or "you run out of computer time, memory, patience, or funding" [4]. 
The operations carried out in a GA are shown in Figure 1.2. along with the information 
passed to and from each process. 
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Figure 1.2: Information Flow in a Genetic Algorithm 
An example a GA applied to a simple mathematical optimisation task is presented 
in Section A.1 of Appendix A; this example demonstrates the mechanisms of fitness 
evaluation, selection, reproduction, crossover and mutation. The application of a GA 
to a selection of different types of mathematical optimisations is also carried out in 
Section A.2 of Appendix A, in order to determine the effects of some GA parameters 
upon the evolutionary process. 
As the GA iterates, inspection of the increasing number of strings in the population 
will show a pattern. This will be a pattern of bits in each string that causes the string 
to have a high fitness value and hence be more likely to progress the optimisation of 
the function. It can be shown that strings with a certain template will be more effective 
in the optimisation process. This template is called a schema. Schemata tend to be 
more persistent in the population than actual strings [19]. The Schema Theory will be 
described in depth in Section 1.1.1.1; additionally, aspects of the Schema Theory are 
shown in the example presented in Section A.1 of Appendix A. 
This description of GA operation is based upon Goldberg's [31] Simple Genetic 
Algorithm (SGA). Obviously, not every GA application is going to employ the same 
selection, crossover and mutation processes described here. In fact, the genetic oper-
ations selected for a particular task are usually as unique as the task itself. However, 
most genetic operators can be seen as an extrapolation of those described above. 
1.1.1.1 The Schema Theory 
By analysis of the behaviour of schemata, it is possible to derive more information 
about the theory behind the operation of genetic algorithms. A schema is a represen-
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tation or a similarity template of a subset of individuals. This subset of individuals 
is represented by the alphabet used to encode the population, with the addition of the 
'don't care' or 'wild card' symbol, denoted by *; schemata which represent subsets of a 
population encoded by the binary alphabet {I, O} would use the alphabet {I, 0, * }. For 
example, all individuals which have a '1' at the first bit position can be represented by 
the schema 1 * * * *. Similarly, the schema *1 * 0* represents all individuals with a '1' 
in bit position two, and a '0' in the fourth position. 
Each schema does not necessarily represent the same number of individuals. Using 
the above examples, the schema 1 * * * * represents all individuals with a '1' at bit 
position one; this schema will therefore represent 50 % of all possible strings. The 
schema * 1 * 0* will represent 25 % of all possible strings. It is the number of defined 
bits (non-*'s) in the schema that give the order of the schema. The number of bits 
that separate the first and last defined bits in a schema is called the defining length of 
the schema. These two attributes are important in the survival of schemata as the GA 
processes populations, as will be shown later in this Section. 
As mentioned above, one schemata can represent a multitude of individuals. Addi-
tionally, anyone individual can be an instance of (can be represented by) more than one 
schema. For example, the 4-bit binary string 1111 is a member of schemata 1***, *11*, 
and 11 * 1, amongst others. Any l-bit binary string is an instance of exactly 2l schemata. 
In a population of n individuals, there will be instances of p schemata, limited by: 
(1.3) 
The number of schema instances p in a population of size n depends upon the 
population diversity: if every individual in the population is identical, then the number 
of instances of a schema will be less than the case where every individual is different. 
An important observation of this is that in any given generation, a large number of 
schemata are being processed, in excess of the n individuals in the population. While 
these n individuals are being evaluated for fitness, the GA is also implicitly estimating 
the average fitness of between 2l and n . 2l schemata; this average fitness being the 
average fitness of all instances of the schema [56]. In fact, each schema represents one 
hyperplane of the l-dimensional search space. It is this implicit parallelism of GAs that 
makes them effective and efficient search and optimisation devices. 
The survival of schemata that represent high fitness solutions is a necessity in the 
application of genetic techniques to search and optimisation tasks. It is therefore nec-
essary to determine initially how the genetic process affects the survival of schemata, 
and subsequently the conditions which support the survival of high fitness solutions. 
The first process carried out by the GA is reproduction, based upon the fitness of 
each individual in the population. In reproduction, an individual is selected with a prob-
ability equal to the ratio of the individual fitness to the sum of all fitness values observed 
in the population. For a population of size n individuals, the number of instances m of 
a schema H in a population at any time t and t + 1 is given by 
f(H) 
m(H, t + 1) = m(H, t) . n . j=n r 
2: j =1 J 
(1.4) 
where f (H) is the average fitness of individuals representing schema H at time t, and 
h is the fitness of the jth individual in the population. This simplifies to 
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m(H, t + 1) = m(H, t) . f(H) 
f 
where f is the average population fitness, given by 
1 ]=n 
-. ~Ii 
n . 1 ]= 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
Thus schemata representing higher fitness individuals will receive more samples in the 
next generation compared to schemata representing lower fitness individuals. Specifi-
cally, reproduction allocates exponentially increasing numbers of trials to above aver-
age schemata [31]. 
Whereas reproduction increases the proportion of high fitness individuals in the 
population, it provides no means of exploring new areas of the search space not rep-
resented by current individuals. This is the main objective of the crossover operator -
to combine high fitness individuals to potentially discover new high fitness regions of 
the search space. There is a likelihood that crossover (as described in Section 1.1) will 
disrupt existing schemata, this is dependent upon the defining length of the schema. 
A high defining length increases the likelihood of schema disruption, as there is an 
increased probability of the crossover site being selected between defined bits of the 
schema. For example, the schema 1 * *0* has a defining length of 3, and a total of 4 
possible crossover sites; the probability of disruption of this schema due to crossover is 
therefore 0.75. Similarly, the schema * * 00* has defining length of 1, and again there 
are 4 possible crossover sites; the disruption probability of this schema due to crossover 
is 0.25. 
The probability of survival, PSc of any schema under crossover is given by 
5(H) 
PSc > 1 - Pc· I-I (1.7) 
where Pc is the probability of crossover, and 5 (H) is the defining length of the schema. 
The purpose of the mutation operator is to prevent irrecoverable loss of useful ge-
netic information, which helps to guard against convergence on a non-global optimum, 
for example. So that a schema can survive the mutation process, the defined bits of the 
schema must not be affected. The number of defined bits in the schema is given by the 
schema order, o(H). For a mutation probability Pm, the probability of a schema not 
being affected is given by 
PSm = (1 - Pm)o(H) 
Assuming that Pm is small, this simplifies to 
PSm = 1 - Pm ·o(H) 
( 1.8) 
(1.9) 
The effects of crossover and mutation can be combined with the effects of repro-
duction on the expectation of a schema surviving from one generation to the next. This 
expectation is given by 
f(H) [5(H) ] 
m(H, t + 1) > m(H, t)· f 1 - Pc· I _ 1 - Pm ·o(H) (1.10) 
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This relationship determines the conditions necessary for the survival of any schema, 
H. An exponentially increased likelihood of survival is observed for schema with low 
order (fewer defined bits), low defining length (number of bits separating extreme de-
fined bits), and high, above average fitness. This defines the Schema Theory, or Funda-
mental Theorem of Genetic Algorithms. 
With no other operations except those of reproduction, crossover and mutation, 
the processing of these schemata or building blocks creates an implicit parallelism, 
whereby a population of n individuals allows the processing of approximately n3 schemata 
[31, 36]. It is for this reason that GAs have proved powerful tools in search and opti-
misation tasks. 
1.1.1.2 Niching, Speciation and Fitness Sharing 
When a evolutionary search and optimisation method is applied to a multimodal func-
tion - one where t~ere are many peaks or regions representing high fitness areas of the 
search space - it is often desirable to obtain results distributed across all such regions 
of the search space, rather than a single region. An example of a simple multi modal 
function is shown in Figure 1.3. 
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Figure 1.3: Example of a Multimodal Search Space 
Applying a simple genetic algorithm to this search space, an initial random spread 
of individuals across the search space would eventually converge to one peak of the 
function being optimised, as shown in Figure 1.4. 
A more desirable result would be to obtain results as shown in Figure 1.5, whereby 
optimal results are distributed across all high fitness peaks of the search space. 
Whereas the high fitness individuals all fulfil the requirements of the environment 
they inhabit, there will most likely be differences between the individuals that represent 
high fitness solutions, but at different peaks of the function. 
These areas of the search space in which different types of individual can display 
high fitness characteristics are called niches, and the sub-populations of individuals that 
inhabit each niche are called species. The theory of niche and species was originated 
by Holland [36], and developed by Goldberg [31] and has been successfully applied to 
various search and optimisation tasks [18, 50]. 
A method of achieving the results shown in Figure 1.5 (as opposed to the results 
from Figure 1.4) is by a process called fitness sharing. As a peak of the multimodal 
function becomes more densely populated, the fitness of the individuals of the species 
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Figure 1.5: Desirable Results of the SGA Applied to a Multimodal Search Space 
that populates the peak is reduced. The amount of fitness reduction is proportional 
to the population density at that peak, for example [31]. This not only has the effect 
of inhibiting species growth around peaks with denser sub-populations, in favour of 
populating other peaks, but also populating peaks in proportion to their relative magni-
tudes. Figures 1.6 and 1.7 show the differences obtained in using fitness sharing in a 
multimodal function with varying peak magnitudes. 
Other methods have been developed to encourage niching and speciation; various 
types of mating restrictions [31], whereby crossover is only permitted between individ-
uals from the same species; also selection procedures such as crowding or preselection 
have been implemented. However, these methods tend to be ineffective at maintaining 
the diversity of the population [53]. 
Goldberg's fitness sharing method as described above has been successfully applied 
to a variety of multimodal function problems, yet tends to be computationally expensive 
and is limited by the fact that the number of peaks of the multimodal search space needs 
to be known in advance in order to determine appropriate values for the parameters of 
the sharing function. 
In order to carry out a fitness sharing process where the number of peaks in the mul-
timodal search space is a priori unknown, a method has been utilised to determine the 
number of peaks by a cluster analysis method [81]. This application uses an adaptive 
k-means clustering algorithm to sort the individuals in a population into niches, and re-
duces the fitness of each individual proportional to the number of individuals occupying 
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Figure 1.7: Population Distribution Across a Multimodal Function, with Fitness Shar-
mg 
each niche. The adaptive clustering method works as follows [81], given initial values 
of k, number of training data units N, and the minimal and maximal cluster separation 
distances, dmin and dmax : 
• Assign the first k data items to initial clusters of one member each 
• If any initial clusters are closer than dmin , merge these clusters and update cluster 
centroid 
• Assign the remaining N - k data points to the cluster with the nearest centroid, 
and update the cluster centroid 
• If any updated cluster centroids closer than dmin , merge these clusters and update 
cluster centroid 
• If the N - kth data point is further than dmax from any existing cluster centroid, 
create a new cluster of one member 
The clustering procedure takes place once per generation, after reproduction and 
crossover have occurred. Thus the niches of the search space are discovered auto-
matically by the clustering process, and indicate regions where species of high fitness 
individuals can be populated by the GA. As this clustering method only requires one 
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pass through a population of individuals, it is described as being "very economical" 
[81] computationally; however, it would appear to be necessary to recompute the clus-
tering behaviour of not only the individuals of the current generation, but also those 
from previous generations which have displayed high fitness. 
1.1.2 Fuzzy Genetic Algorithms 
1.1.2.1 Fuzzy Sets and Fuzzy Logic 
Aristotelian logic, which has been a foundation of mathematical thinking for over two 
thousand years, considers events or facts to be either true or false, with no scope for any 
degree of truth - this is called 'bivalence'. It requires exactness in statements, so that 
mathematical and scientific axioms can be rigorously proven or disproven. This state of 
thinking remained valid for nearly two thousand years, until the logicians and philoso-
phers of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries presented paradoxes lying 
at the root of modem mathematics. These paradoxes were illustrated by statements 
which were self-contradictory, such as Russell's 'Cretan Liar' [48]. These statements 
are neither true nor false, but both simultaneously. 
Fuzzy logic allows facts, statements and events to be described as a matter of degree 
- a statement can be both true and false to some degree simultaneously [47,48]. Ad-
ditionally, fuzzy logic allows a fact to vary between truth and falsehood smoothly and 
continuously, unlike conventional logic, where this change is abrupt and discontinuous. 
Fuzzy logic can be defined as 'reasoning with fuzzy sets'. A fuzzy set is a set 
that contains elements to a certain degree - in contrast to a non-fuzzy set which either 
contains elements to a degree of 0% or 100%. Fuzzy sets allow the partial membership 
of elements in a set. An example of a fuzzy set could be 'tall people'. Some people are 
'very tall', and would be in the fuzzy set of tall people to a large degree. Tall people 
would be in the fuzzy set to a lesser degree. The equivalent non-fuzzy set could be 
'people over six feet tall' - everybody is either in the set or not to a degree of 100%. 
Operations on fuzzy sets are similar to those used in non-fuzzy set theory; for a set 
X, with associated membership set M, each element x of X has a associated member-
ship degree, J.L(x). For non-fuzzy sets, elements of M can be either 0 or 1; fuzzy sets 
allow the membership degree to vary continuously between 0 and 1. 
For the set X and its membership set M, and sets A and B which are fuzzy subsets 
of X, fuzzy set operations can be defined as follows: 
1. Inclusion: 
A is included in B if 
(1.11) 
This is denoted by A c B 
2. Complementation: 
A and B are complementary if 
p.B(X) = 1 -I-lA(X), Vx E X (1.12) 
This is denoted by B = A 
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3. Intersection: 
The intersection, A n B, of sets A and B is defined as the largest fuzzy subset 
simultaneously contained within A and B: 
(1.13) 
4. Union: The union, Au B, of sets A and B is defined as the smallest fuzzy subset 
that contains both A and B: 
(1.14) 
5. Ordinary subset of level {3: The ordinary subset of level (3 of a fuzzy set A is the 
ordinary subset of elements of X that belong to the fuzzy set A to at least the 
degree (3: 
A,6 = {x E X IlL A ( x) > {3}, {3 E [0, 1] ( 1.15) 
The theory of this type of logic can be expanded to fuzzy rules and fuzzy systems. 
A fuzzy rule relates two states of a system, generally the input and output of some 
device, and can be seen as a generalisation of how a system input effects a system 
output. A fuzzy rule consists of a conditional statement of the form 'if input variable is 
input condition then output variable is output condition', and describes the relationship 
between two fuzzy sets. A set of fuzzy rules which describe many relationships between 
input and output conditions is called a fuzzy system. It has been proved that a fuzzy 
system can model any continuous system [48]. 
It can be seen that fuzzy logic has a lot in common human cognition, and also 
with natural language. Terms such as 'some', 'maybe', 'a little' are used in day to day 
thought and conversation, with no regard to their fuzziness. Neural networks also share 
a close analogy with human mental activity, and it is by the use of neural networks 
together with fuzzy systems that the power of each type of processing is enhanced 
[33, 58]. Fuzzy logic and neural networks can be combined in different ways - firstly, 
neural networks can be used to augment the numerical processing of fuzzy sets; al-
ternatively fuzzy sets can be used to improve the learning or performance or neural 
networks. The fuzzy neuron, which has a similar structure to the non-fuzzy neuron but 
the inputs are fuzzy sets. Each input is the degree of membership of each member of 
the fuzzy set related to the universal set. Another important difference is the way in 
which synaptic weights are updated in the learning procedure. In a fuzzy neuron, each 
synaptic connection is a two-dimensional relationship between the weight and the neu-
ral input - and learning involves changing this two-dimensional surface for each neuron 
[33]. 
1.1.2.2 Fuzzy Genetic Operators 
There are two ways in which GAs can be fuzzified; firstly by the use of real-valued 
data in the representations of candidate solutions, and secondly by the use of fuzzy 
genetic operators [47]. Whilst the use of real-valued data in a genetic process does not 
specifically require fuzzy genetic operators, the use of these operators tends to have a 
fuzzifying effect on individual genotypes, thus requiring a real-valued representation. 
Fuzzy GAs have been successfully applied to several theoretical and practical tasks 
[8, 80]. 
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The Fuzzy Crossover Operator 
As presented in Section 1.1 of Appendix A, the genetic crossover operator is a means 
of swapping information between individuals, with the objective of exploring and ex-
ploiting new areas of the search space. To recap, for two individuals X and Y of length 
n bits, as shown in Equation 1.1, will, as a result of the standard single bit crossover 
between bits i and i + 1, give the individuals X' and Y' as shown in Equation 1.2. 
The fuzzy crossover operator modifies this approach by permitting the partial crossover 
of information between individuals, by the implementation of a fuzzy crossover tem-
plate [64]. The use of a crossover template is implied by the standard crossover method 
described above; this template can be visualised as shown in Table 1.1. 
Bit Xl ... Xi-l Xi Xi+l . .. Xn 
Position 
Template 0 ... 0 0 1 . .. 1 
Value 
Table 1.1: Example of a Standard Single Point Crossover Template 
This template defines which bits from each individual are swapped; the presence of 
a '1' in the template means information is swapped at this bit position. Thus for the 
two individuals X and Y, and a standard crossover template t~, the new individuals X' 
and Y' are given by 
X' = (X n t~) U (Y n t~) ( 1.16) 
and 
y' = (X n t~) U (Y n t~) (1.17) 
By modification of the crossover template, more complex crossover methods can 
be defined; Figure 1.2 defines a two point standard crossover operator, at points i and 
J. 
Bit Xl . . . Xi-l X· l Xi+l ... Xj-l X· J Xj+l ... Xn 
Position 
Template 0 . . . 0 0 1 . . . 1 1 0 ... 0 
Value 
Table 1.2: Example of a Standard Two Point Crossover Template 
However, this crossover template method is limited to the total swapping of infor-
mation, or the absence of information swapping. Partial swapping is permitted by the 
use of non-binary values in the fuzzy crossover template tf , and by using the fuzzy 
operators shown in Equations 1.18 and 1.19: 
X' = (X !\ tJ) V (Y !\ tf) ( 1.18) 
and 
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y' = (X !\ tf ) v (Y !\ t} ) ( 1.19) 
where a!\ b is the fuzzy 'MIN' of a and b, and a V b is the fuzzy 'MAX' of a and b [47]. 
The fuzzy crossover operator can be illustrated by example; for the 8-bit individuals 
X and Y given by 
X= 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 
Y= 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
and the standard and fuzzy crossover templates 
t~ = 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 
tf = 0 0 0.1 0.4 0.5 0.8 1 1 
Standard crossover results in the two individuals X~ and Y;; the process of generat-
ing these two individuals is shown in Table 1. 3, using Equations 1.16 and 1.17. 
X 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 
Y 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
tC s 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 
lc 
s 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
X ntC s 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 
Xnlc s 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Y ntC s 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
Ynlc s 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
X' s 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 
Y' s 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 
Table 1.3: Example of a Standard Crossover Mechanism 
Crossover of X and Y using the fuzzy crossover template tf produces the individ-
uals XI and Yj; the process of generating these two individuals is shown in Table 1.4, 
using Equations 1.18 and 1.19. 
This demonstrates the effect of fuzzy crossover compared to standard non-fuzzy 
crossover; firstly, the fuzzifying effect of this operator upon binary information is ap-
parent by comparing the individuals X and Y to their children by standard and fuzzy 
methods; secondly, the partial swapping of information between X and Y has been 
achieved. 
The Fuzzy Mutation Operator 
Whereas the fuzzy crossover operator has the effect of smoothing the boundary at which 
individuals swap information, it is also possible to apply this process to the mutation 
operation. The mutation operator, at its most basic level of operation, inverts one bit 
of a binary individual. This can be visualised in a similar way to the crossover tem-
plate method described in Section 1.1.2.2, using ajl(~~Y mutation template that defines 
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X 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 
Y 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
tC f 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.5 0.8 1.0 1.0 
if 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.6 0.5 0.2 0.0 0.0 
X 1\ tC s 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.0 0.8 1.0 0.0 
X 1\ iC 
s 1.0 0.0 0.9 0.6 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 
y 1\ tC 
s 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 
y 1\ iC 
s 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
X' f 1.0 0.0 0.9 0.6 0.0 0.2 0.0 1.0 
y; 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.6 0.0 0.8 1.0 0.0 
Table 1.4: Example of a Fuzzy Crossover Mechanism 
Bit Xl ... Xi-l X· Xi+l . .. Xn z 
Position 
Template 0 ... 0 1 0 . .. 0 
Value 
Table 1.5: Example of a Standard Mutation Template 
the degree to which the element or elements in an individual are to be mutated. The 
standard mutation operator as just described can be visualised as the mutation template 
shown in Figure 1.5, which mutates the single bit at position i in the n-bit individual. 
The presence of a '1' in the mutation template indicates that the element of the 
individual at the corresponding bit position should be inverted; a '0' indicates that 
the corresponding element should remain unchanged. This process is equivalent to 
performing an 'XOR' operation on the individual and the template; this is equivalent to 
the process shown in Equation 1.20. The mutated individual X' is given by: 
X' = (X U tr;) n (X n tr:) ( 1.20) 
The fuzzy equivalent of this is given by replacing the 'AND' and 'OR' operators 
with their fuzzy equivalents, as shown in Equation 1.21: 
X' = (X V tr;) 1\ (X 1\ tr:) 0.21) 
The fuzzy mutation operator can be compared to the standard mutation operator by 
analysis of the effects of the two operators upon the 8-bit individual X; given by: 
X= 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 
and the standard and fuzzy mutation templates 
tm = 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 s 
tf = 0 0.1 0.6 0.9 0.6 0.1 0 0 
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X 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 
tm s 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Xutm s 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 
Xntm s 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
(X n t~) 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 
X' s 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 
Table 1.6: Example of a Standard Mutation Mechanism 
Standard mutation results in the individual X;; the process of generating this indi-
viduals is shown in Table 1.6, using Equation 1.20. 
Mutation of X using the fuzzy mutation template tf produces the individual X'; 
the process of generating this individuals is shown in Table 1.7, using Equation 1.21. f 
X 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 
tf 0 0.1 0.6 0.9 0.6 0.1 0 0 
Xvtm f 1.0 0.1 1.0 1.0 0.6 1.0 1.0 0.0 
X 1\ tm t 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.9 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 
(X 1\ t~) 1.0 1.0 0.4 0.1 1.0 0.9 1.0 1.0 
X' s 1.0 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.6 0.9 1.0 0.0 
Table 1.7: Example of a Fuzzy Mutation Mechanism 
Again, the fuzzifying effect of this operator upon an individual has been demon-
strated, in common with the fuzzy crossover operator. Additionally, the effect of partial 
mutation can be observed, whereby elements of the individual are mutated to a certain 
degree, this degree defined by the corresponding value of the fuzzy mutation template. 
1.1.3 Genetic Programming 
Genetic programming techniques [49] allow for a certain degree of relaxation of the 
constraints upon the search space imposed by GAs, by genetically producing the func-
tions themselves that will solve a given problem. Using GP, it is possible to solve prob-
lems where the search space is unknown in advance. GP applications allow genetically 
evolved functions to adapt to the search space depending on which of these functions 
solves the given problem better than others. Again, individuals will have varying de-
grees of fitness - and this is determined by processing the function several times, under 
a variety of conditions, to calculate the average fitness of the function. Also the genetic 
operators of selection, crossover and mutation are applied to GP techniques, but it is 
the functions and their arguments that are altered in these operations. 
In common with GA techniques, the specific nature in which any GP approach is 
applied to solving a problem is highly dependent upon the problem itself. This means 
that the operations used to represent functions and the types of variable accepted as 
arguments to these functions are not fixed. One major difference between GA and GP 
techniques is that the length of an individual in a GP approach is not constant, as it 
would most often be in common GA applications. Rather than consisting of a fixed 
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number of operations on a fixed number of variables in an individual function, the GP 
individual consists of a number of operations on variables. The selection, combination 
and transformation operations performed by GP techniques are in principle the same as 
those found in GA applications. It is the building blocks that make up the individuals, 
and the way in which these building blocks combine to form the individual, that differ. 
1.2 Musical Applications of Genetic Algorithms and Ge-
netic Programming 
Composition applications of GAs and GP generally involve the use of genetic tech-
niques to evolve melodic, harmonic or rhythmic event sequences using a pre-determined 
measure of fitness to evaluate the worth of each individual generated by the genetic pro-
cess. 
As any genetic application is uniquely defined by the fitness function it employs, 
the applications under review are classified by the type of fitness function used - this 
generally being the means by which any genetic application succeeds or fails. The 
fitness evaluation methods into which the reviewed applications can be subdivided are 
deterministic,jormalistic, user-determined and neural. Deterministic fitness evaluation 
methods use some mathematical relationship to transform a musical phrase into a fitness 
evaluation. Formalistic fitness evaluation methods assign high worth to those musical 
phrases that adhere to existing rules of musical theory. Applications that employ user-
evaluated fitness methods have been developed in cases where it was thought unfeasible 
or impractical to implement a mathematical or rule-based evaluation method; these 
systems depend on the judgement of the user to assign fitness to individuals by way 
of some interactive interface. Finally, those applications employing a neural fitness 
evaluation system implement some type of neural network architecture trained to assign 
high fitness to those patterns that display the same or similar attributes to training data. 
1.2.1 Overview 
Musical composition applications of genetic techniques all have the general aim of 
evolving a musically meaningful sequences of chords, melodies or rhythms according 
to the desires of the system user, or by following the rules of a fitness evaluation scheme. 
A full description of each system analysed is presented in Appendix B; here, the main 
objectives of each system will be presented along with a brief summary of the methods 
used in each case. 
The applications which use deterministic fitness functions are a melody generation 
system, which assigns fitness as a measure of similarity between strings representing 
note sequences [61]; a system that bridges two musical phrases using a fitness evaluator 
based upon a statistical comparison of the target and generated phrases [42]; and a 
melody generation system that uses mathematical representations of note sequences to 
produce melodies that are assessed for fitness by comparison to a pre-determined target 
melody [51]. Applications utilising deterministic fitness function are described in detail 
in Section B.l of Appendix B. 
Those applications utilising formalistic rules-based fitness functions include the ar-
tificial composition of Baroque music, employing rules based on the stylistic interpre-
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tation of this music [54]; a system that generates chord sequences based upon the rules 
of how chords should be 'spelt' and by how much each voice is allowed to change in 
pitch between chords [38]; a system that evolves the melody, rhythm and dynamics of 
a musical phrase using rules based upon user-defined requirements [73]; a system that 
coevolves composers and evaluation methods using note transition probability tables 
to determine song aesthetics [78]; and a system that produces a melodic response to 
a given phrase using a comparison to a database of stylistically similar works to de-
termine fitness values [67]. These systems measure the degree to which a genetically 
produced individual adheres to the particular rules of the application to assign fitness to 
that individual. Section B.2 of Appendix B contains a full description of these applica-
tions. 
Being a task of high subjectivity, some musical applications rely on the user of 
the system to assign fitness to individuals, or to stipulate the type or style of output 
required. At its most basic level, the user is required to enter a fitness response for 
each individual from a computer keyboard [4]. A suggested means of improving this is 
suggested, by averaging the response from an audience [5]. Other applications require 
the user to set how various parameters of individuals are judged [43]; use the material 
generated from phrases provided by the user as building blocks [45]; and utilise the 
unique method of allowing the general public (those with a passing interest in genetic 
composition, at least) to assess composition fitness via a world-wide web interface [60]. 
These applications are detailed in Section B.3 of Appendix B. 
The use of neural networks as fitness evaluators enables the user to train the network 
to recognise those individuals that are a close match to classes of patterns as defined by 
the training data. They have been applied to a genetic system that generates rhythm pat-
terns, using a neural network that has been trained to distinguish 'good' rhythms from 
'bad' [30]. Another application, which follows on from the user/audience reaction sys-
tem mentioned above, attempts to model genetically 'improvised' music statistically in 
order to construct a reliable neural fitness evaluator [6]. Attributes of musical struc-
ture are determined using a neural network fitness evaluator in an investigation [68] 
that extends the work carried out in [67]. Section B.4 of Appendix B contains a full 
description of these applications. 
GAs have also been applied to sound synthesis applications, and the methods of 
fitness evaluation applied can be classified as either deterministic or user-determined 
fitness evaluation. Genetic synthesis systems which use deterministic fitness evalua-
tors carry out a pattern matching process whereby the desired result is a known sound 
envelope, and the individuals generated represent the parameters used to model this en-
velope. The level of fitness of these individuals is related to how close each individual 
comes to matching the desired envelope [39, 37, 41, 72, 76]. User-determined fitness 
evaluation is used in synthesis applications where there is no target sound, and the pro-
cess is more one of a guided, yet random, exploration of possible sounds, given some 
initial population of candidate sounds [40, 71, 28]. Synthesis by GP is not a widely 
addressed subject area, but the one application seen in this area used a fitness evalua-
tion scheme similar to those user-determined schemes described above, the system user 
assigning individual fitness by listening to each sample and rating it by his own musical 
judgement [60]. 
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1.2.2 A Review of Musical Composition Applications of Genetic Al-
gorithms and Genetic Programming 
Algorithmic composition is a process that involves the generation of musical phrases, 
themes or songs by computational methods. There have been many artificial, algorith-
mic applications of creating musically meaningful and aesthetic works. These include 
the use of neural networks to generate musical fragments based upon representative 
training data [1, 24, 74] ; the use of expert system methods to employ rule bases to 
generate works [2, 11]; and more esoteric applications that deduce musical phrases 
from random events [46]. These methods tend to have some inherent limitation in the 
scope of their output. Neural methods tend to be limited by their training data, whilst 
expert system methods are limited by the rules they employ. Genetic techniques allow 
a much greater flexibility of application and scope of output, due to their 'blindness' to 
the application and by the exploitation of individuals of high fitness. 
In applying genetic algorithms to musical composition problems, there are three 
main areas that need to be considered to ensure that a meaningful and efficient algorithm 
is employed to solve a particular problem. These are the means of representing musical 
information; the method of assessing candidate solutions for fitness; and the genetic 
operators used to manipulate individuals that have been assigned high fitness values. 
Fitness Evaluation Methods Used in Musical Applications of Genetic Techniques 
Fitness evaluation is the most critical area of importance in GA design, as the fitness 
evaluation process defines the search space in which solutions to a search or optimisa-
tion process can be found. The rules applied to a representation of a musical source 
have to produce some measure of how well the source obeys the given rules. In a ge-
netic environment, this role is fulfilled by the fitness evaluator, which determines the 
likelihood that a particular individual is selected to be a 'parent' for an individual of the 
next generation. It is essential that the fitness computation indicates sources that adhere 
to the rule representations to a better degree than others. 
This review will classify each application by the methods of fitness evaluation em-
ployed; the four different types of fitness evaluation method have been identified as 
being deterministic, formalistic, user-evaluated, and neural network evaluation meth-
ods. The means of determining the fitness of candidate solutions in applications which 
employ each type of fitness evaluation method are presented in Tables 1.8 to 1.11. 
Author(s) Fitness determined by ... 
RaIley Commonality of note sequences 
[61] 
Horner and Commonality of note sequences, and correct 
Goldberg [42] note sequence durations 
Laine and Minimisation of error between target 
Kuuskankare [51] and candidate note sequences 
Table 1.8: Deterministic Fitness Evaluation Methods in Musical GA and GP Applica-
tions 
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Author(s) Fitness determined by ... 
McIntyre Fulfillment of chord transition and 
[54] formation rules 
Homer and Conformity to chord voice-leading 
Ayers [38] constraints 
Thywissen Conformity to melodic, harmonic 
[73] and rhythmic rules 
Werner and Sequential note transition 
Todd [78] probabilities 
Spector and Conformity to rule base generated analysis 
Alpern [67] of critical criteria of similar works 
Table 1.9: Formalistic Fitness Evaluation Methods in Musical GA and GP Applications 
Author(s) Fitness determined by ... 
Horowitz Sequential user evaluation of 
[43] candidate rhythm patterns 
Biles Sequential user/audience 
[4,5] evaluation of note sequences 
Jacob Sequential user evaluation 
[45] of note sequences 
Putnam Feedback from 'audience' via 
[60] WWW interface 
Table 1.10: User-Evaluated Fitness Evaluation Methods in Musical GA and GP Appli-
cations 
With the exception of the applications that employ user-evaluated fitness methods, 
all of these applications require that some aspect of the type of composition required of 
the system be known in advance. Deterministic fitness evaluators require some target 
musical sequence with which to compare candidate solutions; formalistic fitness eval-
uators require the rules of the composition type; and neural network fitness evaluators 
require data with which the network can be trained in order to ascertain the common-
ality of candidate solutions to the training data. User-evaluated fitness methods only 
require the musical knowledge of the system user; however as the fitness evaluation 
task has to be carried out for every individual of every population, genetic composi-
tion systems that employ user-evaluation are slow compared to other fitness evaluation 
methods. 
Of these fitness evaluation methods, the neural network displays the most general-
ity towards to the potential output of the genetic system that uses this fitness evaluator. 
Formalistic fitness evaluation methods require a rule base defining the requirements of 
the type of composition that is required; these composition systems can produce no 
output representing any other musical style. Deterministic fitness evaluation methods 
use mathematical relationships between target and trial musical representations; again 
no output representing musical phrases that do not satisfy these relationships is pos-
sible. As neural networks are trained to carry out a pattern recognition process, the 
Author(s) Fitness determined by ... 
Gibson and NN assessment of rhythm patterns 
Byrne [30] compared to training data 
Biles NN assessment of note sequences 
[6] compared to training data 
Spector and NN detection of musical relevance 
Alpern [68] of note sequences 
Table 1.11: Neural Network Fitness Evaluation Methods in Musical GA and GP Ap-
plications 
output of a genetic composition system using a neural network fitness evaluator will be 
determined by the training data. Assuming that any musical style can be represented 
by this training data, then there is no limit to the number of musical styles that can 
be generated by the genetic composition system. A formalistic fitness evaluator would 
require the implementation of a set of rules for every musical style that is required by 
the composition system. Similarly, the deterministic fitness evaluator would require 
different relationships to carry out different musical composition tasks. The neural net-
work fitness evaluator enables the genetic composition system in which it is employed 
to generate output dictated only by the data utilised in training the network. 
Representations Used in Musical Applications of Genetic Techniques 
The means of representing musical sequences, and by implication the limitation of the 
search domain via constraints upon this representation, is a significant factor in the 
design of an efficient genetic composition system. Due to the vast combinatorial pos-
sibilities of individual notes in time, rhythm, harmony, and melody, the 'search space' 
for composition is essentially unlimited. The complexities of algorithmic composition 
are summarised by Jacob: "consider the set of all possible compositions as the solution 
space, with the problem at hand being 'find a composition that sounds good" , [45]. 
It would be over-ambitious to assume that any algorithmic composition process 
would be able to 'create' original songs from scratch, so it is necessary to limit the 
size of the search space by imposing constraints upon the decision-making process. 
This has the effect of limiting the number of possible combinations of musical objects 
represented by the population of a GA. For example, in the case of a GA which is 
being used to generate a melody line according to some arbitrary fitness regime, the 
search domain could be restricted to a certain range of notes from a particular key. 
By limiting the range and choice of notes in this way, any composition would remain 
within aesthetic and musical limits, while still providing sufficient 'building blocks' 
with which realistic compositions can be generated. 
The search domain is most efficiently restricted by the use of constraints upon the 
representation used to map musical information to a format that can be processed by 
the genetic process. The most common means of representing musical information is 
by a numerical value that represents the pitch of a note in a pre-determined interval 
range, for example [54, 61, 73]. This numerical range is generally given an upper and 
lower limit, and each number maps to a certain note value. More sophisticated applica-
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tions use a combination of numerical values to give a more realistic representation of a 
note in a musical sequence, for example a vector pair that defines note pitch value and 
information regarding how the note is articulated [68]. 
The ways in which musical event sequences are represented for use by GA or GP 
operations are summarised in Tables 1.12 to 1.15. These show the representation meth-
ods used in applications classified by the fitness evaluation methods described in Sec-
tion 1.2.2. 
Author(s) Type of Musical Musical events represented by ... 
Sequence 
RaIley Melodic Integer intervals from 
[61] previous note 
Homer and Melodic Musically relevant mappings 
Goldberg [42] of note sequences 
Laine and Melodic Scaled and mapped 
Kuuskankare [51] mathematical functions 
Table 1.12: Representations used in Musical GA and GP Applications with Determin-
istic Fitness Functions 
Author(s) Type of Musical Musical events represented by ... 
Sequence 
McIntyre 4-voice chord Groups of 4 integer note values 
[54] 
Homer and 4-voice chord Not given 
Ayers [38] 
Thywissen Melodic, rhythmic Real-valued pitch, note start, 
[73] and dynamic duration, and volume values 
Werner and Melodic Integer encodings of each note 
Todd [78] 
Spector and Melodic Sequences of numerical pitch 
Alpern [67] encodings 
Table 1.13: Representations used in Musical GA and GP Applications with Formalistic 
Fitness Functions 
As music is based upon the progression of musical events in time, the most common 
means of representing musical information in genetic applications is by the quantisation 
of time into discrete steps, and assigning a numerical value to any event that happens 
at each time step. This could be as simple as a voice or instrument being played at 
a fixed pitch, or remaining silent, at each time step, for example [30, 43]: or more 
complicated, such as four voices or instruments sounding different pitches in harmony, 
for example [38, 54]. The level of quantisation affects the complexity of the required 
representation; in general, if more notes are required per bar of music, a more complex 
individual representation is required. 
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Author(s) Type of Musical Musical events represented by ... 
Sequence 
Horowitz Rhythmic Encodings of notes and rests 
[43] occurring on beat subdivisions 
Biles Melodic Integer encoding of pitch values 
[4,5] 
Jacob Melodic and Integer encoding of pitch values 
[45] Harmonic 
Putnam Melodic Note amplitude, frequency, duration, 
[60] and delay until next note 
Table 1.14: Representations used in Musical GA and GP Applications with User-
Evaluated Fitness Functions 
Author(s) Type of Musical Musical events represented by ... 
Sequence 
Gibson and Rhythmic Binary note event list 
Byrne [30] 
Biles Melodic Integer encodings of pitch values 
[6] 
Spector and Melodic Sequences of articulation and 
Alpern [68] pitch value vector pairs 
Table 1.15: Representations used in Musical GA and GP Applications with Neural 
Network Fitness Functions 
Genetic Operators in Musical GA and GP Applications 
The means of manipulating representations of musical information via the use of ge-
netic operators may have a significant effect upon the results of an evolutionary com-
position system. Whilst some applications use operators such as the crossover and mu-
tation operators employed in Goldberg's SGA, others use operators specific to musical 
applications, "in an effort to accelerate learning by creating not just new, but better, 
offspring" [4]. 
Analysis of works addressing musical applications of genetic algorithms has iden-
tified several types of crossover methods. To facilitate comparison, these methods are 
presented in the same order as the fitness evaluation methods. Table 1.16 presents 
crossover methods used in applications that utilise deterministic fitness evaluation; sim-
ilarly Tables 1.17, 1.18, and 1.19 present the crossover methods for formalistic, user-
evaluated, neural network fitness evaluation applications. 
The types of mutation operator used in musical applications of genetic techniques 
are presented in Tables 1.20 to 1.23. Again, these operators are presented according to 
the fitness evaluation methods used in each application. 
Many applications use 'musically specific' crossover and mutation operators; these 
operators have been implemented in an effort to simulate the creative process that is 
subconsciously used by performers and composers. When composing or improvising. 
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Author(s) Description Effect on Individuals X and Y 
X = XIX2··· Xl 
Y = YIY2··· Yl 
RaIley Single Point Xl ... Xn-IYn ... Yl 
[61] Crossover YI ... Yn-IXn ... Xl 
Homer and Single Point Xl ... Xn-IYn ... Yl 
Goldberg [42] Crossover YI ... Yn IX n ··· Xl 
Laine and Function Argument See Section B.l of Appendix B 
Kuuskankare [51] Exchange 
Table 1.16: Crossover Methods in Musical GA and GP Applications with Deterministic 
Fitness Functions 
Author(s) Description Effect on Individuals X and Y 
X = XIX2 ... Xl 
Y = YIY2· .. Yl 
McIntyre 'Standard' Xl ... Xn-IYn ... Yl 
[54] YI ... Yn-IXn ... Xl 
(assumed) 
Homer and Not given 
Ayers [38] 
Thywissen Not given 
[73] 
Werner and 'Standard' Single Xl ... Xn-IYn ... Yl 
Todd [78] Point Crossover YI ... Yn-IXn ... Xl 
Spector and Pattern XIX2Y3Y4 X 5 X 6 ... Xl-3 X l-2Yl-IYl 
Alpern [67] Interleaving YIY2X3X4Y5Y6 ... Yl-3Yl-2 X l-I X l 
Table 1.17: Crossover Methods in Musical GA and GP Applications with Formalistic 
Fitness Functions 
the musician tends to utilise what is already known to be of high musical worth, and 
adapt this to the task at hand. This can be seen as a form of imitation, whether it 
is by the composer who acknowledges a musical ancestry by subconsciously utilising 
musical phrases, statements or forms from a lifetime of musical experience, or by the 
improvisor who adapts a recently heard phrase in an attempt to progress an ongoing 
thematic development. 
The genetic process is a variation of this concept of imitation: musical representa-
tions that have been evaluated as being useful to a compositional process are adapted in 
an attempt to create more examples of musical worth. This validates the use 'musically 
specific' genetic operators; the effect of different types of musically specific operators 
will be a matter of investigation in later stages of this work. 
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Author(s) Description Effect on Individuals X and Y 
X = XIX2.· .XI 
Y = YIY2·· 'YI 
Horowitz Crossover between Xl ... Xn-IYn ... YI 
[43] similar drum groups YI ... Yn-IXn ... Xl 
(assumed) 
Biles 'Standard' Single Xl ... Xn-IYn ... YI 
[4, 5] Point Crossover YI ... Yn-IXn ... Xl 
Jacob Not given 
[45] 
Putnam Single Point Xl ... Xn-IYn ... YI 
[60] Crossover YI ... Yn-IXn ... Xl 
(assumed) 
Table 1.18: Crossover Methods in Musical GA and GP Applications with User-
Evaluated Fitness Functions 
Author(s) Description Effect on Individuals X and Y 
X = XIX2 ... Xl 
Y = YIY2··· YI 
Gibson and Single Point Xl ... Xn-IYn ... YI 
Byrne [30] Crossover YI ... Yn-IXn ... Xl 
Biles As for Biles [4] 
[6] 
Spector and As for Spector and 
Alpern [68] Alpern [67] 
Table 1.19: Crossover Methods in Musical GA and GP Applications with Neural Net-
work Fitness Functions 
1.2.3 Analysis of Musical Composition Applications of Genetic Al-
gorithms and Genetic Programming 
This investigation into the representations, fitness evaluation methods, and genetic op-
erators, along with the detailed descriptions of GA and GP applications to musical 
composition tasks presented in Appendix B, has shown that it is possible to produce 
successful and realistic musical results by the evolution of representations of musical 
event sequences. 
The main difference between GA and GP applications is the way in which musi-
cal event sequences are represented. Typically, GA applications use a real- or binary-
valued numerical representation, whereas GP applications use functions that generate 
representations of note sequences, for example [51,68]. Whereas the GP applications 
examined here are generally successful, again it would appear that there are limitations 
regarding the functions used to generate potential candidate solutions. For example, in 
[51] it was seen that mathematical functions are used to generate musical sequences, 
and in [68] a stylistic rule base was used for the same purpose. Despite the results of 
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Author(s) Description Effect on Individual X; 
X = XIX2'" Xl 
Ralley Single Bit Xl ... X~ ... xn (x~ = note after 
[61] Mutation x;h note in musical 'alphabet') 
Sequence Xl·· . Xl 
Reversal 
Sequence -l·(XI ... Xl) 
Inversion 
Sequence Xl + n ... Xl + n 
Transposition n = note transposition value 
Homer and Note Addition XIX2 ... XlXl+I 
Goldberg [42] 
Note XIX2· .. Xl-I 
Deletion 
Pattern Xn ... XlXI ... Xn-l 
Rotation n = rotation point 
Note change Xn to any 
Substitution other note 
Note swap Xi ... Xi+n for 
Exchange Xj ... Xj+n; 
Laine and Function Argument See Section B.1 of Appendix B 
Kuuskankare [51] Substitution 
Table 1.20: Mutation Methods in Musical GA and GP Applications with Deterministic 
Fitness Functions 
these systems (and other GP applications), the scope of output of a evolutionary com-
position system tends to be limited by the imposition of any rule bases, as this prevents 
the generation of any output which does not meet the requirements of the rule base. 
GA applications, by using a numerical representation, contribute to the flexibility of 
the scope of output by not relying on any such rules bases in the generation of potential 
musical event sequences. 
It can be seen that, in general, the task under investigation in each application can 
be defined by, and is often limited by, the implemented fitness function. Four types of 
fitness evaluation schemes have been identified; these being determinism, formalism, 
user-evaluation and neural network fitness evaluation. These fitness evaluation methods 
are described in detail in Section 1.2. 
Of these fitness evaluation methods, none is capable of adaptivity to either the 
changing desires of the user, or the changing information displayed by the evolving 
popUlations, without complex adjustment of the fitness evaluation scheme. In a model 
of an evolutionary environment, it is not unthinkable to consider a fitness evaluation 
scheme that evolves, as well as the individuals modelled within this environment. 
The applications described in [67, 68] come closest to implementing a realistic fit-
ness evaluation method. The fitness evaluators used by these systems employ compo-
sitions which have already been judged valuable as a result of their importance in the 
history of musical development, as a means of comparison and fitness evaluation. The 
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Author(s) Description Effect on Individual X; 
X = XIX2··· Xl 
McIntyre 'Standard' Xl ... X~ ... Xn (X~ = randomly 
[54] chosen note from musical 'alphabet') 
Homer and Not given 
Ayers [38] 
Thywissen Sequence Xl + n ... Xl + n 
[73] Transposition n = note transposition value 
(assumed) 
Retrograde Xl··· Xl 
(Reversal) 
(assumed) 
Sequence I I Xl··· xn 
Inversion x~ = inverted ith note value 
(assumed) 
Werner and 'Standard' I Xl ... xn ... Xn 
Todd [78] (x~ = mutated note) 
Spector and Pattern Xl·· . Xl 
Alpern [67] Reversal 
Pattern Xl + k ... Xn + k 
Inversion k = inversion value 
Pattern Xl + k ... Xn + k 
Transposition k = transposition value 
Pattern XnXI ... Xn-l 
Rotation 
Table 1.21: Mutation Methods in Musical GA and GP Applications with Formalistic 
Fitness Functions 
"constructed artist" [67] of these applications which is evolved using critics and cul-
tural context as parameters - and thus fitness measures - is able to "please critics within 
cultures, without involving us in questions of aesthetics" [67]. 
The constructed artist system circumvents the problems associated with determin-
istic and formalistic fitness evaluation schemes - the authors condemn these methods as 
promoting "aesthetic mediocrity" [67]. Additionally, the benefits of utilising evaluation 
methods in which the rules are 'broken' have been demonstrated by Werner and Todd 
[78], whereby the diversity of an evolving song-composition population is maintained 
by the use of evaluators that promote the 'surprise' element of compositions. The value 
of maintaining the 'surprise' element of compositions is confirmed by psychological 
investigations of musical perception, which have shown that the optimum enjoyment of 
music is derived "at the intermediate point where our brain is engaged in discovering 
structure and generating hypotheses about what sounds will occur next, but is not yet 
overtaxed" [79]. This implies that the 'best' compositions for any specific listener lie 
on a continuum of predictability: the extremes of this continuum being compositions 
that are predictable, dull and uninteresting, and compositions that are unpredictable, 
without structure and incomprehensible to the listener. Additionally, the use rule-based 
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Author(s) Description Effect on Individual X; 
X = XIX2 ... Xl 
Horowitz Not given 
[43] , 
! 
Biles Pattern Xl· .. Xl I [4] Reversal 
Pattern Xn ... XlXI ... Xn-l 
Rotation n = rotation point 
Pattern Nmax - (Xl ... Xl) 
Inversion N max = maximum note value 
Sort Notes xNrnin ... XNrnax 
Ascending N min = lowest note, N max = highest note 
Sort Notes XNrna ... XN . x mz.n 
Descending Nmin = lowest note, Nmax = highest note 
Sequence Xl + n ... Xl + n 
Transposition n = note transposition value 
Jacob Not given 
[45] 
Putnam Not given 
[60] 
Table 1.22: Mutation Methods In Musical GA and GP Applications with User-
Evaluated Fitness Functions 
fitness evaluators in algorithmic composition applications can be further invalidated by 
the fact that "analysis of western music at anyone period of history reveals a great sim-
ilarity in the note patterns used by various composers, and these recognizable 'rules' 
form the familiar order from which the composer's new work departs" [79]. Thus an 
algorithmic composer which can not generalise outside of any rule-base can not be said 
to be modelling any human composer. 
The use of a neural network fitness evaluator in Spector and Alpern's extended ap-
plication [68] proved to be successful; this was due to the fact that the evaluator was 
based upon the premise that it is not necessary "to know what the 'right' criteria are 
for aesthetic judgement"; the only knowledge required is the "need to know that our 
systems are capable of conforming to the range of such criteria that might be proposed" 
[68]. It is perhaps for this reason that other neural network fitness evaluators in musical 
applications have failed [6]. The implication of this statement is that fitness evaluators 
for musical applications should not analyse event sequences for musicological worth, 
but rather for similarities between candidate event sequence representations and exem-
plar data from a source known to be of worth. 
The investigation of the types of genetic operator used in musical applications re-
veals many variations of the standard single point crossover and mutation operators. 
The use of operators that lend themselves well to musical applications has been seen, 
and these operators do not have a detrimental effect upon the observed results. 
From this review of applications of genetic techniques to musical composition, the 
following attributes have be identified as being beneficial to evolutionary composition 
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Author(s) Description Effect on Individual X; 
X = XIX2·.· Xl 
Gibson and Single Bit I Xl· .. X n · .. Xn 
Byrne [30] Inversion x~ = 1- Xn 
Biles As for Biles [4] 
[6] 
Spector and As for Spector and 
Alpern [68] Alpern [67] 
Table 1.23: Mutation Methods in Musical GA and GP Applications with Neural Net-
work Fitness Functions 
applications; these attributes will be exploited in the design of a composition system 
that overcomes some of the limitations observed in this review. 
• The use of clustering methods to group similar candidate solutions [61] 
• The use of material known to be of high worth to the implemented evolutionary 
process [45,67,68,73] 
• Operators that promote violation of the rules used by any evaluation procedure 
[67, 68, 78] 
• The combination of subjective and objective fitness evaluation procedures [43] 
• Transformational operators applicable to musical tasks [42,43,61,67,68,73] 
• The generation of a 'library' of useful musical event sequences, rather than the 
'perfect' solution [4] 
• The utilisation of low fitness individuals which may contain useful information 
[60] 
• No requirement for the knowledge of the rules employed in creating high fitness 
solutions, only the criteria that assess this solutions as being of high fitness [67, 
68] 
As a result of the potential of neural fitness evaluation suggested by the work of 
Spector and Alpern [67,68], this type of fitness evaluation method will be investigated 
in more depth in the following Chapter. Subsequently, a novel means of neural fitness 
evaluation will be proposed which extends the functionality of current neural fitness 
evaluation methods, based on Spector and Alpern's fitness evaluation philosophy. as 
well as those desirable attributes listed above. 
1.3 Concluding Remarks 
In this Chapter, the theory behind GAs and GP has been introduced, as well aspects 
of genetic techniques that will be of interest later in this research work, notably the 
Schema Theory, niching and speciation, and fuzzy genetic operators. 
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Experimental results, described in Section A.2 of Appendix A, have also revealed 
aspects of the performance of GAs that will be of importance to future work. To sum-
marise, these findings are: 
• The mutation operator can disrupt a population away from high fitness regions of 
the search space; 
• The relative size of high fitness search space regions can affect the convergence 
of a population; 
• Operators used by the SGA do not guarantee the 'survival' of high fitness indi-
viduals; 
• Use of different types of genetic operator can change the GA from a 'search' 
device to an 'optimisation' device. 
This Chapter has also introduced and reviewed the application of genetic algorithms 
and genetic programming to musical composition tasks. The success of these applica-
tions has been seen to be most dependent upon the means of fitness evaluation used in 
each specific case. Four types of fitness evaluation method have been identified, these 
being deterministic, formalistic, user-evaluated, and neural. 
Of these types, neural network fitness evaluation has been seen to offer the most 
scope for flexible fitness evaluation. This is due to the ability of neural networks to 
carry out pattern recognition and generalisation tasks, such that the need for the require-
ment of 'sticking to the rules' is removed - this being one drawback of deterministic 
and formalistic fitness evaluation methods. By removing the need for user-evaluation 
of candidate solutions, NN fitness evaluation methods do not suffer from the 'fitness 
bottleneck' problems associated with this method. The use of neural networks as GA 
fitness evaluation methods will be investigated in more depth in Chapter 2. 
The use of GA (as opposed to GP) methods will be pursued as a means of evo-
lutionary composition; as discussed in Section 1.2.3, the absence of any rule bases in 
the representations used in GA applications lends GA techniques a greater degree of 
flexibility of application. The development of a more flexible and adaptive fitness eval-
uator, as will be presented in Chapters 2, 3 and 4, will show that an application-specific 
representation (such as those observed in the GP applications reviewed in this Chapter) 
is not a necessity for a powerful pattern evolution system. 
Other aspects of composition applications of genetic techniques have been investi-
gated; these being the different uses of genetic operators and the types of representa-
tions common in these applications. Several attributes of the reviewed works have been 
indicated as being useful to future applications of genetic techniques to musical com-
position. These attributes will be used in the development of a more adaptive, flexible 
genetic composition device; as will be presented in Chapters 2, 3 and 4. 
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Chapter 2 
Neural Network Fitness Evaluation 
The investigation into the use of GAs in algorithmic composition applications carried 
out in Chapter 1 has shown that the applications which use neural network fitness eval-
uation methods show the most potential for creating realistic musical compositions. 
Other fitness evaluation methods - those that use deterministic, formalistic, or user-
evaluated fitness methods - tend to be limited in terms of the rules and relationships 
implemented in evaluating candidate solutions, and the speed with which any compo-
sition task can be carried out. 
This Chapter introduces the theory of neural networks, and describes and reviews 
the uses of neural networks as genetic algorithm fitness evaluators, with specific focus 
on the network architectures implemented. The main objective of this review is to iden-
tify the limitations of current neural network fitness evaluation methods and to formu-
late the requirements for improving upon these methods. It is shown that the Adaptive 
Resonance Theory (ART) paradigm of neural network fulfils these requirements, and 
the theory of a novel fitness evaluation method is presented. 
Section 2.1 presents the theory of neural networks. Section 2.2 introduces the re-
quirements for neural network fitness evaluators and reviews the applications of neural 
networks as fitness evaluation devices. Section 2.3 presents an analysis of the require-
ments for improving neural network fitness techniques, and introduces the Adaptive 
Resonance Theory neural network paradigm which meets these requirements. The the-
ory of the ART neural network paradigm is described in Section 2.4. The utilisation of 
a novel fitness evaluation method based upon an ART neural network is described in 
Section 2.5. Section 2.6 summarises the main findings of this Chapter. 
2.1 Introduction to Artificial Neural Networks 
Artificial neural networks are processing devices inspired by models of biological neu-
ral systems. Neural networks are constructed from many simple processors or neurons 
interconnected by weighted excitatory or inhibitory connections. The output of a neu-
ron is dependent on the combination and strength of the inputs to the neuron; commonly 
the neuron output is a function of the sum of the weighted inputs to the neuron [82]. 
A major advantage of neural networks is that they are able to learn from experience; 
neural networks are not programmed to solve a problem, they are taught to solve a 
problem. This enables neural networks to perform well in applications such as pattern 
recognition and classification, generalisation and function approximation [52]. 
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There are many different types of neural network, all useful for particular types of 
problem solving. Some of these will be examined in the following pages, along with 
some of the mechanisms used to improve the performance of the networks. 
2.1.1 Basic Neural Building Blocks 
2.1.1.1 The MCP Neuron 
The simplest model of a neuron was developed in 1943 by McCulloch and Pitts, and 
this model still bears their name. The model is based upon a simplified version of the 
biological neuron, and is shown in Figure 2.1 [82]. 
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Figure 2.1: The MCP Neuron 
The inputs Xl, X2, ... Xn are presented to the neuron via their respective multiplica-
tive weights, WI, W2, ... W n , n denoting the total number of inputs to the node. The 
firing rule for the McCulloch and Pitts (MCP) neuron is a step function defined as: 
where yk+l= output from node at time k + 1 
xf = input from i at time k 
Wi = weight of input i 
n = total number of inputs to node 
T = threshold of node 
(2.1) 
Thus the output is set to either 1 or 0 depending on whether the sum of the products 
of each input with its respective weight exceeds the threshold T. As the output y is 
either 1 or 0, it can be seen that this model could be applied to basic logic operations. 
In fact, it is relatively simple to adapt the MCP neuron to carry out logic operations 
such as NOT, AND, and OR, using single neurons [82]. 
In itself, the MCP neuron is useful for a initial description of how an individual 
neuron operates, but has little practical use -logic operations are performed more easily 
using traditional processing. The MCP neuron can only utilise binary states, in discrete 
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time. More advanced networks exist which allow analogue variables to be used as 
inputs and outputs in continuous time. Also, more importantly, there exists no formal 
method of altering the weights associated with each input, to change how the neuron 
relates the output to any given input - essentially, the Mep neuron as described has no 
learning capacity. 
2.1.1.2 The Perceptron 
The perceptron was the first neural model that allowed a learning process to take place. 
It was first implemented by Rosenblatt in 1959. The perceptron processing unit is 
very similar to the Mep neuron described earlier, but has one extra input, xo, with an 
associated weight Wo as shown in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2: The Perceptron 
The input Xo has a fixed value of 1, but the weight Wo is adaptive, as are the re-
maining weights WI, ... W n . The fixed input Xo acts as a bias, essentially shifting the 
threshold at which the neuron fires away from zero [82]. 
As with the Mep neuron, the perceptron processing unit performs a summing op-
eration on the products of the inputs with their respective weights, as follows [82]: 
where y(t) = output from node 
Xi(t) = input from i 
Wi (t) = weight of input i 
n = total number of inputs to node 
T = threshold of node 
(2.2) 
In order to perform a useful recognition task, the perceptron has to be trained. This 
is done using a training set, a set of patterns that is presented to the input layer of 
the perceptron, along with corresponding output. Whenever a particular training set 
is presented to the network, the desired output value, d( t) is also presented. Before 
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training has begun, the weights between the input and the perceptron processing unit 
are set to small, non-zero, random numbers. The calculation above is carried out. and 
the actual output will thus be calculated. Now, an difference will exist between the 
desired output and the actual output. This error is then used to modify the weights to 
reduce this error to zero, so that the actual and the desired outputs become identical. 
The amount by which each weight will change is given by the following equation: 
where d(t) = desired output value 
'fl = learning rate 
(2.3) 
The learning rate, 'fl, is a number between 0.0 and 1.0, and determines how fast the 
actual output approaches the desired output. The weight adaptation process is repeated 
until the difference between the actual and desired outputs is zero, or within some preset 
tolerance; when this state is achieved, the output is said to have converged. A high 
learning rate generally results in fast convergence - that is, the actual output approaches 
the desired output in fewer iterations than if a lower learning rate was used. However, a 
larger leaning rate results in more unstable weight calculations - a smaller leaning rate 
allows a smoother weight convergence [22]. 
However, a single perceptron can not solve many classification or recognition prob-
lems. This is due to the fact that single perceptrons can only classify patterns that are 
linearly separable. Linear separability implies that the output set can be divided by 
a single unbounded line (for a two dimensional input pattern) or by a hyperplane of 
N - 1 dimension, N being the dimension of the input set. The classic example of a pat-
tern classification set that is not linearly separable is the Exclusive-Or function. This 
function produces an output set that can not be divided into two regions by a single 
line. The linear separability problem can be solved by using multi-layered networks of 
perceptrons. 
2.1.2 The Multi-layer Perceptron Neural Network and Error Back-
Propagation 
To solve linearly unseparable functions, it is necessary to have a network of perceptrons 
with a hidden layer. This type of network consists of an input neuron layer, an output 
neuron layer and one or more layers in between; this is called the hidden layer as it 
does not playa direct part in the input and output stages of the network. This network 
consists of a layer of i inputs, feeding into the hidden layer, which has j neurons. 
The output of the neurons in the hidden layer is calculated in the same way as for a 
single perceptron, described earlier. These outputs are then fed into the output layer, 
consisting of j neurons, and again the same kind of summation is applied to them. This 
network is shown in Figure 2.3. 
Whereas networks with only an input and an output layer form two regions in the 
output function space, multi-layer networks can separate the output space into a greater 
number of regions, effectively solving the Exclusive-Or problem. This is achieved by 
a process known as back-propagation training. A requirement for back-propagation 
training is that the neuron firing rule is a continuously differentiable function. So far, 
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Figure 2.3: The Multi-layer Perceptron Network 
the firing rule has been a step function, with an output of either 1 or O. This is not a 
continuously differentiable function, and so another firing rule is required. The sigmoid 
function, one type of which can be defined as [82]: 
2 f( x) - - 1 
- 1 + e-AX (2.4) 
is continuously differentiable, and depending on the value of the multiplier A, the slope 
of the curve increases, approaching the shape of the unit step function. 
The convergence procedure is similar to the feedforward method described earlier. 
Initially, all weights and biases are set to small, random, non-zero values, and the input 
vector and desired output vector are specified. Now, using the sigmoid nonlinearity 
cited above, the actual output is calculated and compared to the desired output. An 
error term for each output neuron is calculated, using the formula [52]: 
where 6k = error term for node k 
Yk = actual output of node k 
dk = desired output of node k 
(2.5) 
This error term is then used to adjust the weight of each input to the output node using 
the formula: 
where Wjk = weight of input to output node k from hidden node j 
7] = learning rate 
6k = error term associated with output k 
hj = output of hidden node h 
(2.6) 
This formula can also be applied to the weights of inputs to the hidden neurons - how-
ever the back-propagation error is calculated in a slightly different manner: 
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6j = xi(l - Xi) L 6kWjk 
k 
where Wjk = weight of input to hidden node j from input k 
Xi = input i 
And thus the new weights for the inputs to the hidden layer are calculated: 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
Using these new weights and recursively calculating new weights, will lead to conver-
gence; this process can sometimes be accelerated by using a momentum term in the 
weight adjustment formula: 
(2.9) 
where ex = momentum gain, a < ex < 1 
This accelerates the convergence procedure by enhancing the current weight ad-
justments with a fraction of the most recent weight adjustment, encouraging weight 
alteration the along the steepest gradient towards the point where convergence occurs 
[82]. 
The technique described above for training perceptron networks is called supervised 
learning. This implies that the network adjusts its performance whilst being given out-
put patterns to match with specified input patterns. There exists a measure of how well 
the network is learning - a measure of convergence. This is usually defined as the Root 
Mean Square (RMS) error value, and as the RMS error approaches 0.0, the network is 
learning the training set to a better degree. The convergence process, however, may take 
thousands of iterations, and may never reach true convergence. This is due to the phe-
nomena known as local minima. If the RMS error is considered as a surface, dependent 
on all the weights in the network, then various regions of the surface will have a lesser 
value than other regions - these are known as the minima of the function. One minimum 
will have smaller values than others, and one will exist which has the smallest value of 
all - this is called the global minimum. It is the global minimum which is sought when 
back-propagation training is carried out. However, if the back-propagation process gets 
'stuck' in a local minima, then true convergence will probably not occur. Techniques 
exist to avoid or get out of local minima, but local minima remain a problem for the 
back-propagation learning technique. 
2.2 Neural Networks as Fitness Evaluators in GA and 
GP Applications 
It is essentially the fitness function of a genetic algorithm that defines the search space 
in which solutions to a given problem can be found. An investigation into the effects 
of using a GA to optimise various mathematical functions, carried out in Appendix 
A, showed that the only functional difference between each optimisation task was the 
equation encoded as the fitness measure for individuals processed by the GA - the 
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functionality of the selection, reproduction and combination/transformation operators 
remained unchanged. 
Mathematical optimisation tasks are trivial examples of the power of genetic tech-
niques - the search space is small, well defined, simple, and has few degrees of free-
dom. Genetic algorithms have been applied to optimisation problems of much greater 
complexity than mathematical optimisation tasks, for example the 'Travelling Sales-
man Problem' [55]. This is a combinatorial optimisation problem - the best solution 
can only be found by examining different combinations of the search space, since the 
multi-dimensionality, complexity and non-linearity of the search space prevents the fit-
ness evaluation from being expressed, or visualised, as easily as could a mathematical 
function. 
Thus, in some cases it is not possible, or is undesirable, or is unfeasible in practice, 
to model a fitness function as a purely mathematical function. In these cases an alterna-
tive means of fitness evaluation has to be employed. One method which has been used 
to varying degrees of success is that of the utilisation of neural networks as a fitness 
evaluation method. 
2.2.1 Overview 
Neural networks have been applied with great success to problems such as feature de-
tection and classification. It is these attributes which are exploited in the use of neural 
networks as fitness evaluation tools. Other attributes of neural networks that which are 
advantageous in this application are their ability to process multi-dimensional data ef-
ficiently, and their ability to process noisy or incomplete data and still be able to detect 
underlying features in a patterns. 
The use of neural networks as fitness evaluation methods in GA applications ex-
ploits the ability of NNs to detect similarities between information generated by the 
GA and the data used to train the fitness evaluation network. 
The applications of NN s as fitness evaluators are diverse; this reflects the flexibility 
of NNs as pattern recognition devices. Essentially the methods employed in the re-
viewed applications are similar, it is the network architectures and methods of training 
that vary, and have most effect on the success of the application. A significant propor-
tion of the works which use neural network fitness evaluation are evolutionary musical 
composition systems; this is perhaps due to the difficulty of measuring the fitness of ge-
netic information in a musical application. Although these works have been reviewed 
in Section 1.2, they will be reviewed here from a different perspective. This Section 
focuses on the NN implementation in each case, rather than the specifics of the GA in 
which the NN fitness evaluator is employed. 
The works reviewed here include a method of simulating amino acid evolution, 
which utilises a single perceptron feature extraction fitness evaluator [65, 66]: a factory 
scheduling estimation process using a multi-layer perceptron network trained by an 
error back-propagation method [20]; a musical phrase generator that constructs a multi-
layer perceptron network using the cascade correlation method [6]; a melodic phrase 
generation system that uses a neural network to detect rhythmic and melodic similarity 
[30]; and an evolutionary composition system that employs a multi-layer perceptron 
network trained with known examples of high fitness material [68]. A full description 
of each application is presented in Appendix C. 
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2.2.2 A Review of Applications of Neural Fitness Evaluators 
The way in which neural networks are integrated as fitness evaluators in GAs is shown 
in Figure 2.4. 
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Figure 2.4: Flow Chart for a GA Using a NN Fitness Evaluator 
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This shows the flow of information between the GA and the NN fitness evaluator , 
however, the reviewed applications show that there are various ways in which different 
types of NN have been applied to fitness evaluation. The different architectures of NNs 
used in as FEs are detailed in Table 2.1. 
Author(s) NN FE Architecture 
Biles Single hidden layer MLP 
[6] 
Dagli and Single hidden layer MLP 
Sittisathanchai [20] 
Gibson and Single Perceptron 
Byrne [30] 
Schneider, Schuchhardt Single Perceptron 
and Wrede [65, 66] 
Spector and Single hidden layer MLP 
Alpern [68] 
Table 2.1: Architectures of Neural Network Fitness Evaluators 
Neural network fitness evaluators process populations of individuals as presented by 
the GA; as the representations used by different GA applications vary, the different NN 
fitness evaluators are required to process different kinds of data. The representations 
process by the reviewed applications are shown in Table 2.2 
The training methods employed by these NN fitness evaluators also varies between 
applications; these methods are summarised in Table 2.3. 
Generally. the applications of neural networks seen here have used simple network 
architectures and training regimes. The amino acid system [65, 66] used only a sin-
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Author(s) Input Representation 
Biles Integer-valued encoding of note 
[6] note sequence pitch 
Dagli and Integer-valued encoding of 
Sittisathanchai [20] job shop 'operations' 
Gibson and Binary-valued encoding of 
Byrne [30] rhythm patterns 
Schneider, Schuchhardt Real-valued pairs representing 
and Wrede [65, 66] amino acid characteristics 
Spector and Real-valued pairs representing note 
Alpern [68] sequence pitch and articulation 
Table 2.2: Representations Processed by Neural Network Fitness Evaluators 
Author(s) Training Method 
Biles 'Cascade Correlation' 
[6] Method [26] 
Dagli and Back-propagation 
Sittisathanchai [20] 
Gibson and Perceptron input weight 
Byrne [30] modification 
Schneider, Schuchhardt Perceptron input weight 
and Wrede [65, 66] modification 
Spector and 'QuickProp'Method 
Alpern [68] [25] 
Table 2.3: Training Methods Used by Neural Network Fitness Evaluators 
gle neural unit to carry out fitness evaluation, using a training regime based on back-
propagation of error. The musical composition system described by Gibson and Byrne 
[30] also uses this simple, single perceptron neural network architecture. In the simple 
pattern recognition tasks to which these neural networks are applied, there is no need 
for a more complex fitness evaluation system; however, for more complicated pattern 
recognition and fitness evaluation tasks, more complex neural networks are required. 
The job shop scheduling system [20] utilised a slightly more complex neural sys-
tem, consisting of a network with a single hidden neuron layer, trained using an error 
back-propagation method. The most complicated neural fitness evaluator was that used 
in the musical composition applications of Biles [6] and Spector and Alpern [68], yet 
these systems produced the most inconsistent results. Despite the claimed complexity 
of the search space in these problems, one possible reason for the failure of Biles' sys-
tem [6] to allocate fitness values successfully was the choice of representation for the 
data used as input to the neural network - a simpler representation may have proved 
more successful. The Neurogen system [30] was unable to create music of much in-
terest; also the parameters used by the GA and the fitness evaluator required much 
'fine tuning' in order to produce musical results. The GenBebop system of Spector and 
Alpern [67, 68] produced the most realistic results; however, the small data set used to 
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train their neural network fitness evaluator resulted in some misclassification of musical 
phrases generated by their genetic programming system. 
In addition to the varied success of these neural network fitness evaluators, there 
appears to be limitations in their application. The most obvious drawback of these sys-
tems is that they require training. Not only is this time consuming, but it also requires 
prior knowledge of how the input set will map to a certain output. That is, for a given 
domain, the fitness values for the training set are required knowledge for the network 
to assign fitness to test data successfully. Another drawback is that once the training set 
is learnt, there is no scope for new data to change the way the system evaluates fitness. 
This may prevent some new genetically produced individuals from being rejected as 
low fitness, when in actual fact they may be of high fitness, but due to the way in which 
the network has been trained, can not be identified as such. These potential high fitness 
individuals may be of use in classifying other similar individuals - of a type that may 
not have been included in the training set. 
2.2.3 Analysis of Applications of Neural Fitness Evaluators 
There has been little application of neural networks to genetic algorithm fitness eval-
uation, however the results described in the articles summarised in Section 2.2.2 have 
generally been successful, in the scope of each individual application. 
Some of the most important considerations of implementing a neural network fit-
ness evaluator have been highlighted in this review. These can be summarised as fol-
lows: 
• Neural network fitness evaluators perform well in search spaces of high dimen-
sionality [65, 66]; 
• Neural network fitness evaluators perform better than heuristic (rule base) fitness 
evaluation systems [20]; 
• The way in which the genetic material is presented to the neural network fitness 
evaluator has a significant effect on the fitness evaluation process [6]; 
• The training data set, training method and neural network architecture and param-
eters have a significant effect upon the accuracy of fitness evaluation [30, 68]. 
These factors will be major considerations in the development of a novel means of 
GA fitness evaluation, which will form the main area of investigation and novelty of 
this research. This novel fitness evaluation method will ultimately be applied to a musi-
cal composition system, to improve upon the applications of evolutionary composition 
methods described in Section 1.2. 
2.3 Requirements for Fitness Evaluation in Evolution-
ary Musical Composition Applications 
The investigation of the applications of genetic techniques to musical composition in 
Section 1.2 has shown that most applications are successful within the scope for which 
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they were designed, but lack the ability to be adaptive. The limitations of these applica-
tions tend to be as a result of the fitness evaluation method implemented in each case. 
These limitations are detailed in Chapter 1. 
The requirements for a improved method of fitness evaluation in GA applications 
to musical composition can be summarised as: 
• Pattern recognition: 
New individuals that are similar to existing patterns known to have high fitness 
should be assigned fitness proportional to this degree of similarity; 
• Adaptive to novel pattern types: 
If a new individual is encountered that displays no similarity to existing patterns, 
this new individual should have the potential to form a new category of pattern: 
• Faster than human evaluation: 
Otherwise, the human composer could carry out the same task in less time; 
• Unconstrained by number of categorisation types: 
There should be no predetermined limit to the number of categories that can be 
potentially created. 
A neural network fitness evaluation system that fulfils these requirements is the 
Adaptive Resonance Theory or ART neural network paradigm [13, 52, 82]; specifically 
the ART-l neural network [13, 57]. The ART-l neural network can successfully fulfil 
the requirements listed above, as follows: 
• Pattern recognition: 
The ART-l neural network carries out a pattern matching process, which assigns 
a degree of similarity proportional to the amount of commonality between corre-
sponding elements of two patterns; 
• Adaptivity: 
Categories are represented by clusters of similar patterns; if no cluster can be 
found to represent an input pattern, a new cluster and category can be created to 
represent this pattern; 
• Processing speed: 
The fitness evaluation speed is negligible compared to user-evaluated methods; 
additionally, the amount of training required by ART neural networks is less than 
for an equivalent MLP network; 
• Category constraints: 
There is no upper limit to the number of new categories that can be added to 
the ART-l neural network; the act of adding new categories does not have a 
significant effect upon either neural network retraining or processing speed. 
As ART-l neural networks process binary patterns of data, they can be easily inte-
grated into the SGA, as described in Chapter 1. Other types of ART neural network, 
such as ART-2 [12] and Fuzzy ART [16, 17] networks, are capable of processing real-
valued data; however, as all ART networks are extensions of the ART-l network, an 
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investigation into the behaviour of the ART-I network as a fitness evaluator will deter-
mine the necessity of implementing further variations of the ART paradigm. 
The following section will introduce the theory and mechanisms of the ART paradigm 
of neural networks, and show how the ART-I neural network can be integrated into a 
GA as a fitness evaluator. 
2.4 An Introduction to Adaptive Resonance Theory Neu-
ral Networks 
This Section details the theory and mathematics behind the mechanism of Adaptive 
Resonance Theory (ART), and the application of this theory to an unsupervised, cluster-
ing, neural network architecture. Various neural network architectures are introduced, 
including ART-I, ART-2, Fuzzy ART, ARTMAP, and Fuzzy ARTMAP networks. 
2.4.1 The ART-l Neural Network Architecture 
ART-I Neural Networks are designed to perform a clustering operation upon fixed 
length binary vectors (patterns). Clustering is a means of classifying data whereby the 
number of partitions required to separate the data is unknown in advance of the clas-
sification process [57, 82]. Clusters are formed by any number of similar data points; 
the cluster is represented by a prototype vector. The prototype represents similar at-
tributes of all of the data points in a given cluster. A clustering algorithm, given a set 
of binary vectors, will create a number of clusters - between one and the number of 
distinct binary vectors - depending on the criteria used to distinguish vectors from each 
other. Adaptive Resonance Theory utilises a concept known as vigilance to make this 
distinction [82]. 
A set of p different binary vectors of length n bits will occupy p points in n-
dimensional space. The clustering algorithm identifies areas in this n-dimensional 
space which are densely populated by points, and creates representations - prototypes -
for each of these areas. 
If there is no know ledge of how this set of n vectors should be partitioned, or no 
knowledge of how many clusters should be formed, then it is necessary for the network 
to self-organise these vectors. This is carried out using a similarity measure called the 
vigilance test [13,57,82]. 
The vigilance test is a means of comparing one pattern to another to determine the 
degree of similarity that exists between the two. If the observed degree of similarity 
exceeds a user-defined threshold - the vigilance parameter, p - then the two patterns are 
said to be in resonance and are similar enough to be represented by the same cluster. If 
a cluster represents more than one vector, then a prototype vector is used as a means of 
labelling the cluster. The vigilance parameter, p, is limited by [13]: 
(2.10) 
In the limiting case of p = 1, two patterns need to be identical in order to be 
clustered together. So in the case of p distinct n-bit patterns, p clusters would be formed 
as a result of applying the ART-l algorithm with a vigilance parameter, p = 1. The 
opposite extreme of p = 0 implies that no degree of similarity is required between 
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compared patterns, and so the p distinct n-bit patterns would all be clustered together. 
Thus the vigilance parameter not only has a significant effect upon which patterns are 
judged to be similar, but also upon the number of clusters which are formed to partition 
the pattern set. 
2.4.1.1 The Stability-Plasticity Dilemma 
One of the requirements for a neural network fitness evaluator that has been indicated 
is the ability to be adaptive to pattern types that are not represented in the training 
data, whilst preserving information regarding those patterns already classified. Neural 
networks such as the multi-layer perceptron (MLP) network are able to classify data as 
one of the number of classes represented by training data; however in order to represent 
a new class, the MLP network needs to be completely retrained - a time consuming 
process. 
In general, the network needs to display plasticity such that new classes can be in-
corporated into the categorisation process - that is, they are adaptive or incremental -
whilst remaining stable with respect to previously categorised classes [35, 57]. Un-
like other neural network architectures, ART-l neural networks are able to solve the 
stability-plasticity dilemma; they are sensitive and adaptive to novel pattern classes 
whilst maintaining stability of recognition for familiar events. 
The ART-l mechanism utilises an unsupervised training algorithm to partition data 
into clusters. This training method assumes that there is no prior knowledge of how 
clusters should be populated or separated; this information is deduced as the network 
processes input patterns. In fact, the term clustering can be distinguished from the sim-
ilar process of classification by the fact that classification assumes known data parti-
tions, whereas clustering assumes no such information. As the ART-l mechanism will 
demonstrate, the employed clustering process is well suited to solving the Stability-
Plasticity Dilemma. 
2.4.1.2 The ART-l Architecture 
The ART-l network [13, 35, 52, 57, 82] consists of two layers of neurons, F1 and F2 · 
These two layers are fully interconnected in both bottom-up and top-down directions. 
A schematic of the ART-l network is shown in Figure 2.5. 
;::1 contains as many neurons as there are elements in the input pattern; for a binary 
vector of fixed length n bits there will be n neurons in the ;::1 layer. F2 contains a 
number of neurons equal to the number of clusters formed at any time. 
Associated with each connection is a weight; the matrices formed by the bottom-
up and top-down connections represent the long term memory (LTM) of the system -
LTM represents the clustering information of the network, and it is within the LTM that 
learning and adaptation takes place. Short term memory (STM) is represented by the 
activation of the neurons in the ;::1 and ;::2 layers; STM is only activated while there is 
a pattern present at the ;::1 layer; since ;::1 neurons have a linear transfer function, the 
STM at ;::1 is identical to the input pattern. 
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Figure 2.5: The ART-l Architecture 
2.4.1.3 The ART-l Neural Network 
A schematic of the ART-l neural network is shown in Figure 2.6. Each F1 neuron is 
connected to every F2 neuron via the continuous-valued bottom-up LTM represented 
by W, and each F2 neuron is connected to every F1 neuron via the binary-valued top-
down STM represented by V. 
M neurons 
r® + 0 0 0 0 0 + -----------. 
F2 
Res et 
V W 
+ 
-
-
~ G1 0 0 0 0 0 ------------ 0 0 ~ 
N neurons + F1 
In ut Pattern I p 
Figure 2.6: The ART-l Neural Network 
The remaining features of the ART-l network are gains G1 and G2 • and a reset 
module. G1 is the logical 'or' of all the elements of an input pattern I, except when the 
feedback from F2 contains a '1', when G1 is set to zero. G2 is the logical 'or' of all the 
elements of an input pattern I. The reset signal is sent to the active F2 neuron when the 
vigilance test fails. 
Each F1 neuron receives three inputs: one bit from the input pattern I, one bit from 
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the feedback signal from :F2, and the gain G 1. An:F1 neuron outputs a '1' if at least 
two of these three inputs is a '1' - this is the two thirds rule of neural firing. 
. The net~ork is initialised by determining weights for the top-down and bottom-up 
InterconnectIons. For a network consisting of N :F1 neurons and M initial :F2 neurons 
the bottom-up weight matrix is initialised to: 
W .. - 1 . 
ZJ - 1 + M' 
1 < i < N, 1 < j < M 
the top-down weight matrix is initialised to: 
V ij = 1 
1 < i < N, 1 < j < M 
and the vigilance parameter is set to: 
(2.1l) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
The ART-l network algorithm consists of three distinct steps; these are called 
choice, match and reset. When a binary input pattern I is presented at the input :F1 
layer, as the output of :F2 is zero, G1 and G2 are both' 1 " so the output of :F1 is iden-
tical to the input pattern. An activation is caused in :F2; this activation is given by the 
choice function: 
T.(I) = II n Wjl 
J a + IWjl (2.14) 
where a is a small constant, a > 0, which biases the cluster search process towards 
cluster prototypes of larger magnitude. This compensates for the fact that as a cluster 
represents more patterns, the prototype vector for this cluster becomes more gener-
alised. The element of the vector Tj with the maximal value represents the 'winning' 
cluster, for this element the match function is calculated to determine the degree of 
similarity between I and the prototype vector of the 'winning' cluster. This is given by: 
S.(I) = II n Vjl 
J III (2.15) 
In terms of the signal path, the output of the 'winning' cluster is fed back via the 
LTM to reproduce a binary vector at :Fl. At this point G1 is inhibited, and so only those 
:F1 neurons which receive a '1' from I and :F2 remain active. If these two vectors are 
sufficiently similar, then they are said to be in resonance, and so I can be included in 
the appropriate :F2 cluster prototype. 
The vigilance test decides whether I displays sufficient similarity to the prototype 
vector: 
(2.16 ) 
If this test passes, then I is included in the yth cluster and the prototype vector is updated 
according to 
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(2.17) 
If the vigilance test fails, then the activation of the 'winning' F2 neuron is reset to 
zero, and the choice and match functions are repeated. In the event of the vigilance test 
failing for all F2 neurons, a new cluster is created, with corresponding prototype vector 
equal to I. The entire process of pattern input, choice and match is then repeated for 
the subsequent input pattern. 
2.4.1.4 The ART-l Algorithm 
The above mechanism for the ART-l neural network has been altered to render it more 
suitable for software implementation; the following algorithm for ART-l is as described 
by Lippmann [52]. 
1. Initialisation 
Bottom-up weight matrix: W ij = [1:- M 1 '
Top-down weight matrix: V ij = [1], 
Vigilance parameter: 0 < P < 1; 
2. Apply input pattern I; 
3. Compute the activation for each F2 neuron Aj due to I: 
i=M 
Aj = L W ij . Ii; 
i=l 
4. Select maximum value of A, A max; 
5. Carry out vigilance test for A max: 
-.;;:-'i=M V I L...i=l ij' i --'--~- > p 
11111 
where 
i=n 
11111 = Lli ; 
i=l 
6. If the vigilance test passes, update Wand V according to 
W ij = k=mv I 0.5 + Lk=l kj' k 
V···I· l) l 
V ij = Ii . Vij; 
7. If the vigilance test fails, reset 'winning' ph neuron activatio\In t01ze~ohand repeat 
from step 4. If no active neurons remain, create new cluster ~ + wit prototype 
vector I. 
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ART-l Fuzzy ART 
(Binary) (Continuous) 
Category Choice T.(I) = II n Wjl 
J a + IWj ! 
T·(I) = IIAWj ! 
J a+ IWj ! 
Match Criterion IInWj ! >p IIAWjl >p 
III II! 
Fast Learning w,,!-ew = WC!ld n I J J w,,!-ew = WC!ld A I J J 
Table 2.4: Equivalence of ART-l and Fuzzy ART Operations 
2.4.1.5 The ART-2 Neural Network 
The ART-2 neural network [12] expands on the capabilities of ART-1 networks by 
processing real-valued information, as well as binary valued data. 
The architecture and mechanisms of the ART-2 network are similar to the ART-1 
network; however, due to the need to process real-valued information, the equations 
that govern the ART-2 mechanism have been modified. These modifications are most 
relevant in the vigilance test, where the degree of similarity between patterns is de-
termined as a function of the normalised magnitude of the real-valued input pattern 
vector. 
2.4.1.6 The Fuzzy ART Neural Network 
The ART-l neural network processes binary input patterns exclusively; ART-2 neural 
networks process both binary and continuous data. The Fuzzy ART neural network 
generalises the ART-l and ART-2 network by allowing the use of continuous (as well 
as binary) valued input patterns; input pattern vector elements can take values in the 
interval [0,1]. Fuzzy ART networks differ from ART-2 by the use of fuzzy operators 
when comparing input patterns and cluster prototypes [17]. 
The network carries out these comparison processes by replacing the binary inter-
section operator (denoted by n) with the fuzzy equivalent, the fuzzy 'AND' or 'MIN' 
operator, denoted by A; this operator originated in fuzzy set theory [48]. Table 2.4 
presents the equivalence between the operations carried out in ART-1 and Fuzzy ART 
neural networks. 
Inputs to the Fuzzy ART network are complement encoded; this allows the network 
to assign significance to not only the presence of information in the input pattern, but 
also to the absence of information. This process is beneficial in reducing the effects of 
category proliferation, common in ART-l networks [57]. 
The realisation of an ARTMAP network by Carpenter and Grossberg [16] requires 
two identical adaptive weight matrices. The way in which these matrices change is 
given by differential equations; however, in a fast learning environment, these differen-
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tial equations reduce to the simple vector and matrix operations of choice, match and 
update as described in Section 2.4.1.3. 
The Blume and Esener algorithm is a more efficient implementation of the network; 
the ARTMAP network is constructed from two fuzzy ART networks, each wi th a single 
weight matrix and a single layer of neurons. This significantly reduces the amount 
of computation time required to process any input pattern. This is a modification to 
the Carpenter and Grossberg model, whereby the 'choice' and 'match' processes are 
reversed. Rather than computing the vigilance test for the pattern that causes the highest 
category activation, the vigilance test is carried out for all categories, followed by the 
selection of the category which shows the highest degree of match, from all those which 
pass the vigilance test. 
2.4.2 Predictive ART: The ARTMAP Paradigm 
In contrast to the ART-l neural network, the ARTMAP network is a supervised network 
which is capable of fast, stable, adaptive learning [15]. The ARTMAP network is 
constructed from two ART modules connected by an associative Map Field; these ART 
modules can be binary ART-l networks, or real-valued ART-2 or Fuzzy ART networks, 
and are referred to as ARTa and ARTb. As a result of the use of ART networks, the 
ARTMAP neural network inherits the capabilities of clustering, fast learning, stability 
and plasticity. The ARTMAP architecture is shown in Figure 2.7. 
Maximum Cluster 
Activation 
48 Pattern Inputs 
(training and simulation) 
Map Field 
Class Prediction Class Comfirmation 
Nc Label Inputs 
(training only) 
Figure 2.7: The ARTMAP Neural Network Architecture 
The purpose of the ARTa network is to process the in~ut and, t~aining patte,rns that 
require classification, and the purpose of ARTb is to assocI~te tramm~ labels with ,each 
class of training pattern, and to provide predictive informatIOn regardmg the claSSIfica-
tion type of any input pattern subsequent to training. The Map Field confirms or refutes 
this prediction. 
2.4.2.1 The ARTMAP Neural Network 
A schematic of the ARTMAP neural network is shown in Figure 2.8. The ARTa and 
ARTb networks are functionally similar to the ART-l schematic shown in Figure 2,6. 
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T~ese two
o 
ART ne~works are joined by the inter-ART Map Field, Fab. The additional 
Fa and Fb processIng layers carry out the complement encoding task. 
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Figure 2.8: The ARTMAP Neural Network 
During training, a training pattern is presented to ARTa, and the label pattern as-
sociated with this training pattern is presented to ARTb. Each ART network clusters 
its respective pattern, and an association is made in Fab between the training pattern 
cluster and the corresponding label. Rather than associating the input training pattern 
and the label directly, the association is made between the categories created by the 
clustering process. 
2.4.2.2 Match Tracking 
A process called Match Tracking is implemented in ARTMAP networks; this allows 
the network to adapt to input patterns that cause a predictive error in the Map Field. 
This error might occur when a category selected by ARTa is not mapped correctly in 
the Map Field to the category selected by ARTb. 
When this predictive error occurs, a reset signal is sent to ARTa and the ARTa 
vigilance parameter, Pa, is incremented by a small amount, such that the input pattern 
can be presented to ARTa again, but will result in the selection of a different ARTa 
category. This process is repeated until either another ARTa cluster matches the input 
pattern, or the search fails to find any suitable cluster, in which case a new cluster 
is created that represents this input pattern. This new cluster then has an association 
created in the Map Filed to the desired ARTb cluster. Once this process has been 
completed for the input pattern pair that resulted in the predictive error, the ARTa 
vigilance parameter is reset to its baseline value. 
The result of this process is that any subsequent presentation of patterns identical 
or similar to the input that initiated the match tracking process will have direct access 
to the new cluster, rather than the cluster that resulted in predictive error and the entire 
match tracking procedure. 
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2.4.2.3 The ARTMAP Algorithm 
As the ARTMAP network consist of two ART networks connected by the associative 
Map Field Fab, this section presents the mechanics of the processes specific to the 
ARTMAP network; the mechanics of the ART networks used are identical to the mate-
rial presented in Section 2.4 [69]. This Section presents the mechanisms of Map Field 
activation and learning, and the match tracking process. 
1. Preliminaries 
For ARTa: 
F~ output vector: 
(2.18) 
F~ output vector: 
a _ (a a ) Y = YI, Y2, ... Y2Ma (2.19) 
lh top-down weight vector: 
(2.20) 
For ARTb: 
Fl output vector: 
(2.21) 
F~ output vector: 
(2.22) 
lh top-down weight vector: 
(2.23) 
For the Map Field: 
Fab output vector: 
ab _ (ab ab ab) X = Xl , x 2 , ... X2Mb (2.24) 
weight vector from lh F~ node to Fab 
ab _ (ab ab ab ) 
Wj = Xjl,Xj2,···XjNb (2.25) 
2. Complement Coding 
Any vector a that requires complement coding is processed as follows: 
(2.26) 
where 
(2.27) 
This process is applicable to binary vectors, and continuous valued vectors, the 
values of the elements of which lie in the interval [0, 1]. 
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3. Initialisation 
All weights from the the lh F; node to the the kth node in the Map Field are 
initialised as follows: 
4. Map Field Learning 
ab 1 w jk = (2.28) 
If an association is made between a node j in F; and a node K in F~, the Map 
Field weight vector wc:/ is updated according to: 
5. Map Field Activation 
ab {I if k = K 
W J k = 0 otherwise (2.29) 
The Map Field Fab is activated whenever either of the ARTa or ARTb categories 
is active. If node j of F; is active, then Fab is activated by weights w~/; if node 
K of F~ is active, then node K of F; is activated by the one-to-one connection 
between F~ and Fab. If both ARTa and ARTb are active, Fabis only activated if 
ARTb predicts the same category as ARTa, via the weights w Jb. 
The output of Fab operates according to the following rules: 
6. Match Tracking 
if the jth node is active and F~ is active 
if the jth node is active and F~ is inactive 
if F; is inactive and F~ is active 
if F; is inactive and F~ is inactive 
(2.30) 
At the beginning of each input pattern presentation, the ARTa vigilance parame-
ter is set to a baseline value, Pa; Pab denotes the Map Field vigilance parameter. 
A mismatch at Fab while F~ is active causes an inter-ART reset signal to be sent 
to ARTa. This is mismatch is caused when 
(2.31) 
where 
(2.32) 
for an input pattern I and top-down weight vector ZJ. 
When an input a activates an F; node j and resonance is established, 
(2.33) 
If the ARTb category predicted by a fails to match the ARTb category. the inter-
ART reset signal raises Pa to a value high enough to cause the condition in Equa-
tion 2.33 to fail, such that 
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lanzJI 
Pa> lal (2.34) 
As a result of this modification to Pa, node J is reset and a search of ARTa 
categories follows, until a category is found that satisfies Equation 2.33 and the 
matching criterion demanded by the Map Field. This may require the iterative 
incrementation of Pa until these requirements are met; however, Pa is incremented 
by the least possible amount in order to achieve a correct prediction. The main 
consequence of the match tracking procedure is that predictive generalisation is 
maximised, whilst predictive errors are minimised. 
2.4.2.4 The Fuzzy ARTMAP Neural Network 
The benefits of both the ARTMAP and the fuzzy ART neural network architectures are 
combined in the fuzzy ARTMAP neural network [14]. Whereas the ARTMAP network 
utilises two ART-1 networks to process input patterns and the labels associated with 
these patterns, the fuzzy ARTMAP network implements two fuzzy ART networks to 
carry out the same task. 
As it is based upon the same architecture as the ART MAP network, the fuzzy 
ARTMAP network implements the beneficial attributes of Match Tracking, controlled 
cluster addition, category labelling, category prediction and confirmation via the Map 
Field, and fast training. 
2.5 Utilisation of an ART Neural Network as a Genetic 
Algorithm Fitness Evaluator 
In this Section, a novel fitness evaluation method is described that utilises an ART-1 
neural network as a fitness evaluator in a genetic algorithm. 
The process of fitness evaluation using an ART-1 neural network is shown in Figure 
2.9. The ART-1 network is used as a fitness evaluator in much the same way as any other 
method. A population of binary individuals is evaluated for fitness by the presentation 
of each individual to the input layer of the ART-1 network. The network then deduces, 
according to the algorithm presented in Section 2.4.1.4, which F2 neuron, if any, best 
represents the individual. The vigilance test is applied to the 'winning' F2 neuron; if 
the test is passed, then this individual is included in this cluster, and the weight matrices 
which represent the cluster are updated. If the test is failed, the remaining clusters are 
examined in descending order of activation until the vigilance test is passed. If no 
F2 neuron can display a close enough degree of similarity, a new cluster is created to 
represent this individual. 
The measure of fitness assigned to any individual is the degree of similarity of the 
individual compared to the cluster prototype; in the case of the individual creating a new 
cluster, then the fitness of the individual is given by the degree of similarity of itself to 
the new cluster prototype; as these two patterns will be identical, the fitness measure in 
this case will be the maximum value of 1. Once the fitness evaluation process has been 
carried out for all individuals in the population, the individuals and their corresponding 
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Figure 2.9: Flow Chart for GA Using an ART-l Fitness Evaluator 
fitness values are passed to the selection process of the GA; selection is carried out 
regardless of cluster assignment. 
In numerical applications of GAs, it is necessary for the FE to perform a mapping 
from a binary representation to a numerical representation. The simplest example of 
this is converting an n-bit binary code into the equivalent decimal value in the range 
[0, (2n) - 1]; examples of this type of application are examined in Appendix A. How-
ever, the neural network FE requires no such mapping, as raw binary patterns of data 
are exactly the material for which the GA is searching. The significance of this fact 
will be described in Section 2.5.1. The required information in the fitness evaluation 
process is the degree to which each individual in a population matches the information 
that has been used to train the neural network. This training data is a set of binary 
patterns which are known to belong to a certain class. A neural network FE assigns 
fitness as value in the range [0,1] depending upon the degree to which an individual 
matches patterns in the training data set. However, the meaning of this measure - the 
'degree of match' - varies between different types of neural network; this will be an 
important consideration in the analysis of the results observed from implementing any 
neural network FE. 
2.5.1 Niching and Speciation in Clustering ART Neural Network 
Fitness Evaluators 
In Section 1.1.1.2, the concept of niching and speciation in GA applications was intro-
duced, along with a clustering algorithm that identifies niches in a multi-modal search 
space. This algorithm would appear to be similar to the process used when implement-
ing an ART neural network fitness evaluator, as both methods aim to discover high 
fitness individuals in multimodal search spaces. However, there are some important 
differences which need to be highlighted. 
The most obvious difference is that this k-means clustering method appears to have 
no potential to control how clusters are added to represent niches of the search space. 
This implies that this clustering method may encounter the same difficulties as experi-
enced with the ART-l fitness evaluator - cluster proliferation. This may lead to a more 
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detailed understanding of the search space, but as the clustering procedure takes place 
once per generation, a proliferation of clusters may slow down the computation rate. 
There is a subtle, yet important, difference between the way in which the adaptive 
k-means clustering method carries out a comparison task compared to the ART neural 
network FE. When using the ART-l network as a fitness evaluator, it is the genetic 
information itself that is used to compare an individual to some training or seed data, 
rather than the decoded value of the information contained in the individual - so that 
instead of performing comparisons on a phenotypic (parametric) level, the comparison 
is carried out on a genotypic (representation) level. This implies that the fitness of 
an individual can be determined in fewer computational steps by using a genotypic 
comparison method, as the process of decoding the individual into an problem specific 
form as been removed. 
In removing the problem specific decoding of the genetic information of an indi-
vidual, the niching and clustering process becomes more general. The ART neural 
network, used as a a fitness evaluator, enables a search process to be carried out with 
no problem specific knowledge - only the knowledge of which solutions exist in a par-
ticular niche or cluster, regardless of what these solutions represent. No information 
or process is required regarding how an individual is assessed for fitness, other than 
the pattern recognition procedure carried out by the ART-l fitness evaluator. This can 
be proved by applying the same genetic algorithm with the same fitness evaluator and 
genetic operators to two separate training sets of data, and observing that the results 
represent variations of high fitness patterns appropriate to each search task. This task 
will be carried out during the investigations of ART neural networks as GA fitness eval-
uators. Furthermore, it is possible to add as few or as many classes of pattern to the 
training data (which each represent a different cluster or niche of solutions) such that 
multiple high fitness species of individuals can be generated by the genetic algorithm. 
An additional benefit of using the ART FE is that the niches or clusters which rep-
resent high fitness areas of the search space are defined by the data used to train the 
evaluator. The k-means clustering method has no such knowledge of the search space 
- initial cluster centroids are defined by those individuals with the highest fitness in the 
population. 
ART neural networks utilise the vigilance parameter to control the degree of similar-
ity between patterns when carrying out the clustering process. When no existing cluster 
can include a particular pattern, a new cluster can potentially be created. This decision 
is based entirely on the degree of similarity between two patterns. However, the adap-
tive k-means method utilises two parameters to control the clustering behaviour, dmin 
and dmax . Whereas dmin is used to merge clusters that represent similar data, dmax is 
implemented as the equivalent of the ART vigilance parameter, in terms of new cluster 
addition. The ART vigilance parameter has direct bearing upon the observed similarity 
of patterns and the desired clustering requirement - the user of such a clustering method 
can be confident that patterns which differ to a degree given by the vigilance parameter 
will be clustered separately. It is stated that "the choice of ... dmin and dmax requires 
some experience" [81]. This implies that there is no precise rule connecting dmin and 
dmax to the clustering process, as is observed when implementing an ART network 
clustering method. 
This method of using GAs in collaboration with clustering methods is distinct from 
similar works [59, 75] in that the use of ART neural networks specifically exploits 
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the similarity measures and class prediction capabilities of ART neural networks to 
carry out the clustering process; previous unions of GAs and clustering tend to use the 
optimisation capabilities of GAs to determine the best way in which to partition an 
arbitrary set of classes of information. 
2.6 Concluding Remarks 
In this Chapter, the theory and mechanisms of neural networks has been introduced, as 
well as the means by which neural networks can be integrated into genetic algorithms 
as a method of fitness evaluation. Applications of GAs that use neural network fitness 
evaluation have been reviewed, and the main requirements for implementing a NN 
fitness evaluator have been identified. 
The majority of the reviewed applications have tended to be limited by either the 
data used to train the network, the network architecture, or the number of classifica-
tion types allowed by the network. This has been found not to be a drawback of the 
implementation of the network, more of the type of network employed in each case. 
The type of neural network used in existing applications is generally a supervised 
network that utilises a back-propagation training method; the fact that these networks 
are not adaptive to novel classes of data and require extensive training have contributed 
to the need for a more flexible neural network fitness evaluator. 
The requirements for a more adaptive type of neural network fitness evaluator have 
been formulated; it has been shown that these requirements are fulfilled by the Adaptive 
Resonance Theory (ART) neural network paradigm. The theory and mechanisms of 
some common variations of the ART paradigm have been introduced, and in order 
to establish the behaviour of ART neural networks as fitness evaluators, the ART-l 
network will be implemented in this role. 
The ability of ART-l networks to establish niches in the n-dimensional search space 
has been introduced, and the way in which this differs from other niching methods has 
been indicated. 
Chapter 3 will describe the investigations into the fitness evaluation properties of 
ART networks, and perform comparisons with other equivalent fitness evaluation meth-
ods. 
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Chapter 3 
An Investigation of a Hybrid 
Neuro-Genetic Pattern Evolution 
System 
Chapters 1 and 2 have shown the need for a more flexible and powerful means of 
fitness evaluation in evolutionary music composition systems, and the limitations of 
perceptron-based neural networks (NN s) utilised as genetic algorithm fitness evalua-
tors. 
This Chapter will investigate the behaviour of a hybrid neuro-genetic pattern evo-
lution system, formed by the combination of a genetic algorithm and an ART NN as a 
means of fitness evaluation. Two types of ART NN are investigated as fitness evalua-
tors; the ART-l NN, introduced in Section 2.4.1, and the ARTMAP NN, introduced in 
Section 2.4.2. 
An ART-l NN, when used as a GA fitness evaluator, possesses distinct advantages 
over other neural methods of fitness evaluation - the ability to add new classifications 
when existing clusters do not sufficiently represent an individual; the evaluation of 
fitness as a degree of similarity between vector patterns; and a limitless number of 
potential classification types. These features will be exploited in order to generate an 
adaptive pattern evolution system. 
The ARTMAP NN is proposed as an improved means of fitness evaluation; the 
ARTMAP NN differs from the ART-l NN in that it associates labels with categories 
of clustered patterns; novel pattens presented to the ARTMAP NN that can not be 
categoried do not automatically cause the creation of a new cluster. 
The review of neural network fitness evaluation methods carried out in Section 2.2 
showed that the MLP NN, introduced in Section 2.1, is the most common type of neural 
network fitness evaluator; as the ARTMAP NN uses supervised learning algorithms, it 
is possible to carry out a comparison of the ARTMAP NN and the MLP NN imple-
mented as fitness evaluators. 
To enable easy visualisation of the results of these investigations, the training sets 
used for these investigations are based upon binary representations of letters of the 
alphabet. Thus the objective of these investigations is to determine the ability of each 
neural network type to generate variations of each example of training data. 
Section 3.1 describes the investigations into the properties of the ART-l NN fitness 
evaluator; Section 3.2 describes the application of an ARTMAP NN as a fitness eval-
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uator, and subsequently investigates the fitness evaluation properties of this network; 
Section 3.3 describes the comparison of the ARTMAP and MLP NNs in the same fit-
ness evaluation task. Section 3.4 summarises the conclusions of this Chapter. 
3.1 Investigation of the ART-! Neural Network Fitness 
Evaluator 
As described in Sections 2.3 and 2.5, an ART-l NN is to be integrated into a GA in an 
investigation into the properties of this neural network as a fitness evaluator. The main 
objectives of this investigation are to determine the fitness evaluation behaviour of the 
ART-I NN, and to determine the way in which clusters are created by the ART-I NN 
as a result of the evolutionary procedure. 
The ART-I NN has been coded using C++ and interfaced with a genetic algorithm 
simulation, also coded in C++. 
3.1.1 Cluster Formation Behaviour 
The objective of this investigation is to determine the way in which the ART-I NN 
fitness evaluator creates new clusters to represent new categories of information, as 
generated by the genetic algorithm. Before the GA can be run, the ART-I fitness eval-
uator requires training. This involves the presentation of a number of individuals to the 
neural network in order to establish the clusters into which individuals from the GA 
will be classified. 
The behaviour of this fitness evaluator will be tested using binary training data 
representing letters of the alphabet. One example of this is shown in Figure 3.1. This 
two-dimensional representation is equivalent to the one-dimensional vector formed by 
concatenating each row onto the end of the previous row, as shown in Figure 3.2. 
Figure 3.1: Example of an ART-I NN Training Pattern 
This data set was chosen to allow easy visualisation of the results of clustered in-
dividuals. Letters were chosen to represent training classes so that as much diversity 
could be preserved between the resulting clusters. Essentially this means letters were 
chosen that were as different from each other as possible, to ensure that the initial set of 
clusters represented only one letter each. Each cluster would therefore represent several 
instances of each letter. For these experiments, 5 different classes of training data were 
used, representing 5 different letters of the alphabet. 
The effect of varying parameters of the genetic algorithm and the ART-l NN will 
be investigated, with particular focus on how cluster formation occurs, and how the 
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Figure 3.2: Binary Representations of ART-l NN Training Pattern 
average and maximum fitness of the population changed as the evolutionary process 
continued. The parameters under investigation are the ART-l NN vigilance parame-
ter; GA mutation probability; and population size. Other GA parameters used in this 
investigation are: 
• Individual size: 48 bits 
• Selection: Roulette wheel 
• Crossover: Single point, 100% probability 
The results presented in Figures D. la, D.lb and D.lc of Appendix D show the 
number of clusters created as result of using an ART-l fitness evaluator, during the 
first 10 iterations of the genetic process, dependent upon vigilance parameter, mutation 
probability and population size. A fixed length individual representation was used for 
this investigation. For illustrative purposes, the results presented in Figure 3.3 show 
the cluster formation behaviour for a population size of 16, dependent on GA mutation 
probability and ART-l vigilance parameter. 
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Figure 3.3: ART-l Fitness Evaluator Cluster Formation ; Population Size = 16 
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Effect of Population Size on Cluster Creation 
The most obvious deduction that can be made from these results is that larger population 
sizes result in a greater amount of cluster creation in the same number of iterations. This 
is due to the fact that in a larger population, it is more likely that individuals exist which 
are dissimilar to the individuals represented by any cluster. This in tum results in the 
ART-l NN creating a new cluster for this individual. In general, it appears that a small 
population size is preferable in order to maintain a low cluster creation rate. However, 
this would be at the expense of finding fitter individuals, as a larger population results 
in more points of the search space being tested for fitness per generation, as shown by 
the Schema Theorem, as described in Section 1.1.1.1. 
The rate of cluster creation is very large, even for the smallest population. Within 
10 iterations, the population of 8 individuals had created between 40 and 50 clusters. 
The significance of this can be put into perspective by comparing this to the initial 
number of clusters - after 10 iterations, there were 10 times the number of clusters than 
at the start of the evolution. Also it is worth bearing in mind the practical relevance 
of this fact - the object of the exercise is to create new individuals which not only 
represent further variations of the training data, but other useful information as well, 
which would be represented by the new clusters. This system has no means of attaching 
any significance to any new cluster, so there is no way of controlling the significance of 
any novel information generated by the genetic process. 
Effect of Vigilance Parameter on Cluster Creation 
The effect of the vigilance parameter on the clustering behaviour shows a common 
trend between the three population sizes. A higher vigilance parameter results in many 
more clusters being created in the same number of iterations of the GA. This is a re-
sult of the way in which the ART-l NN carries out the pattern matching procedure as 
each individual is assessed for fitness. A higher vigilance parameter implies that a high 
degree of match needs to be observed between the individual and the cluster prototype 
vector for that individual to be included in that cluster. So, if an individual is encoun-
tered which does not pass the vigilance test for any existing cluster, then a new cluster 
is created. Since there are (in this case) only 5 clusters existing initially, then the like-
lihood of an individual being included in any cluster is small, particularly for higher 
vigilance parameters and individual representation bit length. 
Effect of Mutation Probability on Cluster Creation 
Mutation had very little effect on the behaviour of the clustering. The object of muta-
tion in the genetic process is to prevent premature convergence of the algorithm on a 
sub-optimal solution or a non-global maximum (assuming that one single point in the 
search space is being sought) and to prevent important genetic material from being lost 
early in the genetic process [31]. This application of a GA, however, is not concerned 
with finding the perfect solution to a problem. The aim is to generate variations of 
representations of information. The probability of mutation used here is also so small 
as to hardly affect the number of clusters created. A mutation probability of 0.1 means 
that in any generation, there is a 10% likelihood of one single bit being inverted in one 
individual. Additionally, the type of mutation used in these experiments only affects a 
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maximum of one individual per generation, and alters one bit of this individual. It is 
quite unlikely that this will change the individual to such a degree that a new cluster is 
required to represent this change of diversity in the population. Other types of muta-
tion operator which introduce more disruption to individuals would result in a greater 
number of clusters being created, all other factors being equal. 
3.1.2 Fitness Assignment Behaviour 
The objective of this investigation is to examine the fitness evaluation process, and to 
investigate popUlation fitness characteristics over the inital generations of the evolu-
tionary process. 
A different set of training data was used for these investigations; the 8-bit pattern 
training set consisted of the four vectors shown in Table 3.1. Unlike the training data 
used in the previous experiments, these vectors have no significance to any visual pat-
tern, they were chosen in order to be represent as diverse a selection of patterns as 
possible. This is due to the fact that the behaviour of the ART-1 fitness evaluator is un-
der investigation, rather than the specific output of the genetic search process. Training 
sets for the 16-bit and 32-bit investigations, shown in Tables 3.2 and 3.3 were obtained 
by replacing the occurrence of a '1' or a '0' in the 8-bit training set by '11', '00' for 
the 16-bit training set; and' 1111' or '0000' for the 32-bit training set. Thus the same 
patterns are being represented, with no change in the relative diversity of the training 
data. 
Pattern Number Binary Representation 
1 10101010 
2 11110000 
3 00001111 
4 01010101 
Table 3.1: 8-bit Training Data for ART-1 Fitness Evaluator 
Pattern Number Binary Representation 
1 1100110011001100 
2 1111111100000000 
3 0000000011111111 
4 0011001100110011 
Table 3.2: 16-bit Training Data for ART-1 Fitness Evaluator 
Other parameters relevant to this investigation are: 
• Selection: Roulette wheel 
• Crossover: Single point, 100% probability 
• Mutation: Single bit, 5% probability 
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Pattern Number Binary Represen tation 
1 11110000111100001111000011110000 
2 11111111111111110000000000000000 
3 00000000000000001111111111111111 
4 00001111000011110000111100001111 
Table 3.3: 32-bit Training Data for ART-1 Fitness Evaluator 
Figure 3.4 shows an example of the fitness assignment behaviour of the ART- 1 NN. 
The full set of results are presented in Figures D.2, D .3 and D.4 of Appendix D. These 
results show how the average and maximum fitness values of the population changed 
over the first ten generations of the evolutionary process, dependent upon individual bit 
length and vigilance parameter, using a fixed popUlation size of 16. 
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Figure 3.4: Average and Maximum Fitness, 8-bit Individual; Mutation Probabili ty = 
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Effects of Mutation Probability and Individual Representation on Fitness Assign-
ment 
The main feature of these results is that there is very little difference between the plot 
- the average and maximum fitness observed is largely independent of chromosome 
length and mutation probability. The effect of mutation probability observed here is the 
same as that seen in the previous experiments - the mutation probability is too small to 
effect one individual enough to alter the overall characteris tics of the popu lation. In-
dividual bit length has little effect on how the average and maximum fitne s change 
as there has been no change in the information represented by the training data - the 
only change that has occurred is that the resolution of the training data ha increa ed. 
One effect that is apparent, however, especially earlier on in the iterative proce , is the 
disruptive effect of usi ng longer individual bit lengths. The longer an individual repre-
sentation is, the more possible si tes there are available for cro sover and the potential 
for di sruption of fitter individual i higher. This re ult in a lower a erage fitne 
earlier on in the evolution , before many new clusters have had th chance to develop. 
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Pattern Number Binary Representation 
1 11110000111100001111000011110000 
2 11111111111111110000000000000000 
3 00000000000000001111111111111111 
4 00001111000011110000111100001111 
Table 3.3: 32-bit Training Data for ART-1 Fitness Evaluator 
Figure 3.4 shows an example of the fitness assignment behaviour of the ART-1 NN. 
The full set of results are presented in Figures 0.2 , 0 .3 and 0.4 of Appendix D. These 
results show how the average and maximum fitness values of the population changed 
over the first ten generations of the evolutionary process, dependent upon individual bit 
length and vigilance parameter, using a fixed population size of 16. 
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Figure 3.4: Average and Maximum Fitness, 8-bit Individual; Mutation Probability = 
l.0% 
Effects of Mutation Probability and Individual Representation on Fitness Assign-
ment 
The main feature of these results is that there is very little difference between the plots 
_ the average and maximum fitness observed is largely independent of chromosome 
length and mutation probability. The effect of mutation probability observed here is the 
same as that seen in the previous experiments - the mutation probability is too small to 
effect one individual enough to alter the overall characteristics of the population. In-
dividual bit length has little effect on how the average and maximum fitness change 
as there has been no change in the information represented by the training data - the 
only change that has occurred is that the resolution of the training data has increa ed. 
One effect that is apparent , however, especially earlier on in the iterative proce , is the 
disruptive effect of using longer individual bit lengths. The longer an individual repre-
sentation is , the more possible sites there are available for cro over, and the potential 
for disruption of fitter individuals i higher. This result in a lower average fitne 
earlier on in the evolution, before many new cluster have had the chance to develop. 
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Effects of Vigilance Parameter on Fitness Assignment 
It is apparent from the average fitness results that a higher ART-I vigilance parameter 
results in a higher average fitness early on in the evolution. This is due to the fact that the 
ART-I NN assigns fitness as the degree of match of the individual to the representative 
cluster pattern, and then copies this individual to the mating pool if the vigilance test has 
been passed. Thus individuals which pass the vigilance test will have a fitness of at least 
the value of the vigilance parameter. Also of importance in this area of results is the way 
in which fitness is assigned to individuals which form a new cluster. Fitness is assigned 
as the degree of match between two patterns: when a new cluster is created, these two 
patterns are identical, so a maximal fitness level of 1 is assigned. This accounts for 
two features of the results shown in Figures D.2, D.3 and D.4~ firstly the fact that with 
relatively few iterations of the GA, a high average fitness is observed; and secondly the 
fact that for all conditions, a maximum fitness is observed almost immediately - in fact, 
as soon as a new cluster is created, or when a perfect match between two patterns is 
observed. 
3.1.3 Analysis of ART-l Neural Network Fitness Evaluation 
From the observations made from these results, it is clear that certain modifications are 
required to this system for it to act effectively as a useful fitness evaluator. 
There are two attributes of this system that are required in order for a successful 
pattern evolution system to be realised; the first of these is a high average fitness early 
in the evolution, the second is a low cluster creation rate. The main factor which affects 
these attributes is the vigilance parameter of the ART-l NN. However, a compromise 
is required between these two attributes, as a high vigilance parameter results in high 
average fitness, but also a higher cluster creation rate. If a method could be found of 
controlling cluster creation, then it may be possible to fulfil both of these requirements. 
An additional effect of the vigilance parameter upon the fitness evaluation process 
is the way in which the training process is carried out. In these experiments, the training 
data was chosen such that those training patterns that represent the same class of data 
were clustered together. The vigilance parameter also required careful selection so 
that the training data did in fact create as many clusters as there were training data 
classes. This implies that for any other set of training data, correct clustering would 
require similar 'fine tuning'. A preferable means of training would involve no such 'fine 
tuning', so that the clustering of training data is independent of the type and amount of 
training data used. 
From the results it is also apparent that clusters are created which have little or no 
meaning to the search process. In fact, the significance of any new cluster can not be 
determined until the individuals represented by that cluster are examined. This reduces 
the fitness evaluator to little more than the 'user evaluation' type of fitness system de-
scribed in Chapter 1. Additionally, it is desirable that a means of associating some 
meaning or relevance to those clusters which are created as a result of the vigilance test 
is incorporated in the system. 
As well as the lack of significance that can be attached to new clusters, there is also 
potential of misclassification of patterns depending upon the order in which they are 
presented to the ART-I NN. This is caused by prototype degradation: as input patterns 
are included in a cluster representation, it is only possible for the prototype vector to 
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decrease in magnitude. This effect may cause misclassification of the same, or similar. 
patterns. 
3.2 Fitness Evaluation using an ARTMAP Neural Net-
work 
The Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) NN paradigm has been investigated as a fitness 
evaluator (FE), as detailed in Chapter 3, to address the limitations shown by other types 
of neural network FEs [4,20,30, 66, 68], evaluated in Chapter 2. 
An ART-l NN [13] was implemented as an FE, and met with limited success - this 
work is described in Chapter 3. The ART-l NN FE can assign fitness to individuals 
such that most of the above requirements are met; however, the ART-l NN employs no 
means of controlling the number of category types that are created, and also there is 
no significance attached to any such category type. This effect is known as 'category 
proliferation' [57], and occurs as a result of prototype degradation and noisy input 
pattern data. 
To counter this problem, the ARTMAP NN [14, 15,29] is proposed as an improved 
FE. This neural network associates a label with each category and so new individuals 
which are similar enough to existing patterns can be assigned the label associated with 
the appropriate pattern. This attaches a degree of significance to individuals that can be 
classified by any existing cluster. Also, it is possible to add new category types (that 
is, more labels) when individuals are encountered that are dissimilar from all existing 
patterns. 
The ARTMAP NN utilises supervised learning methods, in contrast to the ART-l 
NN ; this requires that the class of a training pattern is presented to the neural network 
during training. This is analogous to the type of training carried out in MLP NN s, where 
a desired output is given when a training pattern is presented to the neural network. As 
MLP NNs are the most common type of neural network implemented as GA fitness 
evaluators, as observed in Chapter 2, a comparison of ARTMAP and MLP NN fitness 
evaluators will be carried out, applied to the same training data set. 
This investigation into the fitness evaluation properties of the ARTMAP NN has 
been carried out using the MATLAB numerical test environment; this required the use 
of modified versions of the 'GAOT' (Genetic Algorithms for Optimisation Toolbox) 
software suite [44], and the ART Neural Network Toolbox Extension software suite 
[69]. 
3.2.1 GA Parameters for Fitness Evaluation using an ARTMAP 
Neural Network 
The objective of this Section is to determine the fitness evaluation properties of the 
ARTMAP NN. Specifically, this investigation will determine the general abilities of 
the ARTMAP NN to assign fitness to the individuals in a popUlation, and the effects 
of ARTa vigilance parameter and fitness threshold upon the way in which ARTMAP 
parameters influence GA performance. 
One class of training data is utilised in this investigation; the 'A' data class as shown 
in Figure E.l of Appendix E. The GA parameters used for these experiments are as 
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follows: 
• Population size: 8 
• Individual size: 48 bits 
• Selection: Roulette wheel 
• Crossover: Single point, 100% probability 
• Mutation: Single bit, 5% probability 
The GA is implemented to be as close as possible to Goldberg's SGA [31]. The one 
aspect of the GA that differs from the SGA is the termination criteria. This application 
is not an strict optimisation process - the 'perfect' individual is not being sought. Typ-
ical termination functions stop the GA after a predetermined number of iterations, or 
when one individual has been observed with maximum fitness, or when the maximum 
individual fitness has not increased for a predetermined number of iterations. The aim 
of this application is to generate a selection of high fitness individuals; thus a termi-
nation function is needed that monitors how many high fitness individuals have been 
observed, and stops the GA when a predetermined number of these individuals have 
been found. This number of high fitness individuals will be 25; this allows the GA to 
iterate several times, even if every individual in the population has a high fitness value. 
However, this notion of 'high fitness' is as yet undefined. For these investigative pur-
poses, a 'fitness threshold' is implemented, whereby any individual with a fitness value 
above this threshold is treated as a 'high fitness' individual. Thus the GA will terminate 
when 25 individuals have been observed which exceed the fitness threshold. In cases 
where more than one class of pattern is being sought, 25 high fitness individuals of 
each class are required in order to satisfy the termination criteria. An additional termi-
nation criterion is also implemented for potential cases in which few or no high fitness 
individuals were found - this is a fixed iteration limit of 500. 
A special case of the fitness assignment process concerns those individuals which 
are assigned a maximum fitness of 1.0. This signifies one of two events; firstly that the 
individual is exactly the same as a pattern in the training data. As this task concerns a 
search for high fitness individuals, perfect matches of patterns are of no use, and if such 
an individual is encountered, it is not included with the recorded individuals of high fit-
ness, but carries on to take part in further genetic operations. The second event signified 
by the presence of an individual with a maximum fitness of 1.0 is that the individual 
can not be assigned a label prediction by the ARTMAP NN. These individuals can be 
monitored for any similarities and added to the fitness evaluation process, if required. 
This will be a subject of future investigations. 
3.2.2 The ARTMAP Neural Network Fitness Evaluator Architec-
ture and Mechanism 
The mechanisms and algorithms relevant to the ARTMAP NN are presented in Section 
2.4.2. The way in which the ARTMAP FE is integrated into the GA is shown in Figure 
3.5; the architecture of the implemented neural network is shown in Figure 3.6. 
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Figure 3.6: The ARTMAP Neural Network Architecture 
The ARTMAP NN [14, 15] consists of two ART NNs, connected via an associative 
Map Field. One of these ART NN s is used for individual training and categorisation, 
and is referred to as ARTa, the other for pattern labelling, and is referred to as ARTb. 
ARTa has as many inputs as there are bits in each pattern of the training data, and 
the individuals used by the GA. ARTb has as many inputs as are required to uniquely 
represent each class of training data. 
During training, when a training pattern is presented to ARTa, a label pattern is 
presented to ARTb. This label is a predetermined representation that associates the 
training pattern with a certain class. An association between the training pattern and the 
label is created in the Map Field. Subsequent to training, when a pattern is presented 
to ARTa, a prediction is made as to the class to which the pattern belongs. If the 
prediction confirms that the pattern belongs to an existing class, then the pattern is 
labelled as belonging to that class. Alternatively, the prediction may be that the pattern 
can not be categorised as belonging to any existing class - in this case, the pattern can 
be set aside for subsequent analysis and inclusion in a new class. if so required. 
The act of associating labels with classes enables training patterns that have a low 
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degree of similarity to belong to the same class. This is useful for assigning a label 
to a pattern which is in the same class as a dissimilar pattern - for example the letters 
'A' and 'a' belong to the same class of letter, but may have a low degree of match 
when compared as two binary patterns. When training the ART-1 NN, the vigilance 
parameter requires careful selection such that training data patterns representing the 
same class of pattern are clustered together. This implementation of the ARTMAP NN 
requires no such selection of the vigilance parameter, due to the association of class 
labels with training patterns. 
The number of clusters created in the ARTa cluster layer depends upon the vigi-
lance parameter used during training. For these experiments, this value was set to 1.0, 
so that each different pattern creates its own cluster. The ARTb cluster layer contains 
one cluster for each class - this also requires that, during training, the ARTb vigilance 
parameter is set to 1.0. 
In common with the ART-1 NN, once the ARTMAP NN training is complete, sub-
sequent presentation of inputs patterns to the neural network can result in one of two 
possible outcomes. Either the pattern is similar enough to a cluster prototype vector 
representing a existing data class, in which case the pattern is included in the cluster as 
with the ART-1 NN; or the pattern is not close enough to any existing representation, 
so a new cluster has to be created. This second event requires some guidance on how 
the new cluster should be labelled. There are three possibilities for how to approach 
this eventuality: 
1. The new cluster can be regarded as part of an already existing class, and is given 
the label associated with this class 
2. The new cluster represents a new class, so a new label is created for this class and 
associated with this new cluster 
3. The new cluster represents no useful new class or already existing class, and can 
be discarded. 
The guidance on how a new cluster should be labelled can most easily given by the 
user. However, as with other user-evaluated fitness schemes, this will slow down the 
evolutionary process. A method of determining new category relevance and addition 
will be investigated fully in Chapter 4. 
The implemented neural network employs two methods that have been shown to 
improve ARTMAP performance. The first of these is the Blume and Esener architec-
ture [7], described in Section 2.4.1.6. The second method employed which improves 
ARTMAP performance is the use of complement coding [17], as described in Section 
2.4.2.3. This process is carried out for all input patterns processed by the neural net-
work; the effect of complement coding is to ensure that the network recognises the 
absence of data in any position in a pattern as being as significant as the presence of 
data. 
When the ARTMAP NN is trained, a pattern and its desired class are simultaneously 
presented to ARTa and ARTb respectively. A cluster is created for each (unless either 
is exactly equal to an existing cluster in the appropriate network) and an association is 
created in the Map Field for this pair of inputs. The association is used to associate 
representations of similar examples of input patterns and their categories, rather than 
associating directly an input pattern with its category label [15]. 
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After training is complete for all pattern/class pairs in the training data, the ARTMAP 
NN is ready to accept individuals from the GA for fitness evaluation. In each iteration, 
the population is passed to the ARTMAP FE, and each individual is presented to ARTa 
in turn. Once training is complete, ARTb receives no further inputs unless re-training 
is required. Each individual causes a degree of activation in each ARTa cluster, depen-
dent on how similar the individual is to the cluster prototype; a high degree of similarity 
produces a high activation. The cluster with highest activation is selected as being most 
representative of the individual, and the class, or label, associated with this cluster is 
then extracted from ARTb, via the Map Field. 
The activation level of the 'winning' cluster is returned to the GA as a measure of 
fitness, along with the class prediction from ARTb. 
3.2.3 Fitness Evaluation Behaviour of the ARTMAP FE 
The results of the investigation into the behaviour of the ARTMAP NN FE are presented 
in Figures F.1, F.2, F.3, FA, F.5 and F.6 of Appendix F. The data presented is as follows: 
for vigilance parameters 0.10, 0.30, 0.50, 0.70 and 0.75, five plots are presented, each 
showing the results obtained using fitness threshold values 0.50, 0.60, 0.70, 0.80 and 
0.90. Two curves are plotted for each set of conditions, these represent variation of 
the maximum (upper curve) and average (lower curve) fitnesses of the population in 
each test, as the evolutionary process advances. For illustrative purposes, the results for 
vigilance parameter 0.10, fitness threshold 0.90, is shown in Figure 3.7. 
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3.2.4 Analysis of ARTMAP Fitness Evaluation Experimental Re-
sults 
It was found that for vigilance parameters of 0.80 and above, the termination criterion 
concerning the number of observed high fitness individuals (as determined by the fitness 
threshold) was not satisfied before the preset maximum number of generations was 
exceeded. 
The most obvious aspect of these results is that for all conditions, the maximum 
and average fitness values increase as the GA iterates. This is to be expected of any 
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FE - what is of more importance is that the FE is assigning high fitness values to the 
correct way, in accordance with the modelled evaluation system. This will be a matter 
of investigation in the presentation of the results of the next experiment. 
In general, for high values of vigilance parameter, the GA requires more genera-
tions to terminate. The vigilance parameter controls the degree of similarity required 
between an individual and a member of the training set for that individual to be cate-
gorised as the same class as the pattern to which it is being compared. Thus high values 
of vigilance parameter require a high degree of similarity to be observed for this cate-
gorisation to take place. As the initial generation is generated randomly, and the subse-
quent transformational operations performed on individuals are random, then in cases 
where higher vigilance parameters are used, the likelihood of observing an individual 
with a high degree of similarity to a training pattern becomes smaller. Conversely, for 
lower vigilance parameters, this likelihood increases. 
An additional aspect of this effect can be observed in the average fitness curves 
presented, especially those for vigilance parameters 0.70 and 0.75, as shown in Figures 
FA and F.5. The initial average fitness values for these conditions are less than 0.10, 
whereas for lower vigilance parameters the initial average fitness is between 0.5 and 
0.6. 
Faster termination times are also observed for lower fitness threshold values. The 
reason for this is similar to that mentioned above for the effect of vigilance parameter on 
termination. After a population is assessed for fitness by presentation to the ARTMAP 
FE, it is processed to determine which of the individuals in this population exceed the 
preset level of fitness. (The significance of this threshold is a major factor to be in-
vestigated in the next experiment). If an individual is observed to have a high degree 
of similarity compared to a training pattern, and so pass the vigilance test, then it still 
might not exceed the fitness threshold. In fact, the fitness threshold test becomes re-
dundant once the vigilance parameter exceeds the same value, as all individuals which 
pass the vigilance test will by default exceed the fitness threshold. 
This raises the question of whether it is necessary to implement a fitness threshold 
at all. If the ARTMAP FE is using its own similarity measure to exclude low fitness 
individuals from the genetic process, this implies that no further filtering of individuals 
is required. By examination of the process carried out by the ARTMAP FE, however, 
this is not necessarily true. 
When presented with an input pattern for categorisation, the ARTMAP NN can 
make one of two decisions, depending upon the degree of similarity observed between 
the individual and all of the clusters formed by the training process. The first possibility 
is that the individual is sufficiently similar to an existing pattern, and so passes the 
vigilance test. The observed degree of similarity is then used by the GA as the fitness 
measure for this individual. The individual is also associated with the class of the 
pattern with which it displayed the most similarity. Alternatively, the individual does 
not pass the vigilance test at all - there is no existing cluster which produces a sufficient 
degree of similarity. In this case, the ARTMAP NN assigns a 'no prediction' label to 
the individual, and the individual is assigned a zero fitness level. 
Now, if an individual is returned from the fitness evaluation procedure with a non-
zero fitness, then it has been categorised as being similar to a pattern from the training 
data to a certain degree - this degree being the fitness measure. This does not how-
ever, automatically suggest that the individual displays attributes which fulfil the re-
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quirements of the specific application. These requirements are based upon how close 
a match is required between the training data and the genetically generated individu-
als. It is possible that individuals that pass the vigilance test, but do not exceed the 
fitness threshold contain some information relevant to the evolutionary process; other-
wise these individuals would not have passed the vigilance test. Thus these individuals 
are preserved for use in the genetic process, even though they do not contribute to the 
termination criteria or the final output of the GA. This effect has been highlighted in 
Section 1.2.3 as being beneficial in evolutionary search tasks. 
One aspect of the behaviour of the maximum fitness curves is that for high values 
of vigilance parameter (0.7 and above) the discovery of new maximum high fitness in-
dividuals is comparatively rare compared to the simulations carried out with lower vig-
ilance parameters. This effect is more pronounced for high values of fitness threshold. 
When the GA runs with these high values of vigilance parameter and fitness threshold, 
it becomes less likely that combining individuals of high fitness (during the crossover 
and mutation stage of the GA) will produce new individuals that have a higher fitness 
that the previously observed maximum fitness. 
Finally, for this experiment, it can be seen from plots in Figure F.6 that a sharp 
rise in this number of iterations required for the GA to terminate is apparent for fitness 
threshold values greater than 0.8. The cause of this is similar to that mentioned above 
for the infrequent discovery of new maximum fitness individuals. High values of vig-
ilance parameter and fitness threshold require that more high fitness individuals need 
to be observed before the GA can terminate, and the likelihood of high fitness indi-
viduals being produced which add to the termination criteria decreases as the vigilance 
parameter and fitness threshold increase. 
3.3 A Comparison of ARTMAP and MLP Neural Net-
works as Fitness Evaluators 
These experiments aim to investigate and compare the actual output of a GA imple-
menting the ARTMAP FE and the MLP FE. The results can be divided into 4 cate-
gories; the ARTMAP FE trained with one class of data, the ARTMAP FE trained with 
two classes of data, the MLP FE trained with one class of data, and the MLP FE trained 
with two classes of data. 
This investigation into the fitness evaluation properties of the ARTMAP NN has 
been carried out using the MATLAB numerical test environment; this required the use 
of modified versions of the 'GAOT' (Genetic Algorithms for Optimisation Toolbox) 
software suite [44], and the Neural Network Toolbox software suite [23]. 
3.3.1 GA Parameters for Neural Network Fitness Evaluation Com-
. parlson 
The GA parameters and operators used in this investigation are identical to those used 
in the ARTMAP FE investigation carried out in Section 3.2. As well as the 'A' data 
class (Figure E.l of Appendix E), an additional class of data is required to carry out the 
2-class pattern evolution experiments; this data class is the 'B' data class as shown in 
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Figure E.2 of Appendix E. Additionally, the ARTMAP NN FE used in this comparison 
is identical to that described in Section 3.2. 
3.3.2 The MLP Neural Network Fitness Evaluator Architecture and 
Mechanism 
The mechanics and algorithms of MLP NNs are presented in Section 2.1.2. The way in 
which the MLP FE is integrated into the GA is shown in Figure 3.8. 
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fitness measure and class information 
Figure 3.8: Flow Chart for GA Using an MLP Fitness Evaluator 
The MLP NN requires as many inputs as there are bits in each pattern of the training 
data, and the individuals used by the GA. The number of outputs required is defined by 
the training data, and is the number of classes of individual represented by the training 
data. If only one type of pattern is represented by the training data, then only one output 
is required by the MLP NN. A hidden layer is used; these are a general requirement of 
MLPs when complex patterns are being processed - single layer perceptron networks 
are unable to solve problems which are not linearly separable, as demonstrated by the 
'XOR' problem [52]. However, there is no means of determining the number of neu-
rons required in the hidden layer. In general, more neurons in the hidden layer results 
in more a more accurate classification process, but a greater number of epochs are re-
quired to train the network compared to a network of fewer hidden neurons, given the 
same training data. However, more hidden layer neurons does not guarantee better gen-
eralisation. Additionally, too many hidden layer neurons results in over-generalisation 
of the training data set. For these experiments, the number of hidden layers is chosen to 
be 4 times the number of output neurons. This value provides a compromise between 
classification accuracy and the length of time required for training. The transfer func-
tion of each neuron in the hidden later and output layer is of the 'log-sigmoid' type, as 
shown in Figure 3.9. The MLP architecture used as a FE is shown in Figure 3.10. 
After the MLP NN has been trained and the GA initialised, a popUlation of individ-
uals is presented to the network for fitness evaluation. Each individual is presented in 
tum to the NN, and a vector of fitness values is given at the NN output. This vector 
contains as many fitness values as there are classes of pattern as defined in the training 
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Figure 3.10: Network Architecture of MLP Fitness Evaluator 
data. The highest value of this vector is chosen as the fitness of the individual, and is 
returned to the GA. 
3.3.3 Genetic Algorithm Output Comparisons Using ARTMAP and 
MLP Neural Network Fitness Evaluators 
The termination criteria require that 25 individuals of each class in the training data 
exceed the fitness threshold. Here, five of these 25 individuals are presented to represent 
the results. In some cases of high vigilance parameter and high fitness threshold, the 
maximum generation termination criterion was met before sufficient individuals were 
observed - it is for this reason that less than five individuals are presented in these cases. 
Each set of results presents the output from the GA for the same vigilance parameter (in 
the case of the ART MAP FE) or the same training rate (MLP FE), with fitness threshold 
increasing down the page. Each row of five individuals are taken from the results of 
one GA simulation. Again, it was found that no simulation with a vigilance parameter 
greater than 0.75 produced any individuals in excess of the fitness threshold. 
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I-Class Pattern Evolution, Using an ARTMAP Neural Network FE 
Figures G.l, G.2, G.3, G.4, and G.5 of Appendix G present the results of the I-class 
ARTMAP FE system. The iterations required for each simulation to terminate are 
shown in Table 3.4. 
Vigilance parameter 0.10 0.30 0.50 0.70 0.75 
Fitness threshold 
0.50 5 5 5 12 130 
0.60 7 5 5 30 25 
0.70 13 10 13 29 56 
0.80 37 30 41 60 126 
0.90 160 91 100 96 142 
Table 3.4: Iterations to Terminate, I-Class ARTMAP FE 
It can be seen from Figures G.l to G.5 that for low values of fitness threshold, the 
results bear no resemblance to any pattern in the training data, and no resemblance to 
what could be considered a letter 'A'. Despite this, for vigilance parameters of 0.7 and 
0.75, traces of a letter 'A' can be observed - for example, parts of the left upright, and 
the upper and central beam can be seen in the 0.50 fitness threshold results in Figure 
G.5. This validates the hypothesis mentioned in Section 3.2.3 concerning the need for 
fitness thresholds less than the value of the vigilance parameter. 
As the fitness threshold increases, the output begins to take on some semblance of 
examples from the training data, up to the final output for the 0.90 fitness threshold case, 
where there are only three bits difference between the output examples and what could 
be considered a 'perfect' letter 'A'. This error of three bits, out of 48 bits, corresponds 
to a fitness level of 0.9375. 
There seems to be little correlation between the number of iterations required to 
produce the observed output for all 0.90 fitness threshold cases; however, in general, 
it can be seen from Table 3.4 that more iterations are required in cases of high fitness 
threshold and vigilance parameter. 
An additional observation about these results is that in all cases of fitness thresh-
old greater than 0.8, although the output does resemble the desired character, they all 
resemble the same character - although this dominating character differs between each 
simulation. This is due to the GA discovering one individual of high fitness, and this 
individual then dominating any future population. In this application, where a selec-
tion of high fitness individuals which resemble the training data are being sought, it is 
preferable to have a final output that reflects a wider range of the training data than just 
one training pattern. Methods of solving this problem will be a subject of future work, 
and will be discussed later this Chapter. 
2-Class Pattern Evolution, Using an ARTMAP Neural Network FE 
The results for the 2-class ARTMAP FE system are presented in Figures G.6, G.7. 
G.8, G.9 and G.IO of Appendix G and the iterations required for each simulation to 
terminate are shown in Table 3.5. 
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Vigilance parameter 0.10 0.30 0.50 0.70 0.75 
Fitness threshold 
0.50 24 16 12 75 141 
0.60 23 64 33 91 480 
0.70 500+ 500+ 500+ 84 56 
0.80 500+ 500+ 500+ 500+ 500+ 
Table 3.5: Iterations to Terminate, 2-Class ARTMAP FE 
In this selection of results, less than 25 high fitness individuals are observed in some 
cases, for the reasons described above. Also, for all values of vigilance parameter, no 
high fitness individuals were discovered for fitness thresholds of 0.9 and above. The 
reason for this is suspected to be an effect of having a relatively small population size 
for this 2-class pattern evolution process - this will also be an issue to consider in future 
work. 
Similar trends can be observed between these results and those presented for the 
I-class simulations: for low fitness thresholds, little resemblance between the results 
and the training data is apparent, although again for higher vigilance parameter results 
there is an improved resemblance. Another similarity is that of the dominating effect 
of one character type, again for the same reasons as described above. 
The most significant difference between these results and the I-class results is the 
number of iterations of the GA required for termination. In all cases, the GA took 
many more iterations to terminate when searching for two classes of pattern than just 
one. Again this is suspected to be an effect of the small population size, and will be 
addressed in subsequent work. 
I-Class and 2-Class Pattern Evolution, Using an MLP Neural Network FE 
The results for the 1- and 2-class MLP FE tests are shown in Figures G .11 to G .16 
of Appendix G. The most obvious aspect of all these results is the almost universal 
absence of any resemblance to any character in the training data, for all conditions. De-
spite this, there is evidence of similarity between individuals from the output of a given 
simulation - most obvious in the case of the I-class simulation using a 0.10 training 
rate, shown in Figure G.11. This indicates that the GA is using those individuals which 
have been assigned high fitness in subsequent generations; however, the inability of the 
GA to produce any relevant results using the MLP NN fitness evaluator is based upon 
the way in which the neural network assigns fitness relative to the given training set. 
3.3.4 Analysis of ARTMAP and MLP Neural Network Fitness Eval-
uator Comparison Experimental Results 
There are several reasons that explain the poor performance of the MLP FE. The first 
of these is the configuration of the MLP NN fitness evaluator. There is a heuristic rule 
that is used when constructing this type of neural network and the data that is used to 
train the network, regarding the number of training patterns required to provide an ac-
curate pattern classification task. There is also a minimum number of training patterns 
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required for each class of output, which is proportional to the number of inter-neural 
connections in the network, and also proportional to the required degree of classifica-
tion accuracy [34]. For this application, ten patterns were used to train the 'A' class, 
and six for the 'B' class. These amounts of training patterns is significantly below the 
amount required by this heuristic rule, the result of this being the network classifying 
patterns as belonging to a class to a much higher degree than if more training patterns 
had been used. 
The second factor which would affect the performance of an MLP NN fitness eval-
uator is the significance of the network output. The output of the MLP FE (and the 
ARTMAP FE) is referred to only as the 'fitness' of the individual being assessed. 
However, no significance has yet been assigned to the actual values that are given at 
the output of the neural network. Both networks are carrying out a pattern recogni-
tion/classification task, but the actual meaning of the value that is used as a fitness 
measure is different for each network. 
It has been shown that the output of any MLP NN that uses a back-propagation 
training rule to minimise the mean-squared error between the actual and desired out-
put of the network approximates a Bayesian optimal discriminant function [63]. This 
means that the value given at the output of the MLP NN is the probability of the in-
dividual belonging to a certain class [63]. However, the ARTMAP FE output is the 
degree of subsethood of the individual to the cluster prototype which has shown the 
greatest activation as a result of presenting the individual to the network. The Theory 
of Subsethood was developed as part of the theory behind fuzzy (multivalent) sets [48], 
and can be applied to the binary (bivalent) patterns used in these experiments. This 
degree of subsethood is the degree to which one set belongs to another set - the amount 
one set is a subset of another. 
Probability and subsethood are closely related; in fact what is commonly understood 
as 'probability' is actually a limiting case of subsethood [48]. The degree of subsethood 
of the set P in another set, Q is defined as 
S(P Q) = M(pnQ) 
, M(P) (3.1) 
where M (.) is the function that sums all the elements of a set. 
Suppose there is a sample space X, which contains all the outcomes of an experi-
ment. The probability of an event A occurring is equivalent to the degree of subsethood 
of X in A, and is given by 
S(X A) = M(AnX) 
, M(X) 
Assuming all the outcomes of the experiment are known, then 
M(A n X) = M(A) 
and so the subsethood measure above reduces to 
M(A) 
S(X, A) = M(X) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
which is the ratio of the number of trials which result in event A to the total number of 
trials - the 'probability of success' of event A. 
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It would appear that, according to the above argument, the two neural networks are 
giving exactly the same measure. However, the assumption that 'all the outcomes of 
the experiment are known' is not accurate. In a probabilistic experiment, the outcomes 
of the experiment are known only after the experiment has taken place; for example the 
probability of tossing a coin and it landing 'heads up' is known to approximate to 0.5, 
but the precise value of the probability (as defined as a subsethood measure) can only 
be known exactly once a certain number of trials have been carried out, and the number 
of successful trials compared to the total number of trials. In the case of the MLP 
NN, the number of possible successful trials is similarly not known in advance (the 
incompleteness of the training set is a contributory factor to this). So, the measure of 
probability given as the output of the MLP NN [63], given insufficient training data, is 
less meaningful as a fitness measure compared to the output of the equivalent ARTMAP 
NN. 
Another aspect of the output of the ARTMAP NN which affects the fitness evalua-
tion process and the subsequent GA output is the facility to produce a 'no prediction' 
output. This occurs when an individual is presented to the network which does not 
produce a sufficient degree of similarity (subsethood) to any existing pattern prototype. 
These individuals are assigned zero fitness, and will not take part in any subsequent 
part of the genetic process. This facility is not available with the implemented MLP 
NN, and only could be implemented if all the patterns which are not a member of any 
output class are known in advance. Thus all patterns presented to the MLP NN for 
fitness evaluation are assigned a degree of probability of belonging to each class. Even 
if this probability is low for all classes, this individual is still permitted to survive in the 
genetic process. 
An implication of this, when considered with the effect of the inadequate training 
data available, is that individuals might be assigned a fitness value which, as a result of 
the inaccurate training process, is not indicative of the true similarity of the individual 
to the training data. This individual will then take part in the genetic process with 
other inaccurately assessed individuals, to produce further individuals which are still 
dissimilar to any member of the training data. 
The final aspect of these two network types to be considered in this comparison 
involves the structure and method of training of each network. Compared to the MLP 
NN, the structure of the ARTMAP NN is straightforward and unambiguous. There 
are a given number of inputs and classes, and the clusters representing these classes 
self-organise depending on the vigilance par.ameter during network training. Given 
a vigilance parameter of 1.0 for both ARTa and ARTb during training, the network 
structure is even simpler - there is one ARTa cluster for each training pattern and one 
ARTb cluster for each class label. 
MLP NN s rely on heuristic information in order to design an efficient categorisation 
tool. Firstly, the number of hidden neurons (these are required for any MLP NN to solve 
the linear separability problem) used in an MLP NN has to be determined empirically. 
There is no formal method to determine how many hidden neurons are required [34], 
and the effect of having too many or too few hidden neurons is over- or under-fitting 
of the training data [23]. Additionally, the learning rate used during training depends 
entirely upon the complexity of the error surface created as a result of modifying the 
weights and biases implemented by the network. A small learning rate implies that the 
network will take longer to train, but is more likely to converge on a global minimum 
than if a larger learning rate is used. Similarly, the training momentum term (if used) 
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requires careful selection in order for an efficient training process to be carried out. 
ARTMAP NNs (and ART NNs in general) have no variables that require heuristic or 
empirical determination in the design and training of the network, compared to the 
many heuristic parameters that require careful choice when constructing and training 
anMLPNN. 
MLP NNs require that the entire training set be presented repeatedly in order for 
convergence to occur. This process of repeated presentation of training data continues 
until the error between actual and desired network output meets some pre-determined 
threshold; hundreds of presentations of the training data in order to be properly trained. 
In contrast to this, it has been shown that binary ARTMAP NNs are able to learn a 
mapping implied by a set of input/output pairs in at most Ma repeated presentations 
of the training data, where Ma is the number of elements of the complement -encoded 
input set equal to one [29]. This value reduces for higher values of ARTa vigilance 
parameter, and training only requires one epoch when the ARTa vigilance parameter is 
set to 1 [69]. The difference in training requirements between MLP and ART MAP NNs 
is further demonstrated by the evidence that a fuzzy ARTMAP NN required five epochs 
of training using a benchmark data set, whereas an MLP NN with a comparable number 
of weights required between 8,000 and 20,000 epochs, depending on the implemented 
training method [14]. 
In summary, it has been seen that the ARTMAP NN performs significantly better 
than an 'equivalent' MLP NN when used in a GA fitness evaluation role. However, 
there are some features of the ARTMAP NN as implemented so far that require im-
provement before this network type can be seen to fulfil the requirement of a fitness 
evaluator for a general, adaptive, pattern generation system. These will be addressed in 
the next Section. 
3.4 Concluding Remarks 
This Chapter has investigated the properties of the ART-1 and ARTMAP NNs as a GA 
fitness evaluation methods, and also carried out a comparison of ARTMAP and MLP 
NNs applied to the same evolutionary task. 
The ART-1 NN was implemented as a fitness evaluator in an attempt to improve 
upon previous neural network fitness evaluators, as described in Chapter 2, with the 
ultimate aim of providing a more flexible means of evaluating fitness in evolutionary 
musical composition applications, as described in Chapter 1. 
It has been seen that the ART-1 NN is able to cluster binary patterns of genetically 
produced patterns, and can assign fitness values to these patterns as a function of the 
degree of similarity between an individual pattern and a cluster prototype. However, it 
has been observed that high vigilance parameters have been seen to produce large num-
bers of clusters; also, it has been suggested that there is no proof that ART-1 NN shave 
performance benefits over adaptive k-means clustering methods [62], although analysis 
of the use of a k-means clustering algorithm in GA fitness evaluation role suggests that 
the genotypic, as opposed to phenotypic, comparison method implemented by ART 
NNs has advantages over the equivalent k-means method. 
A means of controlling the cluster proliferation behaviour of the ART-l fitness eval-
uator whilst maintaining the genotypic comparison process has been investigated; this 
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has been achieved by the implementation of an ARTMAP NN as a fitness evaluator; be-
ing a supervised neural network type, it has also been possible to carry out a comparison 
of the ARTMAP NN to an MLP NN, applied to the same task. 
It has been seen that the ARTMAP system is much better suited to the application 
to fitness evaluation in an abstract pattern evolution than the ART-l NN, due to the fact 
that ARTMAP NN s do not display the cluster proliferation behaviour that was observed 
when using an ART-l NN as a fitness evaluator, and can establish classes of data in 
which training patterns do not necessarily have to display a high degree of similarity. 
Additionally, a comparison to an MLP NN has shown that the ARTMAP NN has 
beneficial attributes that make it more suitable than the MLP NN when applied to fit-
ness evaluation; these attributes being the absence of a heuristically determined net-
work structure and heuristically determined network parameters; the implications of 
the value given by the network as a fitness measure; the ability to be adaptive to new 
pattern classes; and the rate of training of the ARTMAP NN. It is these attributes of 
the ARTMAP fitness evaluator that provide the main area of novelty of this work; these 
attributes give the ARTMAP NN fitness evaluator clear advantages over other neural 
network types applied to the same task. 
Further work to investigate the means by which the ARTMAP NN fitness evaluator 
can achieve adaptability as a result of an evolving population will increase the value of 
this method of fitness evaluation. These investigations will be described in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 4 
Modifications to the ARTMAP Neural 
Network Fitness Evaluator 
Chapter 3 has shown how an ARTMAP neural network (NN) can be used as a fitness 
evaluator (FE) for a genetic algorithm (GA) [9, 10], and how this type of FE performs 
compared to a multi -layer perceptron (MLP) NN applied to the same task. It was 
seen that although the ARTMAP network performs better than the MLP network in 
an abstract pattern generation task, there are certain aspects of the operation of this 
network as an FE that require modification in order to increase the diversity of the 
results and to reduce the number of iterations the GA requires to produce these results. 
The ARTMAP network permits adaptivity of the number of classes into which pat-
terns can be categorised; the exploitation of this attribute for adaptive pattern fitness 
evaluation will also be a subject of investigation of this Chapter. 
The following aspects of the performance of the ARTMAP FE that require modifi-
cation are investigated in this Chapter: 
• Investigation of how higher fitness individuals can be discovered after fewer it-
erations of the evolutionary process, especially when multiple classes are repre-
sented by the FE training data 
• Improvement of the way in which the high fitness populations of classes of pat-
terns are generated and analysed - a more intelligent pattern 'filter' 
• Extraction and analysis of 'no-prediction' patterns to provide an element of adap-
tivity to the system 
Section 4.1 investigates the way in which the termination rate of the GA can be 
improved when using an ARTMAP neural network fitness evaluator, and Section 4.2 
addresses the way in which the ARTMAP neural network can be retrained due to the 
requirement to add and remove training data classes. The way in which population 
diversity can be measured and applied to the multi modal search tasks under investiga-
tion, and the relationship between population diversity and ARTMAP FE adaptivity is 
described in Section 4.3. Section 4.4 summarises the findings of these investigations. 
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4.1 Improving GA Termination Rates 
Investigations carried out in Chapter 3 have shown that although the ARTMAP FE per-
forms well in the task of generating 'variations on a theme' of the training data, there are 
certain improvements required regarding the production of a population of high fitness 
individuals which satisfy the termination criteria of the GA. In this type of GA applica-
tion, the termination conditions require that a certain predetermined number of patterns 
are observed which exceed a user-defined fitness threshold. This selection of patterns 
which causes the GA to terminate will be referred to as the 'termination population'. In 
the case of a multiple class pattern production task, each selection of individual class 
patterns will be referred to as a 'class population'; when the predetermined number of 
patterns is observed for a class, this class will be referred to as a 'terminated class' . 
The individuals in the termination population should all be similar to the training 
patterns which represent a class, yet none should be an exact copy of any of the training 
patterns, nor should any be an exact copy of any other individual in the termination 
population. It is assumed that the presence of a training pattern implies that this pattern 
is already known of by the user, and so the production of copies of this pattern would 
not only be a redundant exercise, but also reduce positions in the termination population 
for more useful patterns. The degree of similarity of the termination population to the 
training data is controlled by the vigilance parameter implemented by the ARTMAP 
FE; a high vigilance parameter implies that the termination population will be close 
matches to the training data, but will take longer for the GA to discover. 
4.1.1 Effects of Class Population Filtering on Termination Rate 
The first problem which is addressed is that of multiple copies of the same individual 
appearing in the termination population. An example of this can be seen in Figure 4.1 
- these being results of an experiment from Chapter 3. The first two patterns, whilst 
both being close matches to the training data (different examples of the letter 'A'), are 
identical. This effect is undesirable as a selection of different patterns are required for 
each class, in order to preserve a high degree of diversity in the termination populations. 
Figure 4.1: Example of Multiple Termination Population Individuals, I-class ARTMAP 
FE, Vigilance Parameter = 0.50, Fitness Threshold = 0.8 
The solution to this problem lies in the way in which individuals are analysed by the 
GA when being assigned to a termination population. This occurs after the population 
has been assessed for fitness, and before the termination populations are assessed to 
determine whether the GA has satisfied all termination criteria. 
In previous work, the analysis carried out for one specific individual to be added to 
a termination population was as shown in Figure 4.2. 
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fur each individual i in population P 
if fitness of i exceeds fitness threshold and 
i belongs to class C and 
class C is not terminated and 
i is not an exact match of any training pattern 
then 
add individual i to class C 
end if 
end for 
Figure 4.2: Conditions for Addition of an Individual to a Termination Population 
This analysis does not test each individual to determine whether it has been previ-
ously added to the termination population, so using a termination population position 
that could be exploited by a different individual. This test was added before the above 
analysis takes place, as shown in Figure 4.3: 
for each individual i in population P 
for each individual j in all class populations 
if fitness 0 f i = fitness 0 f j and 
class number of i = class number of j 
then 
if all elements of i match all elements of j 
then 
set Match Detected flag true for i 
else 
set Match Detected flag false for i 
end if 
end if 
end for 
end for 
Figure 4.3: Test to determine if an individual already exists in a termination population 
The individual fitness and class comparison is carried out separately from the indi-
vidual element comparison so that the element comparison process is only computed 
for those individuals which have equal fitness and class values to patterns classified 
previously. There are two reasons for this; firstly, in larger population sizes, and when 
class populations become larger, checking every individual in the population to previ-
ously categorised patterns element by element would become computationally ineffi-
cient; secondly, it is possible that an individual will have a fitness value equal to that 
of another pattern, but not necessarily be identical to this pattern. Element by element 
comparisons are only necessary in this case. 
The criteria for the addition of an individual to a termination population was modi-
fied to the procedure shown in Figure 4.4. 
This extra condition prevents multiple copies of the same pattern being added to 
the termination population, while still allowing these patterns to take part in the genetic 
process - a desirable effect, as this will increase the chance of high fitness individuals 
mixing with other individuals to create further variations of the training data. 
The effects of this modification were tested by running the GA using a I-class 
training data set, using fitness threshold values of 0.70, 0.80 and 0.90; a vigilance 
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fur each individual i in population P 
if fitness of i exceeds fitness threshold and 
i belongs to class C and 
class C is not terminated and 
i is not an exact match of any training pattern and 
i is not an exact match of any termination population pattern 
then 
add individual i to class C 
end if 
end for 
Figure 4.4: Modified conditions for addition of an individual to a termination popula-
tion 
parameter of 0.5; a population size of 8; a termination population size of 25; all other 
GA and ARTMAP parameters as in the same experiment detailed in Chapter 3. The 
number of iterations required for the GA to terminate is shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. 
An upper limit of 500 generations was implemented, as in the previous experiment. 
Fitness threshold 0.70 0.80 0.90 
average iterations to terminate 13 41 100 
average individuals at termination 25 25 25 
Table 4.1: Termination Details, I-Class ARTMAP FE, No Termination Population Fil-
tering 
Fitness threshold 0.70 0.80 0.90 
average iterations to terminate 80 500+ 500+ 
average individuals at termination 25 2 0 
Table 4.2: Termination Details, I-Class ARTMAP FE, With Termination Population 
Filtering 
These results indicate that under the same conditions, the implemented filtering sys-
tem requires that the GA take considerably more iterations to terminate than without the 
filtering system. This is due to the fact that the identical patterns that were contributing 
to the termination populations in the previous experiment are no longer available to 
increase the size of the termination population. 
Despite the longer termination times, however, the diversity of the final population 
has been increased such that all individuals in this population are different. So, rather 
than abandon this method of filtering due to the high termination rates, a method is 
required that allows more high fitness individuals to be preserved by the evolutionary 
process. There are two hypotheses that will fulfil this requirement; firstly, a greater 
population size, such that there are more individuals available to sustain a higher pro-
portion of high fitness individuals; secondly, a method of selection which favours more 
high fitness individuals. and allows these individuals to remain available for genetic 
combination for more generations than is possible under current conditions. 
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4.1.2 Effect of Population Size on Termination Rate 
The population size of 8 individuals used in the above experiment may not be sufficient 
to allow the characteristics of high fitness individuals to be carried on to subsequent 
populations. The above experiment was repeated using population sizes of 16 and 32, 
to investigate how these population sizes affect the termination rate of the GA. The 
same fitness filtering system was used, as well as the same GA and ARTMAP parame-
ters. A fitness threshold of 0.80 was implemented, as it was for this condition that the 
GA did not find a sufficiently large termination population in the previous experiment. 
The number of iterations required for termination and the number of individuals in the 
termination population are detailed in Table 4.3. 
Population size 8 16 32 
average iterations to terminate 500+ 500+ 500+ 
average individuals at termination 1 3 7 
Table 4.3: Effects of Population Size on Termination, I-Class ARTMAP FE 
These results show that increasing the population size has little significant effect 
on termination population size. In order to satisfy the required termination criterion, a 
much larger population size would be needed. Additionally, none of the above results 
shows that a terminated class was discovered before the maximum generation limit of 
500 was reached. A population size which led to the discovery of high fitness individ-
uals within the maximum generation limit would be unrealistically large, and would be 
highly computationally intensive. 
Rather than using more individuals in the hope that some of them may display high 
fitness characteristics, a better approach would be to employ a more intelligent method 
of utilising the high fitness individuals discovered by the GA. A means of achieving 
this is described below, whereby a selection method that favours individuals of higher 
fitness is employed, which allows the effects of these individuals to be longer term than 
just one generation. 
4.1.3 Effect of Selection Method on Termination Rate 
In the experiments conducted so far, the selection method employed by the GA is the 
'roulette wheel' method as described by Goldberg for his SGA [31]. This probabilistic 
selection method assigns a probability of selection to an individual in proportion to 
the ratio of the fitness of the individual to the sum of fitness values for all individuals 
in the population. This implies that the fitter the individual, the more likely it is to 
be selected for reproduction. However, once an individual has been selected by the 
roulette wheel method, there is no guarantee that characteristics of this high fitness 
parent, or its offspring will survive the subsequent generation. In this application of 
generating 'variations on a theme' of training data and individuals resembling training 
data, it would advantageous to preserve high fitness individuals which, when combined 
with other individuals, produce as their offspring more patterns of high fitness. This 
can be achieved by a selection process known as elitism. Goldberg [31] describes De 
long's implementation of elitism as: 
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"Let a* (t) be the best individual generated up to time t. If, after generating 
[population] A(t + 1) in the usual fashion a*(t) is not in A(t + 1). then 
include a*(t) to A(t + 1) as the (N + l)th member." 
More generally, elitism is defined as a "selection method that forces the GA to re-
tain some number of the best individuals at each generation" [56]. De Jong's method of 
elitist selection implies that the population increases in size each time a new maximum 
fitness individual is observed; the second definition makes no such implication. The 
elitist selection process implemented for these experiments is based upon this second 
definition, in order to keep the popUlation size constant, as it has been observed that 
there is little benefit in expanding the population size, both in terms of the termina-
tion rate and the processing simplicity of the GA. The implemented elitist selection 
procedure is as shown in Figure 4.5. 
set N = size of population P 
set n = number of elite individuals 
fur n positions in mating pool 
extract highest fitness individual if=a~ from population P 
copy if=a~ to mating pool 
copy remaining individuals to population pI 
copy pI to P 
end for 
select (N - n) individuals from pI by roulette wheel method 
Figure 4.5: Elitist selection procedure for constant population size 
Thus for a popUlation of size N, the n fittest individuals are selected as elite indi-
viduals and are copied directly into the 'mating pool' as parents for the next generation; 
the remaining (N - n) individuals are copied into the 'mating pool' with a probability 
determined by the 'roulette wheel' process. 
In order to compare the results of this selection process to the results of previous 
experiments, the GA was run with population sizes of 8, 16, and 32; with a proportion of 
12.5%,25% or 50% of the population treated as elite individuals. The fitness threshold 
and vigilance parameter were constant at 0.80 and 0.50 respectively. The results are 
summarised in Tables 4.4 and 4.5. 
PopUlation size 8 16 32 
Degree of Elitism 
12.5% 500+ 500+ 500+ 
25% 500+ 500+ 500+ 
50% 500+ 500+ 500+ 
Table 4.4: Iterations to Terminate, Elitist Selection, I-Class ARTMAP FE 
These results show that the implemented method of elitism had little effect on the 
termination rate and pattern production abilities of the GA. The reason for this is that 
whilst the individuals with the highest fitness in any population are guaranteed to be 
selected for reproduction to produce the next generation, there is still no guarantee that 
there will be any long term effect of any high fitness individual: that is, that is. once the 
• 
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Population size 8 16 32 
Degree of Elitism 
12.5% 1 2 2 
25% 0 1 2 
50% 0 1 2 
Table 4.5: Individuals at Termination, Elitist Selection, I-Class ARTMAP FE 
elite individual has contributed to the subsequent generation, it can provide no further 
direct contribution to any but the generation following its own. 
What is required is an elitist selection procedure that keeps track of those individuals 
that have been observed to have the highest fitness of not only the current generation, 
but also every generation prior to the current generation. This enhanced elitist selection 
procedure stores the n individuals which have the highest observed fitness up to and 
including the current generation; the remaining (N - n) individuals are selected from 
the current generation by the 'roulette wheel' method. Given a population P of size N 
individuals and an elitist sub-population P* of size n, the mating pool is populated as 
shown in Figure 4.6 
set l\T = size of population P 
set n = number of elite individuals 
fur n positions in mating pool 
extract highest fitness individual i: from population P 
extract lowest fitness individual iPf·~axfrom population P* 
"un 
if fmax > fmin 
then 
replace iPf ·, with iPf l7l1n rna~ 
copy if=ax to mating pool 
copy remaining individuals to population P' 
copy P' to P 
end if 
end for 
select (l\T - n) individuals from P' by roulette wheel method 
Figure 4.6: Elitist selection procedure for constant population size 
In order to test the enhanced elitist selection procedure, the GA was run under the 
same conditions as the previous experiment, and the results are summarised in Table 
4.7. 
Population size 8 16 32 
Degree of Elitism 
12.5% 114 58 34 
25% 67 36 32 
50% 36 33 23 
Table 4.6: Iterations to Terminate, Enhanced Elitist Selection, I-Class ARTMAP FE, 
Fitness Threshold = 0.80 
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It can be seen that this method provides much more satisfactory results. This en-
hanced elitist selection procedure is using those individuals which have been assessed 
as being the closest matches to the training data (as they will be the individuals with the 
highest observed fitness up to a given generation) to be available for selection as a par-
ent more then they would have been in other implementations of selection methods. As 
these parent individuals produce higher fitness offspring, so the elitist sUb-population 
is updated with these new higher fitness individuals. 
To verify the behaviour of the enhanced elitist selection procedure, the experiment 
was repeated, with a higher fitness threshold (0.90), and with the 2-class training set 
for fitness thresholds of 0.80 and 0.90. The results of these experiments are detailed in 
Tables 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9. 
Population size 8 16 32 
Degree of Elitism 
12.5% 276 128 86 
25% 114 85 66 
50% 79 54 37 
Table 4.7: Iterations to Terminate, Enhanced Elitist Selection, I-Class ARTMAP FE, 
Fitness Threshold = 0.90 
Population size 8 16 32 
Degree of Elitism 
12.5% 500+ 134 100 
25% 143 99 69 
50% 111 76 64 
Table 4.8: Iterations to Terminate, Enhanced Elitist Selection, 2-Class ARTMAP FE, 
Fitness Threshold = 0.80 
Population size 8 16 32 
Degree of Elitism 
12.5% 500+ 433 315 
25% 413 298 195 
50% 290 215 156 
Table 4.9: Iterations to Terminate, Enhanced Elitist Selection, 2-Class ARTMAP FE, 
Fitness Threshold = 0.90 
The results obtained from these experiments show that, for a given number of 
classes, the GA terminates after the fewest number of iterations when the population 
size is high, and there is a high degree of elitism. This is due to the increased availabil-
ity of high fitness parents and an increased population in which to propagate the effects 
of these individuals. 
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4.1.4 Class Termination Requirements 
When a sufficient predetermined number of individuals of a certain class have been 
observed by the GA, then the class is said to have terminated. When all classes have 
terminated, then the GA itself has terminated, assuming the preset generation limit has 
not been exceeded. When a class terminates, there are some procedures that need to 
be carried out in order to improve the search process for the remaining non-terminated 
classes. 
When a class has terminated, the following should occur: 
• no more individuals should be added to the terminated class 
• no individuals representing the terminated class should appear in the enhanced 
elitism sub-population 
• no individuals representing the terminated class should appear in the population 
The first of these conditions is satisfied in the criteria for adding an individual to a 
certain class, these criteria are as defined by Figure 4.7. 
for each individual i in population P 
if fitness of i exceeds fitness threshold and 
i belongs to class C and 
class C is not terminated and 
i is not an exact match of any training pattern and 
i is not an exact match of any termination population pattern 
then 
add individual i to class C 
end if 
end for 
Figure 4.7: Modified Conditions for Addition of an Individual to a Termination Popu-
lation 
The second condition is addressed by monitoring the class termination status. A bi-
nary vector of size equal to the number of classes in the training data is used to signify 
which classes have terminated; if a change is detected in this vector, then a class has ter-
minated and it is then necessary to modify the elitist sub-population so that individuals 
from the terminated class no longer propagate themselves in subsequent generations. 
As it is likely that the elitist sub-population will consist entirely of individuals from 
the terminated class, it is necessary to reset this sub-population to the highest fitness 
individuals from the first generation of the evolutionary process, as shown in Figure 
4.8. 
The third condition regarding class termination concerns the assignment of fitness 
to individuals once a class has terminated. This task involves the more complicated 
issue of retraining the ARTMAP FE, and is addressed in the next Section. 
4.2 Retraining the ARTMAP Network for Adaptive Fit-
ness Evaluation 
In contrast to the MLP neural network, the ARTMAP network is relatively easy to 
train. The MLP network has several parameters that require heuristic or empirical 
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if generation number = 1 
then 
create copy of first generation elite sub-population, Pi 
else 
if class termination status vector is unchanged 
then 
update elitist sub-population P* 
else 
reset elitist sub-population P* to Pi 
end if 
end if 
Figure 4.8: Conditions for updating elitist sub-population 
methods to determine an optimum value for a given application. These parameters 
include the training rate, training momentum (if used) and the number of hidden neu-
rons required to solve problems of any complexity; in fact, training an MLP network 
can itself become an exercise in parameter optimisation. The ARTMAP network has 
no such parameters that require optimisation. Additionally, the ARTMAP network re-
quires only one epoch of training, compared to an indeterminate, but invariably much 
greater, number of epochs required by the MLP network, this being dependent upon 
network structure, amount of training data, training rate, and other heuristic parameters 
mentioned above. 
It is for these reasons - ease and speed of training - that the ARTMAP network 
is well suited to the problem of adaptive fitness evaluation. Depending upon how the 
population of a GA evolves, the ARTMAP network can be quickly retrained in response 
to the observed population attributes and the requirements of the user of the system. 
When the ARTMAP FE is trained at the beginning of the evolutionary process, the 
network makes associations between types of pattern and a class label that uniquely 
identifies that pattern. As the evolutionary process continues, new individuals that dis-
play similarities to the training data fill class populations until the class termination 
population size is reached. When this occurs, no more individuals representing this 
class are required, so the fitness evaluation process needs to be modified to reflect these 
changed requirements. The addition of individuals to class populations is equivalent to 
the process of populating a niche in the search space. When the niche reaches a prede-
termined population limit - the class population termination size - no further population 
of this niche is permitted. 
In the Niche and Speciation theory presented by Goldberg [31], the population of 
niches is prevented, or discouraged, by the use of fitness sharing, whereby the fitness of 
the individuals populating any niche is reduced in proportion to the population density 
observed in this niche. This has the effect of directing the search procedure towards 
niches of lesser population density. In this application of a multi modal search task, the 
fitness measure is defined as the degree of subsethood of one pattern in another. If the 
fitness sharing method was applied to this type of fitness evaluation procedure, it would 
have the effect of altering the observed degree of similarity between the individual 
and the category prototype, and may prevent individuals that would exceed the fitness 
threshold from being added to the required class populations. It is for this reason that 
the fitness sharing method is not applied to this search task; instead a method is required 
of preventing addition to class populations once the class termination limit is exceeded. 
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This can be achieved by modifying the way in which the ARTMAP fitness evaluator 
assesses individuals when a class meets the termination limit. 
In addition to individuals that are similar to the training data, individuals are gen-
erated that do not display a sufficient degree of match to any class of training pattern. 
There may be similarities between these patterns that are useful to the search task being 
carried out by the GA. If patterns with similarities exist, then they need to be incorpo-
rated into the fitness evaluation process. 
Thus the retraining process needs to carry out both removal and addition of training 
data. The specific requirements for these processes will be detailed in the subsequent 
Sections, followed by the implementation and testing of the retraining process. 
4.2.1 Removal of Classes of Data from the Fitness Evaluation Net-
work 
When a GA is used to evolve several different classes of pattern, it is unlikely that the 
same number of patterns of each class will be generated at the same time. Each class 
will reach the predetermined class population termination size at a different time. It 
is thus desirable to retrain the fitness evaluation network in order to allow the GA to 
evolve patterns of other class populations, and to prevent subsequent individuals of the 
terminated class from propagating further in the population. 
Requirements for Pattern Class Removal 
Since no more individuals of a class that has terminated are required, these individuals 
should no longer take part in the evolutionary process. This implies that these individu-
als should be treated as low fitness once their class has terminated, or be excluded from 
the fitness evaluation process. There are four possible options available for how to treat 
these individuals: 
1. when a population has been assessed for fitness, examine the population for indi-
viduals from a terminated class and reset the fitness of these individuals to zero 
2. retrain the ARTMAP network, excluding the terminated class patterns 
3. retrain the ARTMAP network, replacing the terminated class patterns with a sin-
gle pattern consisting of entirely of zeroes 
4. retrain the ARTMAP network, replacing the terminated class patterns with a sin-
gle 'dummy' class representative pattern 
Of these, all but the second method continue to allow individuals of the terminated 
class to propagate in the population. This is undesirable, as the requirement states that 
no individuals of the terminated class should appear in any subsequent population. This 
fact needs to be considered in the design of the retraining process. 
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Terminated Class Exclusion by Zero Fitness Assignment 
The first method of terminated class exclusion allows individuals of the terminated class 
to appear in populations, but assigns a zero fitness value to these individuals, as shown 
in the fitness analysis procedure in Figure 4.9. After an individual has been evaluated 
for fitness, the class termination status vector is examined to determine which classes 
have terminated. If an individual is observed that belongs to this class, it is given zero 
fitness. 
for each individual i in population P 
determine fitness and class of i 
for each class of pattern 
if class has terminated 
then 
assign fitness of i to zero 
end if 
end for 
end for 
Figure 4.9: Exclusion of Terminated Classes, Method 1 
As these individuals now have a zero fitness value, they will then not be selected for 
the reproduction stage of the algorithm - assuming selection is dependent upon individ-
ual fitness - and so a position in the population is wasted. This prevents the appearance 
of potentially useful individuals from non-terminated classes in the population. 
Terminated Class Exclusion by Training Data Exclusion 
By excluding those individuals from terminated classes from the training data and re-
training the ARTMAP FE, no fitness assignment will take place for individuals which 
are similar to the terminated class, and so they be treated as low fitness individuals. 
This retraining process can be carried out by monitoring the class termination status 
vector, and when a class terminates, retrain the ARTMAP FE using only those training 
data classes which have not terminated, as shown in Figure 4.10. 
if class termination status vector has changed 
reload training data set T 
fur each training pattern t in training data set T 
if class of t is not equal to terminated class 
then 
copy training pattern to new training data set T* 
end if 
end for 
retrain ARTMAP network using new training data set T* 
end if 
Figure 4.10: Exclusion of Terminated Classes, Method 2 
This method successfully excludes terminated classes from subsequent fitness eval-
uations. However, due to the way the ARTMAP network assigns class labels to individ-
uals, after the retraining process has been carried out, patterns are assigned to the wrong 
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labels for classes which existed in the training data after the excluded class. This can 
explained more clearly by consideration of the format of the training data as required 
by the ARTMAP training procedure. This format is shown in Table 4.10. 
Class Training Data Class Assigned By 
Number Fitness Evaluation 
1 Training Pattern 1 Labell 1 
· . 
Training Pattern nl Labell 
2 Training Pattern 1 Label 2 2 
· 
· 
Training Pattern n2 Label 2 
· 
~ Training Pattern 1 Label i ~ 
Training Pattern ni Label i 
i+l Training Pattern 1 Label i + 1 i+l 
. 
· 
Training Pattern ni+ 1 Label i + 1 
· . 
· 
J Training Pattern 1 Label j J 
Training Pattern nj Label j 
Table 4.10: Training Data Format Before Retraining 
When a terminated class is removed from the training data, the training data as 
shown in Table 4.10 changes to that shown in 4.11. Here, the training data has been 
modified to remove the ith class of training data. 
These tables show that when a class is removed from the training data, the class 
assignment process shows a discrepancy between the desired class assignment and the 
class value assigned by the ARTMAP FE. When the ARTMAP FE is trained, the num-
ber of distinct classes represented by the training data is used to determine the number 
of labels represented by the ARTb network, and also the size of the Map Field used to 
associate input patterns to a predictive label. Since one class of training data has been 
excluded, the number of ARTb labels is reduced, and the Map Field is also reduced in 
size by one column. So, after retraining, all entries in the training data which appear 
after the excluded class are assigned an incorrect predictive label, in error by the num-
ber of classes that have been excluded. Table 4.11 shows that the i + 1 th entry in the 
training data is being classified as the ith class, as one class of training data has been 
removed. Similarly, if class 2 is removed from the training data (as a result of this class 
terminating), then the training data would then be classified as shown in Table 4.12. 
In order to carry out accurate classification, whilst maintaining the adaptive nature 
of the terminated class exclusion process, it necessary to prevent the training process 
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Class Training Data Class Assigned By 
Number Fitness Evaluation 
1 Training Pattern 1 Labell 1 
. 
Training Pattern nl Labell 
2 Training Pattern 1 Label 2 2 
· . 
Training Pattern n2 Label 2 
· 
· 
· 
i+l Training Pattern 1 Label i + 1 'l 
Training Pattern ni+ 1 Label i + 1 
J Training Pattern 1 Label j j - 1 
Training Pattern n j Label j 
Table 4.11: Training Data Format After Retraining, Excluding 1 Training Data Class 
from reducing the size of the ARTb categorisation layer and the associative Map Field, 
whilst still preventing individuals from terminated classes appearing in the evolution-
ary process. A method of achieving is by substituting the terminated class with a single 
'dummy' pattern, such that the class assignment process does not produce the classifi-
cation discrepancies as described above. 
Terminated Class Exclusion by Training Data Substitution 
The third method of terminated class exclusion retrains the network, but replaces the 
terminated class training data with a single pattern, consisting entirely of zeroes. For a 
training pattern ti of length n bits, representing the terminated class i, 
\In tT! = 0 
, l (4.1) 
The presence of this pattern, used as a training data class substitution, preserves 
the original number of classes that are represented by the ARTMAP network as classes 
terminate, unlike the training data exclusion method described above. The retraining 
process is described formally in Figure 4.11. 
When a change in the class termination status vector is detected, a copy of the train-
ing data is made, which replaces all instances of patterns representing the terminated 
class with one pattern, of equal bit length but consisting entirely of zero elements. For 
example, the training data format shown in Figure 4.10, would, after the zero pattern 
substitution of the ith training data class, be as shown in Figure 4.13. 
The final method of excluding patterns representing terminated classes from the 
evolutionary process is similar to the third method, but instead of replacing each termi-
nated class with a zero pattern, different 'dummy' patterns are used for each terminated 
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Class Training Data Class Assigned By 
Number Fitness Evaluation 
1 Training Pattern 1 Labell 1 
· 
· 
. 
· 
Training Pattern nl Labell 
· 
· 
i+1 Training Pattern 1 Label i + 1 i-I 
Training Pattern ni+ 1 Label i + 1 
· 
J Training Pattern 1 Label j j-2 
Training Pattern nj Label j 
Table 4.12: Training Data Format After Retraining, Excluding 2 Training Data Classes 
class. Each terminated class uses a different 'dummy' pattern; for a training pattern ti 
of length n bits, representing the terminated class i, 
{': = {O if n -# i 
l 1 if n = i (4.2) 
So, if class 3 has terminated, the dummy pattern representing this terminated class 
for an 8-bit pattern representation would be (00100000). This pattern exclusion method 
can represented as shown in Figure 4.12. 
These two methods, by replacing the original FE training data with a single' dummy' 
pattern to indicate class termination, still do not prevent individuals of the terminated 
class from appearing in populations subsequent to class termination. This, as with 
method 1, wastes potentially useful positions in the population which could be ex-
ploited by individuals representing non-terminated classes. Additionally, as the GA 
continues to iterate, new individuals which display close matches to the new 'dummy' 
patterns will then be considered to be new patterns of this class type, a potentially mis-
guiding judgement. Thus high fitness individuals representing these terminated classes 
- which now will show a high degree of match to the substituted training patterns - will 
populate the genetic process, and will combine with other individuals to form offspring 
that are not based on true high fitness individuals. The effect of this is to populate the 
GA with patterns representing either the Zero Pattern or the Dummy Pattern which are 
most likely to be of no use to the search process. Alternatively, if the dummy pattern 
does represent a pattern which is similar to a desired pattern, then further confusion 
will arise as a result of misclassification of individuals. Thus the two class replacement 
methods described here should not be used in the retraining of the ARTMAP FE. 
Terminated Class Exclusion by Training Data Exclusion - Revisited 
The main reason for investigating the effects of training data substitution as described 
above is that it preserves the original number of classes as defined in the training data. 
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if class termination status vector has changed 
reload training data set T 
fur each training pattern t in training data set T 
if class of t is not equal to terminated class 
then 
else 
copy training pattern to new training data set T* 
if class of t is equal to terminated class and 
then 
first pattern of terminated class has not been observed 
copy zero pattern and terminated class to new training 
data set T* 
set terminated class reset flag 
end if 
end if 
end for 
retrain ARTMAP network using new training data set T* 
end if 
Figure 4.11: Exclusion of Tenninated Classes, Method 3 
By doing this, it becomes easier to monitor which classes have terminated as the evolu-
tionary process continues, because the label designated to each class does not change as 
a result of retraining the network. Also, by substituting 'dummy' classes for tenninated 
classes, rather than excluding them, the class assignment process of fitness evaluation 
is not affected, as was observed in the training data substitution methods. However, the 
substitution methods are insufficient for excluding terminated classes for two reasons. 
Firstly, these methods allow individuals representing terminated classes to propagate 
further in the population as a whole; individuals from a tenninated class will still be 
observed in the population after the termination has occurred. This has the effect of lim-
iting the number of population spaces available for non-terminated class individuals, so 
slowing the tennination of all classes. Secondly, once the training data substitution has 
occurred, individuals can still be assigned fitness relative to the new training data, and 
it is possible that these individuals will be used as parents for offspring based upon this 
inaccurate fitness evaluation. Combining either of these substitution methods with the 
first class exclusion method - zero fitness assignment - results in the prevention of ter-
minated class individuals of being selected for reproduction, but does not prevent these 
zero-fitness individuals from using population positions that would be more beneficial 
to other non-terminated classes. 
A potential solution to this problem lies with the training data exclusion methods 
described above. It was observed that this method is at fault in the way that it assigns 
a class to an individual - each time the ARTMAP FE is retrained, the class labelling 
became erroneous for all classes of pattern which exist in the training data after the 
excluded class. By monitoring the class tennination status vector, the class assign-
ment process can be modified such that these errors in class assignment after network 
retraining do not occur. 
It can be seen from Tables 4.10 and 4.11 that the exclusion of a class of training 
data results in the class assignment process being in error by the number of excluded 
classes. So, by incrementing the class of an individual by the number of tenninated 
classes - whether any class has terminated or not - results in a correct class assignment 
process. The procedure for achieving this is shown in Figure 4.13. 
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Class Training Data Class Assigned By 
Number Fitness Evaluation 
1 Training Pattern 1 Labell 1 
· · 
· 
Training Pattern nl Labell 
2 Training Pattern 1 Label 2 2 
· · 
Training Pattern n2 Label 2 
· · 
· 
· 
z Zero Training Pattern Label i z 
i+l Training Pattern 1 Label i + 1 i+l 
Training Pattern ni+ 1 Label i + 1 
· 
· 
J Training Pattern 1 Label j J 
Training Pattern nj Label j 
Table 4.13: Training Data Format After Zero Pattern Substitution 
Thus the class prediction is incremented for each terminated class. This modifica-
tion to the training data exclusion method of retraining completes all the desired re-
quirements of the retraining process; once a class has terminated, no more individuals 
representing this class are observed in subsequent generations of the GA, no individu-
als representing this class are selected for reproduction, and no further individuals are 
added to the terminated class. 
4.2.2 Addition of Classes of Data to the Fitness Evaluation Network 
Requirements for Pattern Class Addition 
It has been observed from previous applications of GAs to musical composition that 
the methods of fitness evaluation employed do not lend themselves well to any kind of 
adaptivity in the way in which representations of musical information are assessed for 
fitness. In Chapter 1, four different types of fitness evaluation were identified; these 
were labelled deterministic, formalistic, user-evaluated and neural network evaluation 
methods. It was observed that although some of these applications were successful in 
generating output that could be seen to be original music compositions, each was lim-
ited in the scope of its output. Applications that use deterministic and formalistic fitness 
evaluation methods are limited by the mathematical formulae and rule bases imple-
mented to assess fitness; user-evaluated fitness evaluation methods are extremely slow 
and context-specific means of generating musical sequences; neural network evaluation 
methods are limited by the number of classes into which candidate musical sequences 
can be classified, and require extensive training in order to carry out accurate classi-
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if class termination status vector has changed 
reload training data set T 
fur each training pattern t in training data set T 
if class of t is not equal to terminated class 
then 
else 
copy training pattern to new training data set T* 
if class of t is equal to terminated class and 
then 
first pattern of terminated class has not been observed 
generate dummy pattern 
copy dummy pattern and terminated class to new training 
data set T* 
set terminated class reset flag 
end if 
end if 
end for 
retrain ARTMAP network using new training data set T· 
end if 
Figure 4.12: Exclusion of Terminated Classes, Method 4 
for each individual i in population P 
determine fitness and class of i 
for each class of pattern 
if predicted class has terminated 
then 
increment predicted class by 1 
end if 
end for 
end for 
Figure 4.13: Modification of Class Assignment Process 
fication. Additionally, and of more importance to this Section of work, none of these 
methods of fitness evaluation methods has the capability to alter the way in which indi-
viduals of a population are assessed for fitness as an on-going result of the individuals 
observed throughout a specific evolutionary process. By implementing a more adaptive 
method of evaluation fitness, the output of a genetic composition system becomes more 
flexible and adds an element of unpredictability to the composition process - often, in-
teresting compositions arise as a result of breaking the rules, rather than adhering to 
them. 
In the previous Section, it was seen how the ARTMAP FE can be modified, as a 
result of observed populations of individuals, such that the fitness evaluation process is 
responsive and adaptive to the behaviour of a population up to a given point. The result 
of this work was that once a sufficient number of high fitness individuals representing 
a certain class of information have been observed, the search process can be directed 
towards those classes where fewer high fitness individuals have been found. This also 
had a significant effect on the termination rate of the GA - significantly faster termi-
nation rates were observed. This Section will address how the ARTMAP FE can be 
modified as a result of the individuals of a population that can not be classified, given 
the initial training data. 
As the GA processes populations of candidate solutions for an abstract pattern gen-
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eration task, there will be patterns generated as a result of combining individuals from 
the mating pool which can not be categorised into any of the classes represented by the 
ARTMAP FE training data. This is a result of the pattern not displaying a sufficient 
degree of match to anyone of the training patterns, and so failing the vigilance test. 
However, despite the fact that these patterns fail the vigilance test, this does not neces-
sarily imply that these patterns are of no use in the evolutionary process. In fact, one 
of the requirements of a flexible musical composition system is that there should be the 
potential for representations of novel patterns to be included in the fitness evaluation 
system if such patterns display attributes that prove useful to the user of the composi-
tion system. This method of integrating new patterns into the fitness evaluation system 
is based upon previous methods of fitness evaluation, as detailed in Chapter 1. 
It was seen that musical GA applications employing user-evaluated fitness functions 
produced the best results, but at the expense of the length of time it takes for the system 
user to evaluate a population of candidate solutions sequentially, and the irregularities of 
evaluation involved with the context specific nature of carrying out fitness evaluation in 
this way. GA applications that employed other fitness evaluation methods proved much 
faster at assessing the fitness of populations, but resulted in compositions which were 
limited by the rigid formalisms dictated by the inflexible means of fitness assessment. 
The aim of employing an adaptive fitness evaluation system is to provide a compromise 
between these two extremes. 
It has been shown that the ARTMAP FE can assess the fitness of individuals into 
any number of classes, defined by the training data, if a sufficient degree of similarity 
is observed between the individuals and the training patterns. However, as described 
above, there will be patterns produced by the GA which do not display a sufficient 
degree of similarity to any of the training patterns. These individuals will be referred 
to as 'no prediction' (NP) patterns, as the ARTMAP network is unable to make any 
prediction as to the class categorisation of the pattern. 
There are several options as to the fate of these NP patterns. The most obvious, 
and simplest option, is to ignore these patterns - they have displayed no similarity to 
any of the training patterns, and as such will not prove useful in the search process. 
However, one of the main motivations for implementing this type of neural network as 
a fitness evaluator is the fact that it is a requirement that the FE be adaptive to patterns 
not present in the training data. This allows patterns that prove useful or interesting to 
be incorporated into the evolutionary process. 
The second option available for NP patterns is that they are all added to the ARTMAP 
FE as new patterns. However, the results obtained in Chapter 3 show that this is unde-
sirable, due to the large number of categories that are formed as a result of uncontrolled 
category addition, and the lack of significance to the search process of these new cate-
gones. 
The third option available for NP patterns is that they are presented to the system 
user for evaluation, and subsequent inclusion into the training data if they appear de-
sirable to the user's end results. By doing this, only those NP patterns relevant to the 
search process will be included in the training data. However, in some conditions, it 
may be that a large proportion of the individuals processed by the GA are NP patterns. 
Presentation of all NP patterns generated by the GA may result in the same type of 
fitness bottleneck problems associated with user-evaluated composition systems. The 
amount of data presented to the user for evaluation can be reduced by determining 
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if there are any similarities in the sub-population of NP patterns, and presenting the 
system user with a single pattern representing this sub-population, rather than the sub-
population in its entirety. This not only reduces the time required for user evaluation, 
but also increases the significance of NP patterns that can be added to the training data -
if a large proportion of NP patterns show similarities, then perhaps this is more evidence 
for their inclusion as a new training data class. This hypothesis will be investigated in 
the tests to verify the proposed adaptive system. 
4.2.3 Determination of Conditions for Class Addition 
To determine any similarities between the NP patterns generated by the GA, an ART-
1 neural network can be used. This network can cluster patterns that share similar 
characteristics; the clusters that are then formed can then be presented to the user for 
evaluation. The fact that the information is available regarding how many patterns are 
represented by a cluster is also useful; if a high proportion of all NP patterns are similar 
(as judged by the ART-l network), this suggests that there may be a stronger case for 
addition of this cluster of NP patterns to the FE training data. 
However, before it is possible to determine how this type of network should be 
implemented, it is necessary to be aware of the way in which parameters used by the GA 
and ARTMAP FE affect the generation of unique NP patterns. To recap, NP patterns are 
those patterns generated by the GA which do not display a sufficient degree of match 
to any pattern represented by the ARTMAP FE training data. This degree of similarity 
is controlled by the vigilance parameter used in the ARTMAP FE - an high vigilance 
parameter implies that a pattern has to display a high degree of match to the training 
data in order to be categorised as a pattern of that type. The vigilance parameter will 
have a significant effect on the number of NP patterns generated, and this parameter 
will be one of those under investigation. 
Other parameters which may have an effect on NP pattern generation are as follows: 
• population size 
• fitness threshold 
• number of classes in training data 
• size of classes in training data 
• degree of elitism in selection process 
The effect of each of these parameters on the number of NP patterns generated 
can be investigated individually, to determine nominal values for each parameter which 
generate a reasonable amount of NP patterns. The number of 'reasonable' of NP pat-
terns depends on the application of the system, and the desired results of the user; 
however the general effect of the parameters listed above will be useful as a guide for 
any application. Too many NP patterns will result in the classes in the original training 
data not terminating, too few NP patterns will result in a system that does not fulfil the 
requirements of an adaptive pattern generation system, or too few patterns available to 
create new classes of training data. By investigating the effect of the above parameters 
on NP pattern generation, a compromise can be found between these two extremes. 
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Effect of ART a Vigilance Parameter on No Prediction Pattern Generation 
The ARTa vigilance parameter, Pa, provides control over how close a match is required 
between two patterns - in this case, an individual generated by the GA and a pattern 
from the training data - for one pattern to be labelled as belonging to the class of another. 
A high vigilance parameter implies that a close match is required, a low vigilance 
parameter implies that the pattern can differ to a larger degree. Pa is bounded by the 
limits 
0.0 < Pa < 1.0 (4.3) 
Although this inequality allows Pa to take the value 0.0 or 1.0, these values are 
impractical. If Pa takes the upper limit of 1.0, any pattern observed by the network 
would have to be identical to a class prototype for categorisation to occur. Alternatively, 
a value of 0.0 would imply that at least zero match is required for a candidate pattern 
to be assigned to any class. 
As the GA generates individuals, each member of a population is presented to the 
ARTMAP network for fitness evaluation. The role of Pa is crucial to the fitness assign-
ment process, and has been described in Chapter 3. The probability of an individual 
being categorised as belonging to a given class depends upon the observed degree of 
match between the individual and the class representative (that is, the training data pat-
tern). Thus, a large value for Pa implies that a larger number of NP patterns will be 
produced than for a lower value. 
The conditions for the tests carried out to investigate the effect of Pa on NP pattern 
generation are shown in Table 4.14. The maximum value of Pa was chosen as 0.75 as 
values higher than this have shown to be impractical in terms of GA termination. 
Population size 16 
Fitness threshold 0.85 
Number of classes 1 
in training data 
Size of class 4 patterns 
in training data 
Degree of elitism 50% 
Vigilance Parameter, Pa 0.10, 0.30, 0.50, 0.60, 
0.65, 0.70, 0.75 
Maximum number of iterations 50 
Mutation Single point, 
5% probability 
Crossover Single point, 
100% probability 
Table 4.14: GA and ARTMAP Parameters for NPP Generation, Dependent On Vigi-
lance Parameter 
The minimum, maximum and average number of NP patterns generated as a result 
of varying the ARTa vigilance parameter Pa are shown in Figure H.I of Appendix H. 
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The average number of NP patterns generated as a function of Pa are shown in Figure 
4.14. 
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Figure 4.14: Average NP Pattern Generation , Dependent On Vigilance Parameter 
These results show that for values of Pa greater than 0.5 , there is a large increase in 
the number of NP patterns generated by the GA. Also, for values of Pa less than 0.5 , 
the number of NP patterns generated has stabilised after 15 generations. No such sta-
bilisation occurs in the results presented for values of Pa greater than 0.6 - the evidence 
for this is the fact that the minimum, maximum and average number of NP patterns 
are almost identical in all cases. Results which display this type of behaviour can be 
referred to as 'unstable'. 
For higher values of Pa, where these unstable results are observed, the GA is con-
tinuing to generate patterns which can not be categorised by any representation of the 
training data. These patterns then produce offspring which can still not be categorised 
by the ARTMAP FE, thus increasing the number of observed unique NP patterns. For 
lower values of Pa, although some NP patterns have been generated, the GA has found 
patterns which can be categorised, and these have dominated the selection process and 
have thus contributed to the termination of the class represented by the training data. 
Effect of Fitness Threshold on No Prediction Pattern Generation 
The fitness threshold is implemented in this system to determine those individuals 
which are to be added to each class population as 'high fitness ' examples of each class . 
If, upon inspection of each generation of the population, an individual is observed with 
fitness in excess of the fitness threshold, then this individual is added to the appropriate 
class population. The implemented fitness threshold should have no effect upon the 
number of NP patterns generated by the GA, as the inspection of individuals for fitness, 
and the subsequent assignment to class populations has no influence upon the selection 
and combination of individuals. The conditions used to investigate the effect of fitnes 
threshold are shown in Table 4.15. 
The minimum, maximum and average number of NP patterns generated as a result 
of varying the fitness threshold are shown in Figure H.2 of Appendix H. The average 
number of NP patterns generated as a fu nction of the percentage degree of elitism are 
shown in Figure 4.15. 
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Population size 16 
Fitness threshold 0.50, 0.60,0.70,0.80,0.90 
N umber of classes 1 
in training data 
Size of class 4 patterns 
in training data 
Degree of elitism 50% 
Vigilance Parameter, Pa 0.50 
Maximum number of iterations 50 
Mutation Single point, 
5% probability 
Crossover Single point, 
100% probability 
Table 4.15: GA and ARTMAP Parameters for NPP Generation, Dependent On Fitness 
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Figure 4.15: Average NP Pattern Generation, Dependent On Fitness Threshold 
These results show that in general, the average number of NP patterns generated is 
not effected by the implemented fitness threshold. However, the results presented for 
fitness threshold values of 0.60 and 0.70 show a much higher average than for other 
values. This is caused by the occasional instability (as described in the above Section) 
in the number of NP patterns produced under these conditions - patterns are generated 
by the GA which, whilst not being categorised by the ARTMAP FE, produce offspring 
which are also not categorised. In these cases, it is rare that the GA will terminate 
as few individuals are generated which belong to any class represented by the training 
data. 
As these unstable results only occur rarely - in less than 5% of these experimental 
results - it is justifiable to remove them from the results for the investigation of the 
effects of fitness threshold on NP pattern generation. These results are shown in Figure 
4 .16, along with the adjusted average re ults in Figure 4.17. 
These adju ted results display a much flatter response of NP pattern generation to 
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Figure 4.16: NP Pattern Generation (Adjusted), Fitness Threshold = (a) 0.60; (b) 0.70 
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Figure 4.17: Average NP Pattern Generation (Adjusted), Dependent On Fitness Thresh-
old 
fitness threshold, indicating that the generation of these individuals is independent of 
fitness threshold. The instabilities observed in some of the results may have occurred 
due to one (or more) of the variables under investigation - however; the results presented 
previously for the effect of vigilance parameter, Pa on NP pattern generation, confirm 
that these instabilities are not due to varying Pa. 
Effect of Degree of Elitism on No Prediction Pattern Generation 
In earlier work, the use of an elitist selection procedure was seen to have a significant 
effect on the termination rate of the GA - higher degrees of elitism resulted in the GA 
terminating in fewer generations, all other conditions being equal. The elitist selection 
process ensures that high fitness individuals are maintained in the population , and are 
not lost as potential parents for subsequent offspring. Assuming that individuals are 
generated by the GA which can be categorised into an existing cl ass , then the elitist sub-
population will provide the reproductive phase of the GA with individual s are likely to 
produce further individuals that can be categori sed. Additionally, the presence of high 
fitness individuals in the population due to the elitist selection procedure implie that 
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there are less positions available in the population for new individuals generated by the 
combination and transformation procedures of the GA, whether these new individuals 
can be categorised into any existing class or not. Thus a higher degree of eliti sm in the 
selection procedure should result in a smaller number of NP patterns being generated. 
The conditions used to investigate the effect of elitism on the generation of NP 
patterns is shown in Table 4.16. 
Population size 16 
Fitness threshold 0.85 
Number of classes 1 
in training data 
Size of class 4 patterns 
in training data 
Degree of elitism 12.5%,25%, 50%, 75 % 
Vigilance Parameter, Pa 0.50 
Maximum number of iterations 50 
Mutation Single point , 
5% probability 
Crossover Single point, 
100% probability 
Table 4.16: GA and ARTMAP Parameters for NPP Generation, Dependent On Degree 
of Elitism 
The minimum, maximum and average number of NP patterns generated as a result 
of varying the percentage degree of elitism are shown in Figure H.3 of Appendix H. 
The average number of NP patterns generated as a function of the percentage degree of 
elitism are shown in Figure 4.18. 
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Figure 4.18: Average NP Pattern Generation , Dependent On Selection Proce Percent-
age Elitism 
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Again, the above hypothesis concerning the effect of percentage elitism on the gen-
eration of NP patterns is confirmed by the results presented. Higher degrees of elitism 
result in fewer NP patterns being generated, along with an increase in the degree of 
stability of the number of NP patterns discovered. Figures H.3 (a) and (b) show that 
there is a degree of instability in NP pattern generation, an effect of having a smaller 
elitist sub-population to supply high fitness individuals for the reproductive process. 
Effect of PopUlation Size on No Prediction Pattern Generation 
The number of individuals generated by the GA, whether they can be categorised by 
the ARTMAP FE or not, is most dependent on the population size implemented by the 
GA. For a fixed population size I, the maximum number of unique individuals that can 
be observed after n generations is the product of these two values. Thus the number of 
unique NP patterns, liN p generated should always obey the following rule: 
(4.4) 
The conditions implemented for investigating the effect of population size on NP 
pattern generation are shown in Figure 4.17. 
Population size 4,8,16,32 
Fitness threshold 0.85 
Number of classes 1 
in training data 
Size of class 4 patterns 
in training data 
Degree of elitism 50% 
Vigilance Parameter, Pa 0.50 
Maximum number of iterations 50 
Mutation Single point, 
5 % probability 
Crossover Single point, 
100% probability 
Table 4.17: GA and ARTMAP Parameters for NPP Generation, Dependent On Popu-
lation Size 
The minimum, maximum and average number of NP patterns generated as a result 
of varying the population size are shown in Figure H.4 of Appendix H. The average 
number of NP patterns generated as a function of the percentage degree of elitism are 
shown in Figure 4.19. The dashed line shown on these results indicates the maximum 
limit of unique patterns that can be generated, as dictated by the II < I . n rule. 
The presented results indicate that in all cases, the maximum number of NP patterns 
is not exceeded. It is also evident that lower population sizes tend to produce unstable 
amounts of NP patterns, compared to larger population sizes. This is due to the limited 
amount of population positions available to be exploited by any individual with a class 
prediction. The fact that 50% of the population used was filled by the elitist selection 
process limits the available population positions further. 
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Figure 4.19: Average NP Pattern Generation, Dependent On Population Size 
These results show similar characteristics to the elitist experiments carried out as 
described above, in that not all of the results obtained represent stable NP pattern gener-
ation. Again, the unstable results can be removed from the data, to produce the adjusted 
plots as shown in Figure 4.20, and the adjusted average results shown in Figure 4.21. 
In these experiments, the unstable results account for less than 6% of the total results . 
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Figure 4.20: NP Pattern Generation (Adjusted), Population Size = (a) 4; (b) 8 
These adjusted results show that lower population sizes allow a smaller number 
of NP patterns to be created. However, to ensure that the production of NP patterns 
remains stable, a larger population size should be implemented. 
Effect of Training Data Class Size on No Prediction Pattern Generation 
As the training data contains a selection of patterns that represent a given class of data, 
increasing the number of representations of a class in the training data should result in 
an increased likelihood of the GA generating patterns that represent this class. This i 
caused by the increase in diversity of the training data for a given class; as the diver ity 
increases, the probability of the GA generating an individual that can be categorised a 
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Figure 4.21: Average NP Pattern Generation (Adjusted), Dependent On Population 
Size 
belonging to this class increases. The conditions for investigating the effect of train-
ing data class size (the number of training patterns of a given class used to train the 
ARTMAP FE) are as shown in Table 4.18. 
Population size 16 
Fitness threshold 0.85 
Number of classes 1 
in training data 
Size of class 4 , 8, 16, 32 
in training data patterns 
Degree of elitism 50% 
Vigilance Parameter, Pa 0.50 
Maximum number of iterations 50 
Mutation Single point , 
5% probability 
Crossover Single point, 
100% probability 
Table 4.18: GA and ARTMAP Parameters for NPP Generation, Dependent On Training 
Data Class Size 
The minimum, maximum and average number of NP patterns generated as a result 
of varying the size of the training data class are shown in Figure H.5. The average 
number of NP patterns generated as a function of the size of the training class are 
shown in Figure 4 .22. 
As predicted there is a significant effect of training class size on the generation of 
NP patterns. In all cases of experimental conditions, the generation of NP patterns is 
stable - thi s is important in that it implies that the generation of individuals representing 
patterns from the training data will lead to termination of these classes. The results 
show that there is approximately half the number of NP patterns generated as a result 
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Figure 4.22: Average NP Pattern Generation, Dependent On Training Data Class Size 
of doubling the size of the training class. 
Effect of Number of Training Classes on No Prediction Pattern Generation 
The above experiment implements only one type of training class . The number of NP 
patterns generated by the GA will also be dependent on the number of different classes 
represented by the training data. As the training patterns in one single class are likely 
to be similar to each other, then there is going to be less diversity in the population 
of the GA as it evolves, and altering any individual by crossover or mutation is more 
likely to produce an individual which does not display a sufficient degree of match to 
the training data patterns to pass the vigilance test, and thus become an NP pattern. 
However, if other classes of training data exist, then transforming an individual by 
crossover or mutation reduces the chance of categorisation of the new individual. 
The conditions used for this investigation are shown in Table 4.19. 
The minimum, maximum and average number of NP patterns generated as a result 
of varying the number of training classes are shown in Figures H.6. The average number 
of NP patterns generated as a function of the number of training classes are shown in 
Figure 4.23. 
These results confirm the above hypothesis - increasing the number of training 
classes decreases the number of NP patterns generated by the GA. Additionally, the 
stability of the amount of NP patterns can be seen to improve as more training classes 
are added. 
Summary of NP Pattern Generation Effects 
The results presented above indicate that there are certain conditions which result in a 
high number of NP patterns being generated by the GA. The desired number of NP pat-
terns generated depends on any particular application of the GA and the requirements 
of the system user; a large number of NP patterns will lead to a high degree of potential 
adaptivity in the system; a smaller number will imply that the search process will be 
dominated by the infOImation represented by the training data. 
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Population size 16 
Fitness threshold 0.85 
Number of classes 1,2,3,4 
in training data 
Size of class 4 patterns 
in training data 
Degree of elitism 50% 
Vigilance Parameter, Pa 0.50 
Maximum number of iterations 50 
Mutation Single point, 
5% probability 
Crossover Single point, 
100% probability 
Table 4.19: GA and ARTMAP Parameters for NPP Generation, Dependent On Number 
of Training Data Classes 
It has been shown that the number of unique NP patterns increases with high values 
of ARTa vigilance parameter and population size; decreases with high values of elitism, 
class number and class size; and is independent of fitness threshold, assuming that other 
parameters do not produce conditions that lead to unstable NP pattern generation. 
The objective of this investigation was to determine the conditions which would 
lead to a 'reasonable' number of NP patterns being generated. However, this 'rea-
sonable' number remains undefined. For the purposes of determining the behaviour 
of the adaptive fitness evaluation system, it is necessary to be able to observe the GA 
being able to generate sufficient NP patterns to analyse them for any similarities, and 
assign them to a new training class if required, whilst also being able to generate suffi-
cient individuals of existing classes such that they can terminate. Class termination is 
based upon a preset number of individuals of a given class being observed. Whilst this 
number does not affect the generation of NP patterns directly, if the class population 
termination size is large then obviously the GA will iterate for more generations, with 
the potential of more NP patterns being discovered and so more potential classes of 
data. Thus the number of NP patterns generated should be coupled to the size of class 
termination population. 
When a number of NP patterns are found to be similar enough to create a new 
class, it is a simple matter to add them to the training data and retrain the FE network. 
However, this introduces two more variables into the procedure - the number of similar 
NP patterns which will form a new class, and the degree of similarity required to assign 
these patterns to the same class. These, along with the way in which NP patterns are 
analysed and the number of NP patterns which can be thought of as 'reasonable', will 
be addressed in the next Section. 
In terms of the parameters under investigation here, table 4.20 shows those condi-
tions which do not result in either unstable NP pattern generation or too few NP patterns 
being generated. 
Those variables marked with a asterisk (*) indicate that the value shown is a min-
imum value, and that the value implemented depends upon the application. As men-
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Figure 4.23: Average NP Pattern Generation, Dependent On Number of Training Data 
Classes 
Population size 16 
Number of classes 1 * 
in training data 
Size of class 4 patterns * 
in training data 
Degree of elitism 50% 
Vigilance Parameter, Pa 0.55 
Table 4 .20: GA and ARTMAP Parameters for Optimum NP Pattern Generation 
tioned earlier, fitness threshold has no effect on NP pattern generation ; the value chosen 
for this parameter is based upon how close a class termination population matches the 
training data. As seen in Chapter 3, a fitness threshold of less that 0.8 results in patterns 
that do not bear much visual resemblance to the training data. A value of 0.8 will be 
used for subsequent investigations, although a non-visual application - such as the pro-
posed musical composition system - will require that this value be investigated further 
as to its effect on perceived results. 
4.2.4 Analysis of NP Patterns for New Class Addition 
As mentioned earlier, an ART-l network will be used as a means of determining sim-
ilarities between individuals generated by the GA which can not be categorised by the 
ARTMAP FE. In each iteration of the GA, any individuals which are elicit a ' no pre-
diction ' response from the ARTMAP FE are extracted from the population , and added 
to a sub-population of individuals, all of which have been ass igned a ' no prediction ' 
status in previous generations. If any mUltiple copies of an individual are found in thi s 
sub-population , they are removed so that the NP sub-population contains only one in-
stance of each individual that has been assigned a ' no prediction ' status. This process 
takes place after the fitness assignment process has been carried out, and before those 
individuals with class categorisations are inspected for addition to the elitist selection 
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sub-population; and is summarised in Figure 4.24. 
for each individual i in population P 
if class of i is no prediction 
then 
add individual i to No Prediction sub-population, PNP 
else 
analyse individual for elitist selection sub-population, p. 
end if 
end for 
fur each individual iNP in No Prediction sub-population PNP 
zero match detect counter 
fur each individual iNP in unique No Prediction sUb-population pu 
'f " 1 'U NP I tNP 1S equa to t NP 
then 
increment match detect counter 
end if 
end for 
if match detect counter = 0 
copy iNP to unique No Prediction sub-population, P NP 
end if 
end for 
Figure 4.24: Extraction of Unique No Prediction Individuals 
Once the unique No Prediction sub-population has been obtained, it can be pre-
sented to the ART-l network to determine if any similarities exist between the individu-
als in this sub-population. Depending upon the vigilance parameter implemented in this 
ART-l network (which can be different to the ARTMAP FE vigilance parameter), the 
unique No Prediction sub-population will be clustered; the number of clusters formed 
depends upon the chosen vigilance parameter and the diversity of the individuals in the 
unique No Prediction sub-population. Each cluster prototype vector is now available 
to be presented to the system user for evaluation, and inclusion into the ARTMAP FE 
training data if so desired. However, if a large number of clusters are created, then the 
evaluation process may well suffer from the same problems encountered in previous 
applications of fitness assignment by user evaluation - context specificity. To avoid this 
potential problem, only one cluster is presented for incorporation into the ARTMAP FE 
training data per iteration of the GA. The user can respond with a 'yes' or 'no' answer 
when presented with the prototype of the data represented by the cluster. 
If the decision is made to include the new individuals into the training data, then 
these individuals are removed from the unique No Prediction sub-population, as once 
the inclusion decision has taken place, they are in effect no longer individuals to which 
a class assignment can not be made. However, if it is decided not to include these 
new individuals into the training data, then these individuals can also be removed from 
the unique No Prediction sub-population, since the system user has judged them to be 
not appropriate to the search process being carried out. Thus once a cluster prototype 
has been presented for user evaluation, the individuals represented by the prototype 
are removed from the unique No Prediction SUb-population, regardless of the decision 
made regarding their inclusion into the ARTMAP FE training data. 
If the new individuals are to be added to the ARTMAP FE training data as a new 
class, then a process is carried out similar to the retraining method, described in the last 
Chapter, used when an existing class has terminated. However, there are some extra 
tasks that need to be addressed when adding a new class to the training data. 
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The first of these additional tasks is the determination of a new class label which 
will be used by the FE to categorise any new individuals generated by the GA which 
are similar to the new class. The ARTMAP network implemented as an FE uses a 
real-valued labelling system, whereby an individual is given a label which takes a value 
between 0.0 and 1.0. All training data patterns which represent the same class are given 
the same label. Thus when a new class is to be added to the training data, a label has 
to be deduced automatically such that it does not duplicate any existing label. The 
procedure shown in Figure 4.25 shows how this can be achieved. 
Load original training data T 
Deduce minimum existing label in training data T, 
Ass ign minimum label difference 8l 
Assign new label assign flag false 
whilenew label assign flag is false 
new class label l* == IT. - 8l 
mln 
if l* < 0.0 or 
1* matches any existing label 
then 
81=0.1*81 
else 
set new label assign flag true 
end if 
end while 
Figure 4.25: Method of Deduction of New Class Labels 
Thus the new label will always be greater that zero, whilst remaining different to 
all other class labels. Additionally, this procedure ensures that the new label is always 
less than the minimum existing label. This means that when the ARTMAP network is 
retrained, the same labels that were assigned to classes before the retraining took place 
will also be assigned after retraining. 
N ow that the new class label has been determined, the data representing the new 
class can be added to the original training data. The original training data is reloaded, 
and the new training data appended to the original data, along with the new class labels. 
Additionally, the class termination status vector is expanded by one element, so that the 
number of individuals added to the new class has an effect on the termination of the 
GA. As the addition of a new class may occur at any generation in the evolutionary 
process, it must be remembered that one or more of the original training classes may 
have terminated when a new class is being added. At this point, the class termination 
status vector is examined to determine any class termination, and before the new train-
ing data set is used to retrain the ARTMAP FE, any terminated classes are removed 
from the training data, using the same method as described in the previous Section. 
The retraining process uses the same process to train the ARTMAP FE as is used 
at the beginning of the evolutionary process: new weight matrices for the connections 
of the ARTa and ARTb networks, and the associative Map Field are determined as a 
function of the new training data, and the vigilance parameters used for retraining. The 
vigilance parameters used during training for the ARTa and ARTb networks are both 
set to 1.0, so that each pattern and label are assigned to a single cluster. 
The final step in this procedure for adding a new class requires that a copy of the new 
class individuals is taken to be appended to the elitist selection reset SUb-population, as 
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described in the previous Section. This is required for the eventuality of other classes 
dominating the population after subsequent selections, and information relating to other 
classes (new or original) being lost as a result of this domination. 
The creation of new training classes is dependent on two parameters: firstly. the 
vigilance parameter used to determine the similarity between new NP patterns; and 
secondly, the number of patterns created as a result of this clustering process. However, 
this second parameter is application specific and dependent on the desires of the system 
user, but can be seen to act as a measure of the degree of confidence that the NP patterns 
represented by a given cluster will be useful to the search process. 
Effect of Retraining Vigilance Parameter on New Class Addition 
As more NP patterns are generated by the GA, the ART-l network used to analyse them 
will produce a number of clusters representing similar NP patterns, dependent entirely 
upon the vigilance parameter used in the clustering process. The effect of vigilance 
parameter on new cluster generation can be investigated; the parameters shown in Table 
4.21 were implemented in order to assess the effect of the NP pattern analysis network 
vigilance parameter, p~ P, on new pattern cluster creation. 
Population size 16 
Number of classes 1 
in training data 
Size of class 16 patterns 
in training data 
Degree of elitism 50% 
Vigilance Parameter, p~ P 0.55 
Maximum number of iterations 20 
Table 4.21: GA and ARTMAP Parameters for NP Pattern Analysis 
The number of clusters generated can be determined as a result of varying p~ p. The 
results of the previous Section indicate that, as long as conditions allow, the number of 
NP patterns generated by the GA stabilises early in the evolutionary process. Thus it is 
only necessary to record the clustering behaviour of the first twenty generations. The 
results presented in Figure 4.26 show the average number of NP individuals generated 
in this investigation as the analysis network vigilance parameter is varied; as would be 
expected, there is little variation in the number of NP patterns generated, as the con-
ditions which effect their generation have remained constant. However, the average 
number of clusters formed as a result of varying the analysis network vigilance param-
eter behaves as would be expected: as p~P increases, the number of clusters created 
also increases; Figure 4.27 shows this behaviour. 
As p~ P increases, the required degree of match between NP patterns for similar 
categorisation to occur increases. Thus more clusters will be formed, each representing 
fewer individuals. This hypothesis is confirmed by the results presented in Figure 4.28, 
which shows the number of individuals represented by each cluster as p~ P varies. 
As new clusters are formed by the generation of NP individuals, the system user 
has the option to include them in the training data as a new class, such that individuals 
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representing this new class can be generated by the GA. When the cluster size exceeds a 
predetermined limit, the cluster prototype is presented to the system user for evaluation , 
and the decision to include the data as a new class can then be taken. 
4.3 Effects of ARTMAP Fitness Evaluator and GA Pa-
rameters on Population Diversity 
One word which recurred several times in the above discussion is 'diversity ' . In general , 
it has been seen that increasing the diversity of either the training data or the means by 
which the population can achieve greater diversity results in fewer NP patterns being 
generated by the system. 
When the ARTMAP FE is trained, a number of patterns (as defined by the training 
data) is used to define those areas of the search space which are of interest to the specific 
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application. There are two factors related to the training data which will have an effect 
on GA population diversity - the size of each training pattern and the number of patterns 
used to train the ARTMAP FE. Other parameters of both the GA and the ARTMAP FE, 
such as population size, degree of elitism and ARTa vigilance parameter, affect the 
diversity of the output of the evolutionary pattern generation process . 
It is possible to define a measure of the diversity of a population of individuals in a 
GA, and determine how this measure affects the generation of individuals which lead 
to - or divert from - the termination of the GA. 
A means of measuring the diversity of a population in a GA is by analysis of the en-
tropy of the population throughout the evolutionary process. One example of population 
entropy measurement is introduced by Grefenstette [32], in an application concerning 
the 'Travelling Salesman' problem. This entropy measure relates the number of 'cities ' 
N, the number of connections between 'cities', and the population size P as follows: 
for each city i, the measure of entropy Hi in the set of connections incident on i is given 
by 
j=N 
n ·· n ·· 
- L (~) x log(~) 
j=l 2P 2P 
log(N) 
and the population entropy H is then given by 
1 i =N 
H = -. L Hi 
N i = l 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
Thus the entropy of each individual and the population is 1 if all connections are 
represented uniformly in the population, and the population entropy is 0 if all individu-
als are equal and the population has converged on a single solution [32]. This measure 
of entropy reflects the amount of di sorder in the population , and so the degree of diver-
sity. 
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However, this measure of entropy is specifically directed at measuring the diversity 
of the popUlation used to solve a particular representation of the 'Travelling Salesman' 
problem, and is not directly applicable to the problem of measuring the popUlation 
diversity for this task, that of general pattern evolution. It is therefore necessary to 
adapt an entropy method of population diversity estimation which is relevant to this 
application. 
4.3.1 Determination of PopUlation Diversity in a Multiple Class 
Pattern Generation Environment 
It is necessary to derive a measure of population entropy that can be used to measure 
population diversity in an application where there are distinct classes of data being 
represented by the population of a GA. First, a means of determining the diversity of 
two arbitrary patterns will be investigated. 
The degree of similarity of two sets A and B can be determined by analysis of the 
subsethood of each set in the other (sets A and B can be binary or real valued, as the 
subsethood measure applies equally to both types of data). Subsethood is a measure of 
the degree to which one set is a subset of another; the degree to which A is a subset of 
B is given by [48]: 
M(An B) 
S(A, B) = Degree(A C B) = M(B) 
where M(X) denotes the size or cardinality of set X, given by: 
i=n 
M(X) = L mX(xi) 
i=l 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
for a set with n members, the ith element having a membership value mx - the 
degree to which the ith element of the set belongs to X, this degree given by Xi. 
Since the difference between sets is of more interest than their similarity, a measure 
is required that determines the violations in magnitudes of corresponding values of the 
sets A and B. This is given by the degree of supersethood; the less A is a subset of B, 
the more A is a superset of B. Supersethood is given by 
S(A, B) = 1 - S(A, B) (4.9) 
Thus relationship will be adapted to determine the diversity of a population of indi-
viduals in a multiple class pattern generation application. 
The determination of population diversity in this application differs from other pop-
ulation diversity measures in that the individuals in a population being evolved to fulfil 
a single objective - for example, the 'Travelling Salesman' problem - can obviously be 
compared to each other to assess their diversity. However, in this application, the in-
dividuals in a population can represent different classes of data, and so comparing one 
individual which has been evaluated as representing one class with another individual 
that represents a different class is a redundant exercise. These two individuals could 
display a high degree of diversity (as they each represent a different class), yet the ap-
pearance of highly diverse individuals in the population does not necessarily suggest 
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that the population is a long way from termination, as would be the case with other 
diversity measures. 
Whereas diversity measures in single objective applications determine the diversity 
or entropy of a population relative to either itself or to a quantity relevant to the specific 
application, in a multiple class pattern generation process, it is necessary to measure the 
diversity of individuals that represent different classes as separate sub-populations. This 
is required as it is possible that a population of individuals can exist that display a high 
degree of similarity to each other, yet do not display a high enough degree of similarity 
to any prototype pattern from the ARTMAP FE, and so have no class prediction. 
The individuals in these sub-populations can then be analysed to determine sub-
population diversity. For each sub-population of individuals that have been evaluated 
as belonging to a certain class, each individual will display a degree of similarity (and 
so a degree of diversity) to the training data of the class of the individual. It is possible 
to use this measure to determine the overall sub-population diversity. Each class of 
training data can be represented by a class prototype pattern P given by the subsethood 
of the n patterns in the training data set k: 
(4.10) 
In each generation, the population is analysed and split into a number of sub-
popUlations, each containing only individuals from the same class. Each individual 
in a sub-population k is then compared to the class prototype pattern Pk to give the 
diversity of the individual compared to the corresponding class prototype pattern. For 
the lh individual i in sub-population k, the individual pattern diversity I j is given by: 
I. _ M(i j n Pk ) 
J - M(Pk ) ( 4.11) 
By averaging the individual diversity measures over the n individuals in a class sub-
population, a measure of the class SUb-population diversity Dk can be obtained, given 
by: 
1 i=n 
Dk = _. 2: Lj 
n . 1 J= 
(4.12) 
In the above derivation, each prototype and individual is complement encoded. As 
this specific application uses only binary representations, computing the cardinality 
value M (Pk ) for the class prototype gives a value identical to the non-complement 
encoded individual bit length. Thus for a binary representation, the above individual 
pattern diversity calculation can be determined as follows: 
I. _ M(i j n Pk ) 
J - l. 
J 
(4.13) 
where lj is the number of bits used to represent any individual j. 
This measure of diversity can be used to investigate how individuals are generated 
which lead to the termination of classes, and the termination of the GA: and also the 
generation of NP individuals as detailed in Section 4.2.3. The diversity of the class sub-
populations represented by the GA during the first 50 generations of evolution will be 
investigated, as a result of varying ARTMAP FE vigilance parameter, population size, 
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degree of elitism, training class size and the number of different training classes. The 
conditions for each of these investigations are identical to those used in the experiments 
to determine NP pattern generation, as detailed in Section 4.2 .3. 
Effect of ARTa Vigilance Parameter on Relative Population Diversity 
The effect of the ARTMAP FE ARTa vigilance parameter, Pa on how relative popu-
lation diversity changes over the first 50 generations of a pattern evolution process is 
shown in Figure 4.29. 
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Figure 4.29: Effect of Vigilance Parameter on Relative Population Diversity 
These results show that for all values of the ARTMAP vigilance parameter Pa, there 
is a steady decrease in relative population diversity in 'Dk as the GA progresses. Most 
striking though, is the large increase in 'Dk for values of vigilance parameter greater 
than 0.6. This corresponds to the value highlighted in Section 4.2.3, for which no 
stable behaviour of NP pattern generation could be observed. For values of Pa less than 
0.6 , 'Dk decreases as the population evolves, due to the class sub-population converging 
on similar high-fitness variations of the training data. 
Effect of Degree of Elitism on Relative Population Diversity 
The effect of the degree of elitism used in the selection process on the relative popu-
lation diversity over the first 50 generations of a pattern evolution process is shown in 
Figure 4.30. 
The results presented in Section 4.2.3 show that high degrees of eli ti sm in the GA 
selection process result in fewer NP patterns being generated, along with an increase 
in the degree of stability of NP pattern generation. The results in Figure 4.30 show 
that high degrees of elitism produce less diverse class sub-populations. Additionally, 
high values of 'Dk are produced as a result of employing a degree of elitism of less than 
50%. Smaller degrees of elitism in the selection process imply that fewer high fitness 
individuals are guaranteed to survive from one generation to the next. As a result of this , 
reproduction will occur between individuals that display a lesser degree of match to the 
training data. This lesser degree of match between parents and training data re ults in a 
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high degree of population diversity, as reflected in the results presented in Figure 4.30; 
this confirms further the connection between the diversity of a class sub-population and 
the generation of NP patterns. 
Effect of Population Size on Relative Population Diversity 
The effect of population size on the relative population diversity over the first 50 gen-
erations of a pattern evolution process is shown in Figure 4.31 . 
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Figure 4.31: Effect of Population Size on Relative Population Diversity 
Section 4.2.3 showed that smaller population sizes allow fewer NP patterns to be 
created, but more stable results were produced as a result of employing larger popula-
tion sizes . In the results presented here, a small population size tends to create a more 
diverse cl ass SUb-popUlation, and similarly a larger population tends to be Ie s diverse. 
This is caused by the characteristics described in Section 4.2 .3, whereby small popula-
tion offer less scope for exploi tation of individuals with class predictions, and also the 
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fact that a smaller population is more likely to become quickly dominated by unstable 
NP patterns than would a larger population. 
Effect of Training Data Class Size on Relative PopUlation Diversity 
The effect of the number of patterns used to train the ARTMAP FE on the relative 
population diversity over the first 50 generations of a pattern evolution process is shown 
in Figure 4.32. 
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Figure 4.32: Effect of Training Data Class Size on Relative Population Diversity 
In Section 4.2.3, it was seen that increasing the size of a class of training data results 
in a corresponding decrease in the number of NP patterns generated. This is a result 
of the increased diversity of the training data - the fact that there are more patterns 
available with which the individuals in a population can be compared, and so it is more 
likely that any individual will be given a class prediction. 
The results presented in Figure 4.32 show that a smaller class training data set re-
sults in a smaller relative population diversity. Whilst this would appear to contradict 
the hypothesis that a high diversity V k results in more NP patterns being generated, it 
must be remembered that V k measures the diversity of a SUb-population of individuals 
with the same class prediction - not the diversity of the population as a whole. Thus it 
can be seen that increasing the training class size has a desirable effect upon V k - more 
varied individuals are generated which represent the training data. 
Effect of Number of Training Classes on Relative Population Diversity 
The effect of the number of classes used to train the ARTMAP FE on the relative pop-
ulation diversity over the first 50 generations of a pattern evolution process is shown in 
Figure 4.33. The pattern evolution process was carried out for training data which rep-
resented either one, two, three or four classes of training pattern. The results presented 
show the average sub-popUlation diversity of patterns generated by individuals evalu-
ated as representing class one. The results generated by evaluating the sub-population 
diversity when two, three and four classes are used are shown in Figures 4.34 to 4.36. 
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The results presented in Section 4.2.3 showed that fewer NP patterns were generated 
when more class training data sets were implemented. Figure 4.33 shows that imple-
menting more class training data sets results in a more diverse class sub-population. 
Again, these results seem to contradict each other; it would seem intuitive to think that 
the diversity of the same class sub-population would show little variation when more 
classes were added to the training data. However, as more classes are added to the train-
ing data, the chance of an individual being evaluated as belonging to any representative 
class increases. So, an individual which is an NP pattern when a I-class FE is imple-
mented, may well have a class prediction when a 4-class FE is implemented. In this 
second case, the individual is more likely to survive to take part in reproduction , rather 
than being saved as a candidate for future class additions. As the individual i included 
in reproduction - yet belongs to another class - the diversity of an one particular clas 
is increased by the combination of individuals from different classes. 
As it is desirable to have as much diversity as possible within a given class, it i 
therefore desirable to include as many classes as possible in the training data - even if 
only one class of pattern is required as output from the evolutionary proce s. 
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The results presented in Figures 4.34, 4.35 and 4.36 show the class diversity mea-
sures, averaged over several repeated evolutions under the same conditions, for 2-, 3-, 
and 4-class fitness evaluators. These results confirm the above argument concerning 
class diversity; the relative sub-population diversity measures are higher for the 4-class 
fitness evaluator, compared to the other two sets of results. 
4.3.2 Summary of Population Diversity Characteristics 
This Section has seen how GA and ARTMAP FE parameters affect the diversity of a 
population, and as a consequence, the number of 'no-prediction' (NP) individuals that 
are generated when the ARTMAP FE can not categorise an individual as representing 
any existing member of the training data. 
It has been shown in Chapter 4.2 that, in general, NP pattern generation is kept to 
a minimum by the implementation of an ARTa vigilance parameter of less than 0.6; a 
degree of elitism in the selection process of 50% or more; a smaller population size; 
and a large training set, representing as many distinct classes as possible. 
This Section has confirmed further these findings, and also revealed more desirable 
attributes of the system. Again, it was found that using a value of ARTa vigilance pa-
rameter greater than 0.6 results in highly diverse class sub-populations being observed. 
Whereas smaller degrees of elitism generated fewer NP patterns, it has also been ob-
served that the diversity of a class sub-population is higher in these circumstances -
this being a most desirable attribute in the pattern evolution process. Similarly. smaller 
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Figure 4.36: Relative Sub-Population Diversity, 4-class Fitness Evaluator (a) Class 1; 
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population sizes and large, multiple training classes tend to result in higher class sub-
population diversity whilst also minimising NP pattern generation. 
4.4 Concluding Remarks 
This Chapter has addressed certain attributes of the ART MAP fitness evaluation system 
that were observed as requiring modification in order to apply the system as a general 
pattern evolution system. 
Initially, the effects of certain attributes of the system upon the number of iterations 
required to terminate was investigated; these attributes being population filtering to 
remove multiple class population individuals; population size; and selection method. 
The aim of this investigation was to determine a means of increasing diversity in the 
class termination population whilst preventing multiple class population individuals 
appearing in a termination population. An elitist selection procedure was implemented, 
the effect of which was to significantly reduce the number of iterations required to 
generate a class population of diverse high fitness individuals. 
An undesirable effect of this selection procedure was that in multiple class evolu-
tions, one class would dominate the selection process, even after this class had termi-
nated. Thus the generation of individuals representing other classes was limited, so 
increasing termination rates for evolutions of this type. 
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It was therefore necessary to determine a means of excluding those individuals 
which had terminated from the fitness evaluation process, so that they would not be 
included in any further selection by the GA. Of the methods suggested, the most suc-
cessful proved to be retraining the ARTMAP evaluation network, excluding those pat-
terns that represented the terminated class. This procedure represents the first aspect of 
the adaptability of this pattern evolution system. 
The second aspect of the adaptive nature of this system has also been investigated 
- inclusion of classes of pattern which do not represent any data included in the initial 
network training data. Individuals that are generated by the GA and can not be eval-
uated as belonging to any class of the training data are termed 'no prediction' (NP) 
patterns. As these individuals are generated, they are analysed for any similarity by an 
ART-l clustering network. If sufficient individuals are generated which display similar 
attributes, they are presented to the system user for evaluation and subsequent inclusion 
in the fitness evaluation network of so required. This process is a compromise between 
the 'user evaluation' type of fitness evaluation described in Chapter 1, and the effect 
of the ART-l network observed in Chapter 3 whereby every new pattern which was 
dissimilar to existing clusters was assigned to a new cluster. 
Finally, the effect of GA and ARTMAP FE parameters upon population diversity, 
and the generation of NP patterns, was investigated. A diversity measure relevant to 
this application has been derived, and it has been shown that NP pattern generation is 
minimised by the implementation of an ARTa vigilance parameter of less than 0.6; a 
high degree of selection elitism; a small population size; and a large fitness evaluator 
training set. 
In Chapter 3 it was observed that many of the results given by the neuro-genetic 
pattern evolution system tend to represent the same instance of a member of the FE 
training data. A means of preventing this undesirable effect will be described in the 
following Chapter, along with a specific application of the system - an adaptive musical 
composition system. 
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Chapter 5 
A Musical Application of a Hybrid 
Neuro-Genetic Pattern Evolution 
System 
The motivation behind the development of this genetic algorithm system that utilises a 
neural network fitness evaluator comes from the requirement for a music composition 
system that improves upon methods previously employed for the algorithmic generation 
sequences of musical events. 
Now that a general pattern evolution system has been developed, as described in 
Chapters 3 and 4, it can be applied to this task. Using percussion sequence information 
obtained from commercially available drum machines, a library of training data can be 
constructed. Using this training data, the hybrid neuro-genetic pattern evolution system 
is able to generate further examples of these classes of information. As a result of 
information generated by the GA which can not be classified into any class represented 
by this library, the potential for integrating new classes of information into the fitness 
evaluation process can be exploited. 
The musical aspects of the hybrid neuro-genetic pattern evolution system are de-
scribed in Section 5.1. Genetic operators applicable to musical composition tasks are 
presented in Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2, along with the effect of these operators upon 
GA population diversity. Subsequently, Section 5.2 investigates the application of the 
neuro-genetic pattern evolution system to single class percussion sequence generation; 
Section 5.3 investigates multiple class percussion sequence generation. Section 5.4 in-
vestigates the ability of the pattern evolution system to be adaptive to the potential new 
classes of information generated by the analysis of 'No Prediction' patterns generated 
by the GA. The findings of these investigations are summarised in Section 5.5. 
5.1 Area of System Application 
As described in Chapter 1, there have been many genetic and neural system applications 
to musical tasks. The analysis of the history of genetic applications to musical composi-
tion has highlighted the limitations of previous works; this application will demonstrate 
that these limitations can be overcome by utilising the type of neuro-genetic system de-
scribed in previous Sections. 
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The aim of this application is to develop a musical composition system that is not 
limited to anyone style of potential musical pattern, and also is not limited by the 
potential number of styles that can be evolved. Additionally, this system will not rely 
on user interaction for fitness evaluation, but will allow user interaction before new 
styles of music are integrated into the evolutionary process as a result of generating 
patterns that can not be categorised by those already represented by existing pattern 
prototypes. 
The specific application that is to be introduced is that of an adaptive, evolutionary 
drum machine. The drum machine is a piece of musical hardware commonly used by 
musicians and composers as a practice aid or a compositional tool. It allows the com-
position of sequences of rhythmic events using either samples or synthesised versions 
of real drum and percussion sounds. As well as the types of percussion sound avail-
able for composition, other parameters such as tempo and time signature can easily be 
modified. 
Commercially available drum machines are all operationally distinct, yet have cer-
tain common features. Nearly all drum machines come with a number of factory preset 
percussion patterns, and also the facility for the user to create and store new patterns, 
either by modifying an existing factory preset or by composing a new sequence from 
scratch. However, this process is not straightforward, as the user often needs to think 
like a drummer in order to create a realistic percussion sequence. The composition 
process is also time consuming, and usually tends to rely on trial and error in order to 
produce successful results. These compositional drawbacks present more of a problem 
for the novice musician (for whom the drum machine is a powerfulleaming aide), who 
is less likely to have the musical ability - and the patience - to create realistic percussion 
sequences. 
The proposed neuro-genetic composition system aims to solve these problems by 
evolving percussion sequences, using the factory preset patterns as training data. Sev-
eral patterns, representing various styles of percussion performance, from a selection 
of drum machines have been used to create training data sets for use by an ARTMAP 
fitness evaluator. These percussion sequences are shown in Appendix I, and have been 
obtained from the following drum machines: a Roland CompuRhythm CR-78, serial 
number 831470; an Alesis Drum Machine SR-16, serial number D32170063; and a 
Roland Rhythm Composer TR-626, serial number 900166. Each training pattern con-
tains musical information of three separate drums - the kick drum, the snare drum and 
the hi-hat cymbals, reading the musical staff from bottom to top. These three drums 
are the most common pieces found in any drum or percussion set-up. More drum 
voices were available in most of the percussion patterns obtained from the three drum 
machines, for example tom-toms and various types of cymbal; the voices represented 
by the training data were chosen to preserve commonality of representation across the 
three drum machines, and to make the size of training pattern the same in all cases. 
In order to convert the musical information represented by the training data into 
a form that can be used by a GA, a numerical equivalent of each training pattern is 
required. This application will consider each note to be of equal rhythmic emphasis, 
and each rhythmic step will occupy the same amount of time. It is thus possible to 
map the musical information onto an equivalent binary representation by considering 
the presence of a note for each voice as a '1', and the absence of a note as a '0'. By this 
method, the training pattern shown in Figure 5.1 can be represented by the equivalent 
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binary array shown in Figure 5.2. 
Figure 5.1: Example of a Percussion Sequence Training Pattern 
1010101010101010 
0000100000001000 
1000001010000000 
Figure 5.2: Equivalent Binary Representation of a Percussion Sequence Training Pat-
tern 
In this chosen representation, each training pattern consists of two bars of music. 
The time signature of each pattern dictates that there are four beats per bar, thus each 
, l' or '0' of the training pattern represents an eighth note, and so there are eight notes 
per bar. When analysing results, any specific note can be referred to by the bar in which 
it appears - either bar one or two; and by the beat of the bar where the note occurs. As 
eighth notes are typically counted as "one-and-two-and-three-and-four-and", any note 
will be referred to using this convention. For example, in the training pattern shown 
in Figure 5.1, the hi-hat is played on beats one, two, three and four of both bars; the 
snare on beat three of both bars; the kick drum on beats one and four of the first bar 
and beat one of the second bar; nothing (a rest) is played on beats one-and, two-and, 
three-and and four-and of either bar. To aid clarity, emphasised type will be used to 
denote beat numbering in this way. Finally, beats one, two, three andfour are referred 
to as down-beats; beats one-and, two-and, three-and and four-and are referred to as 
off-beats. 
The percussion patterns used to make up the training data represent the following 
musical styles: Rock, Funk, Disco, Latin and Fusion. By associating a numerical value 
with each style, the training patterns can be labelled for use in training the ARTMAP 
FE. The output of these percussion sequence evolution investigations will be presented 
in musical notation format; evaluation of the percussion sequences themselves can be 
carried out by entering the percussion sequence representations into a commercial drum 
machine, a drum machine emulator, or a sequencer such as Cubase or Cakewalk. The 
integration of this evolutionary musical composition system and a suitable means of 
playback is discussed in the concluding Chapter of this thesis. 
In Chapters 3 and 4, it was seen that the ARTMAP neural network fitness evaluator 
can produce results which all have high fitness values and legitimate variations of the 
training data. However, it was observed that the individuals in the output of the evolu-
tionary process can tend to all represent variations of the same member of the training 
set. Whilst this is not an error of the system, and it is not a difficult problem to cir-
cumvent (running the GA again with the same initial conditions will produce different 
results), it is desirable to obtain an output population which has as high a degree of di-
versity as possible. This can be achieved by maximising the number of representations 
of different members of the training set. 
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One method of achieving a high degree of diversity could be to retrain the ARTMAP 
FE, but excluding the training pattern or patterns that are represented by high fitness 
individuals generated so far. As a result of this, no more variations of this member of 
the training set would be subsequently observed. However, there are some potential 
problems associated with this method. Firstly, it is not obvious when such a retraining 
procedure should take place - the use of a user-determined number of patterns could 
be employed, but in order to keep the system as simple as possible, this should be 
avoided. Secondly - and this point implies that the retraining system should be avoided 
completely - it is possible that all the training patterns of any particular class will be 
removed; clearly an undesirable situation. In addition to this, it has been seen (in 
Section 4.3.1) that reducing the size of a class of training data reduces the diversity of 
the class sub-population generated by the GA. This is contrary to the desired results - a 
class sub-population with as high a degree of diversity as possible, while still fulfilling 
the high fitness requirements of the search process. 
A preferable method of generating results would be to use genetic operators - vari-
ations of crossover and mutation - to maintain high degree of diversity. 
In the following Sections, the effect of crossover and mutation methods upon pop-
ulation diversity will be investigated; the operators used in this investigation are based 
upon those operators identified in the analysis of musical composition applications of 
GAs, carried out in Chapter 1. These operators have been selected as they are applicable 
to the transformation of the type of genetic representation used for this application; op-
erators which transform real-valued representations, or carry out transformations spe-
cific to melodic or harmonic composition applications are not used. 
5.1.1 Effect of Crossover Operators on Population Diversity 
A number of crossover operators have been implemented, and their effect on class 
population diversity over the first fifty generations of a pattern evolution was measured. 
A description of each crossover operator, and its effect upon two individuals X and 
Y, each l bits in length, is given in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. These crossover operators are 
straightforward in their effect; the one exception is crossover type 6, called Mobius 
crossover. This operator is highly disruptive [3], and is the only operator which shifts 
the relative positions of bits in the individual away from their starting point. 
The effects of each type of crossover operator on population diversity are shown in 
Figures 1.1a to 1.1f of Appendix I. Other GA and ARTMAP parameters used in these 
experiments are shown in Table 5.3. 
As can be seen from these results, population diversity shows a steady decrease for 
all crossover types, except crossover type 6 - the Mobius operator. Use of the other 
crossover operators will result in class termination populations that are less diverse; 
exclusive use of the Mobius operator will result in non-termination of the GA. 
A proposed method of use of these operators is to randomly select one of the less 
disruptive operators for each generation of individuals, and once the diversity of the 
population falls below a certain threshold, employ the more disruptive crossover op-
erator to increase population diversity in order to prevent results that show too much 
similarity. 
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1 Name Single point crossover 
Description Swaps genetic elements after single randomly selected 
point, nl 
Effect Xl ... Xn1-IYnl ... Yl 
YI ... Ynl-IXnl ... Xl 
2 Name Multiple point crossover 
Description Swaps genetic elements after p randomly selected points 
nl, .. . np 
Effect Xl ... Xn1-IYn1Ynl+1 ... Y n 2-I X n2 X n2+1 ... Xl 
YI··· Ynl-IXnlxnl+I··· X n2 -IYn2Yn2+1··· Yl 
3 Name Multiple point crossover between similar sub-patterns 
Description Divides individuals into three sub-patterns (representing 
the three voices of percussion patterns); performs single 
point crossover between similar sub-patterns xa and ya, 
X b and yb, Xc and yc, each of length m (m = l/3) 
Effect a a a a a a a a Xl ... x n1 -IYnl ... Y m , YI ... Ynl-l x n1 ... xm 
b b b b b b b b 
Xl ... Xnl-IYnl ... Ym' YI ... Yn1-1 X n1 ... Xm 
C C C C C C C C 
Xl ... Xnl-IYnl ... Y m , YI ... Yn1-1 X n , ... Xm 
Table 5.1: Crossover Types, Descriptions and Effects - Table 1 of 2 
5.1.2 Effect of Mutation Operators on Population Diversity 
A number of mutation operators have been implemented, and their effect on class pop-
ulation diversity over the first fifty generations of a pattern evolution was measured. A 
description of each crossover operator, and its effect upon an individual X, l bits in 
length, are given in Table 5.4. 
The effects of each type of mutation operator are shown in Figures J .2a to J.2f of 
Appendix J. Other GA and ARTMAP parameters used in these experiments are shown 
in Table 5.5. 
Of these mutation operators, types 3, 5, and 6 appear to disrupt the population 
more than the other types; the results presented for these operators show the highest 
population diversity at the end of the evolution. Again, these more disruptive operators 
can be employed to provide more population diversity if the population appears to be 
converging on patterns that display too much similarity. 
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4 Name Multiple point crossover between dissimilar sub-patterns 
Description Divides individuals into three sub-patterns (representing 
the three voices of percussion patterns); performs 
single point crossover between one sub-pattern and 
another dissimilar, randomly chosen, sub-pattern, for 
example: xa and yb, X b and yc, Xc and ya each 
of length m, (m = l/3) 
Effect a a ,b ,b ,b ,b a a Xl ... Xnl-lYnl ... Y m , Yl ... Yn1-l X n1 ... Xm 
b b C C C c b b 
Xl ... Xnl-lYnl ... Y m , Yl ... Yn1-l X n1 ... Xm 
c c a a a a c c 
Xl ... Xnl-lYnl ... Y m , Yl ... Yn1-l X n1 ... Xm 
5 Name Pattern interleaving with single point crossover 
Description Divides individuals into three sub-patterns (representing 
the three voices of percussion patterns), interleaves 
the patterns one bit at a time and performs single point 
crossover on the resulting two individuals X' and Y' 
X' abc abc abc 
= Xl Xl Xl X 2 X 2X 2 ... XmXmXm Y' _ abc abc abc 
- Yl YlYlY2 Y2Y2 ... YmYmYm 
Effect I I I I Xl ... xnl-lYnl ... Yz 
I I I I 
Yl·· ·Ynl-lxnl·· .xz 
6 Name 'Mobius' crossover 
Description Concatenates two individuals and rotates starting point 
to a randomly chosen point, nl 
Effect x n1 +1 ... XZYI ... Ynl 
Ynl +1 ... YZXl ... X n1 
Table 5.2: Crossover Types, Descriptions and Effects - Table 2 of 2 
Population size 16 
Fitness threshold 0.85 
Number of classes 1 
in training data 
Size of class 4 patterns 
in training data 
Degree of elitism 50% 
Vigilance Parameter, Pa 0.50 
Maximum number of iterations 50 
Mutation Single point, 
5% probability 
Table 5.3: GA and ARTMAP Parameters - Effect of Crossover Operators on Population 
Diversity 
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1 Name Single bit mutation 
Description Inverts one randomly selected bit at position nl 
Effect Xl ... 1 - x n1 ... Xl 
2 Name Multiple bit mutation 
Description Inverts a number nm of randomly selected bits 
at positions nl, n2 ... nm 
Effect Xl ... 1 - x n1 ... 1 - x n2 ... 1 - xnm ... Xl 
3 Name Pattern Inversion 
Description Inverts all bits 
Effect 1 - Xl ... 1 - Xl 
4 Name Pattern Rotation 
Description Selects random point n as rotation point 
Effect Xr ... XIXI ... Xr-l 
5 Name Pattern Reversal 
Description Reverses order of bits 
Effect Xl·· . Xl 
6 Name Voice Swapping 
Description Randomly swaps voices (m = l/3) 
Effect .b .b c c a a Xl ... XmX I ... XmX I ... xm 
(example) 
Table 5.4: Mutation Types, Descriptions and Effects 
Population size 16 
Fitness threshold 0.85 
Number of classes 1 
in training data 
Size of class 4 patterns 
in training data 
Degree of elitism 50% 
Vigilance Parameter, Pa 0.50 
Maximum number of iterations 50 
Crossover Single point, 
100% probability 
Table 5.5: GA and ARTMAP Parameters - Effect of Mutation Operators on Population 
Diversity 
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5.2 Single Class Rhythm Sequence Composition 
The output of the hybrid neuro-genetic evolution system using I-class training data, for 
five different stylistic classes is shown in Figures 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7. The GA and 
ARTMAP FE parameters employed for this investigation are shown in Table 5.6 
Population size 16 
Fitness threshold 0.80 
Number of classes 1 
in training data 
Size of training 'Rock': 41 
data class 'Funk': 11 
'Fusion': 16 
'Disco': 4 
'Latin': 23 
Degree of elitism 50% 
Vigilance Parameter, Pa 0.50 
Termination Criteria Class Population Size = 10 
Crossover Randomly chosen from 
Types 1 to 6 
Mutation Randomly chosen from 
Types 1 to 6 
Table 5.6: GA and ARTMAP Parameters - I-Class FE Rhythm Sequence Composition 
5.2.1 I-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, 'Rock' Style 
The class population of an evolution using the 'Rock' training data is shown in Figure 
5.3; statistics relevant to the evolution of these results are shown in Table 5.7. 
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Figure 5.3: Output of I-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, 'Rock' Style 
Similarities that are apparent between this output and the training data are: 
1. Kick drum played on beat one of each bar 
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Iterations to Terminate 17 
Average Population Fitness 0.6589 
Tennination Population Diversity 0.885 
Maximum Fitness of Tennination Population 0.8542 
Table 5.7: Class Population Details, I-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, 'Rock' Style 
2. Snare played on beat three of each bar 
3. Emphasis of hi-hat on down-beats 
5.2.2 I-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, 'Funk' Style 
The class population of an evolution using the 'Funk' training data is shown in Figure 
5.4; statistics relevant to the evolution of these results are shown in Table 5.8. 
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Figure 5.4: Output of I-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, 'Funk' Style 
Iterations to Terminate 22 
Average Population Fitness 0.6862 
Termination Population Diversity 0.760 
Maximum Fitness of Termination Population 0.8750 
Table 5.8: Class Population Details, I-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, 'Funk' Style 
Similarities that are apparent between this output and the training data are: 
1. Kick drum played on beat one of each bar 
2. Off-beat kick drum on beats two-and andfour-and of first bar 
3. Snare played on beat three of each bar 
4. Four note hi-hat pattern on beats three and four of first bar 
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5.2.3 I-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, 'Fusion' Style 
The class population of an evolution using the 'Fusion' training data is shown in Figure 
5.5; statistics relevant to the evolution of these results are shown in Table 5.9. 
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Figure 5.5: Output of I-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, 'Fusion' Style 
Iterations to Terminate 21 
Average Population Fitness 0.7240 
Termination Population Diversity 0.8630 
Maximum Fitness of Termination Population 0.8958 
Table 5.9: Class Population Details, I-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, 'Fusion' 
Style 
Similarities that are apparent between this output and the training data are: 
1. Kicklsnarelkick sequence over beats one-and, two and two-and, and beats three-
and, Jour andJour-and of second bars 
2. Denser note groupings for all voices 
3. Emphasis of hi-hat on downbeats 
5.2.4 I-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, 'Disco' Style 
The class population of an evolution using the 'Disco' training data is shown in Figure 
5.6; statistics relevant to the evolution of these results are shown in Table 5.10. 
Similarities that are apparent between this output and the training data are: 
1. Emphasis of hi-hat on down-beats 
2. Kick drum on beat/our-and of first bar 
3. Snare drum on beat three of both bars 
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Figure 5.6: Output of I-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, 'Disco' Style 
Iterations to Terminate 15 
Average Population Fitness 0.7917 
Termination Population Diversity 0.4660 
Maximum Fitness of Termination Population 0.8542 
Table 5.10: Class Population Details, I-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, 'Disco' 
Style 
5.2.5 I-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, 'Latin' Style 
The class population of an evolution using the 'Latin' training data is shown in Figure 
5.7; statistics relevant to the evolution of these results are shown in Table 5.11. 
Similarities that are apparent between this output and the training data are: 
1. Emphasis on off-beats for all voices 
2. Two note snare drum groupings 
5.2.6 Analysis of I-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolutions 
The results presented for these five investigations show that the desired goal of the effi-
cient (in terms of number of generations required for the GA to terminate) production 
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Figure 5.7: Output of I-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, 'Latin' Style 
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Iterations to Terminate 16 
Average Population Fitness 0.7591 
Termination Population Diversity 0.9140 
Maximum Fitness of Termination Population 0.8542 
Table 5.11: Class Population Details, I-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, 'Latin' 
Style 
of distinct, realistic, high fitness rhythm sequences has been achieved. 
A high degree of diversity has been observed for the class termination populations, 
although this measure of diversity is dependent upon the training data implemented by 
the fitness evaluator; a training data set consisting of a greater number of patterns is 
more likely to give higher measures of diversity for a given population size. 
One aspect of this pattern evolution process that is less satisfactory is the similarity 
displayed by any class termination population. Whereas each generated pattern is dif-
ferent, certain attributes can be observed in each class population which are displayed 
by the training data. At the same time, some of these class populations display too 
much similarity, the extreme case being individuals differing by only one bit. 
A solution to this has been proposed, which aimed to increase the diversity of the 
individuals in a class termination population by the use of more disruptive crossover 
and mutation operators. This had little effect on the observed results; however a simpler 
solution is available. 
As the number of iterations required to generate a class population is small, the 
simplest way to generate results of increased diversity is to repeat the evolution using 
the same training data. This was carried out using the 'rock' style training data, under 
the same conditions as for the experiments carried out in Sections 5.2.1 to 5.2.5. The 
resulting class termination populations are shown in Figures 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10. 
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Figure 5.8: Output of Second I-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, 'Rock' Style 
Whilst these results show similarities between the individuals of the same class 
termination population, there are distinct differences between the individuals of the 
class termination population of each pattern evolution. 
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Figure 5.9: Output of Third I-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, 'Rock' Style 
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Figure 5.10: Output of Fourth I-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, 'Rock' Style 
5.3 Multiple Class Rhythm Sequence Composition 
5.3.1 2-class Rhythm Sequence Composition 
The output of 2-class rhythm sequence evolution is shown in Figures 5.11 and 5.12. 
Details of the class termination populations are shown in Table 5.12. 
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Figure 5.11: Output of 2-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, 'Rock' Style 
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Number of classes 2 
in training data 
Size of training 'Rock': 41 
data class 'Latin': 23 
Iterations to Terminate 51 
Average Population Fitness 0.7826 
Termination Population Diversity Class 1: 0.9350 
Class 2: 0.8970 
Maximum Fitness of Termination Population Class 1: 0.8542 
Class 2: 0.8958 
Table 5.12: Class Population Details, 2-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution 
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Figure 5.12: Output of 2-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, 'Latin' Style 
5.3.2 3-class Rhythm Sequence Composition 
The output of 3-class rhythm sequence evolution is shown in Figures 5.13, 5.14 and 
5.15. Statistics relating to the class termination populations are shown in Table 5.13. 
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Figure 5.13: Output of 3-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, 'Rock' Style 
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N umber of classes 3 
in training data 
Size of training 'Rock': 41 
data class 'Funk': 23 
'Disco': 4 
Iterations to Terminate 56 
Average Population Fitness 0.8190 
Termination Population Diversity Class 1: 0.4700 
Class 2: 0.4270 
Class 3: 0.3830 
Maximum Fitness of Termination Population Class 1: 0.8750 
Class 2: 0.8958 
Class 3: 0.8958 
Table 5.13: Class Population Details, 3-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution 
Figure 5.14: Output of 3-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, 'Funk' Style 
Figure 5.15: Output of 3-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, 'Disco' Style 
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5.3.3 4-class Rhythm Sequence Composition 
The output of 4-class rhythm sequence evolution is shown in Figures 5.16, 5.17, 5.18 
and 5.19. Information regarding the class termination populations are shown in Table 
5.14. 
Number of classes 4 
in training data 
Size of training 'Funk': 23 
data class 'Disco': 4 
'Fusion': 16 
'Latin': 23 
Iterations to Terminate 105 
Average Population Fitness 0.7956 
Termination Population Diversity Class 1: 0.9080 
Class 2: 0.9220 
Class 3: 0.9310 
Class 4: 0.9140 
Maximum Fitness of Termination Population Class 1: 0.9167 
Class 2: 0.8750 
Class 3: 0.8750 
Class 4: 0.8750 
Table 5.14: Class Population Details, 4-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution 
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Figure 5.16: Output of 4-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, 'Funk' Style 
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Figure 5.17: Output of 4-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, 'Disco' Style 
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Figure 5.18: Output of 4-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, 'Fusion' Style 
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Figure 5.19: Output of 4-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, 'Latin' Style 
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5.3.4 5-class Rhythm Sequence Composition 
The output of 5-class rhythm sequence evolution is shown in Figures 5.20, 5.21, 5.22, 
5.23 and 5.24. Details of the class termination populations are shown in Table 5.15. 
N umber of classes 5 
in training data 
Size of training 'Rock': 41 
data class 'Funk': 23 
'Disco': 4 
'Fusion': 16 
'Latin': 23 
Iterations to Terminate 118 
Average Population Fitness 0.7695 
Termination Population Diversity Class 1: 0.8830 
Class 2: 0.9090 
Class 3: 0.9210 
Class 4: 0.8890 
Class 4: 0.8850 
Maximum Fitness of Termination Population Class 1: 0.8750 
Class 2: 0.8958 
Class 3: 0.8750 
Class 4: 0.8750 
Class 5: 0.8542 
Table 5.15: Class Population Details, 5-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution 
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Figure 5.20: Output of 5-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, 'Rock' Style 
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Figure 5.21: Output of 5-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, 'Funk' Style 
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Figure 5.22: Output of 5-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, 'Disco' Style 
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Figure 5.23: Output of 5-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, 'Fusion' Style 
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Figure 5.24: Output of 5-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, 'Latin' Style 
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5.3.5 Analysis of Multiple Class Rhythm Sequence Evolutions 
These results further confinn the ability of this hybrid neuro-genetic evolution system 
to produce high fitness variations of the training data implemented for any type of 
data class, although there is still much similarity between the individuals of any class 
tennination population. 
One important observation from these multiple class evolutions is the fact that the 
number of generations required to evolve multiple classes tends to increase linearly 
with the number of training classes. As the GA iterates, it is possible for individuals 
to be added to any class, given that the fitness of the individual exceeds the fitness 
threshold. This allows the class population to grow in parallel, rather than each class 
population being filled one at a time. In some cases this serial class population effect is 
observed, but this is the slowest way in which the class termination populations can be 
filled, and is equivalent to carrying out a I-class evolution n times, rather than carrying 
out one n-class evolution. This multiple class evolution is therefore at least as efficient 
as repeating the single class evolution for n different classes of data. 
5.4 Rhythm Sequence Composition with Class Addition 
The experiments carried out in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 have shown that it is possible to 
generate populations of realistic percussion sequences based upon the training data 
implemented for each evolution. The effect of adding classes to the training data, so 
that the evolutionary process becomes adaptive to the changing individuals observed 
during the fitness evaluation procedure, can now be demonstrated. 
Initially, a single class training set will be implemented, and the effects of 'no pre-
diction' (NP) individuals generated as the GA iterates will be investigated. Subse-
quently, multiple class addition will be demonstrated for the same initial conditions. 
Due to the random nature of the genetic process, the presented results only reflect one 
possible outcome of a given set of initial conditions. 
5.4.1 Single Class Rhythm Sequence Composition with Single Class 
Addition 
The conditions implemented for this experiment are shown in Table 5.16. 
In this case, after the GA had been initialised, and the ARTMAP FE network 
trained, a number of NP individuals that satisfied the criteria for user evaluation had 
been generated, as shown in Table 5.17. 
The prototype for this new class of individuals is shown in Figure 5.25, and the 
individuals represented by this prototype are shown in Figure 5.26. 
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Figure 5.25: Potential Class 2 Prototype, Single Class Evolution 
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Population size 16 
Fitness threshold 0.80 
Number of classes 1 
in training data 
Size of training 'Rock': 41 
data class 
Degree of elitism 50% 
Vigilance Parameter, Pa 0.57 
Termination Criteria Class Population Size = 10 
Retraining ART-l network OAO 
vigilance parameter 
Retraining ART-l network 5 
cluster size threshold 
Crossover Randoml y chosen from 
Types 1 to 6 
Mutation Randomly chosen from 
Types 1 to 6 
Table 5.16: GA and ARTMAP Parameters - I-Class FE Rhythm Sequence Composition 
with Single Class Addition 
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Figure 5.26: Potential Class 2 Individuals, Single Class Evolution 
These 5 individuals were evaluated as being useful to the user, and were added to the 
training data as class 2. The evolution progresses, generating individuals representing 
both training classes. The next significant event is shown in Table 5.18. 
As the number of individuals in class 1 has satisfied the class termination require-
ment, the fitness evaluation network is retrained, excluding class 1 from the training 
data. The evolution continues, with only class 2 being represented by the training data. 
The next significant event is shown in Table 5.19. 
Now class 2 has also satisfied the class termination requirements, the overall GA 
termination criteria have been satisfied, and the GA is halted. The two class populations 
are shown in Figures 5.27 and 5.28, and statistics relating to the results are shown in 
Figure 5.20. 
5.4.2 Single Class Rhythm Sequence Composition with Multiple 
Class Addition 
The conditions implemented for this experiment are shown in Table 5.21. 
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Generation 8 
Number of individuals in existing Class 1: 1 
Class Termination Populations 
N umber of NP Patterns generated 19 
Number of clusters formed by NP Patterns 6 
Number of NP patterns per cluster Cluster 1: 3 
Cluster 2: 3 
Cluster 3: 4 
Cluster 4: 2 
Cluster 5: 2 
Cluster 6: 5 
Table 5.17: New Class Evaluation Details, Single Class Evolution 
Generation 17 
Number of individuals in existing Class 1: 13 
Class Termination Populations Class 2: 0 
Table 5.18: Class 1 Termination Details, Single Class Evolution 
The retraining ART-I network vigilance parameter has been slightly reduced, in 
order to favour multiple cluster generation. Again, after the GA initialisation and the 
ARTMAP FE network training, the system began generating individuals representing 
either the patterns represented by the training data, or NP patterns. As shown in Table 
5.22, sufficient NP patterns were generated such that a new class could be evaluated. 
Here, there are 2 clusters that represent the required number of individuals for new 
class evaluation. In this generation, cluster 6 is presented for evaluation; cluster 8 will 
be presented next generation. The prototype for this new class of individuals is shown 
in Figure 5.29, and the individuals represented by this prototype are shown in Figure 
5.30. 
These 5 individuals were evaluated as being useful to the user, and were added to the 
training data as class 2. The evolution progresses, generating individuals representing 
both training classes. The next significant event is shown in Table 5.23. As there are 
sufficient NP patterns represented in an additional cluster from the previous generation, 
these are again presented for evaluation. Additionally, new NP patterns have been 
generated and are included in the cluster representation details. 
There is 1 cluster that represents the required number of individuals for new class 
evaluation. Cluster 7 is presented for evaluation - the prototype for this new class of 
individuals is shown in Figure 5.31, and the individuals represented by this prototype 
Generation 23 
Number of individuals in existing Class 1: 13 
Class Termination Populations Class 2: 11 
Table 5.19: Class 2 Termination Details, Single Class Evolution 
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Iterations to Terminate 23 
Average Population Fitness 0.8294 
Maximum Fitness of Termination Population Class 1: 0.8750 
Class 2: 0.8750 
Table 5.20: Class Population Details, 1-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, with Class 
Addition 
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Figure 5.27: Class 1 Output of I-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, with Class Addi-
tion 
are shown in Figure 5.32. 
Again, these 5 individuals were evaluated as being useful to the user, and were 
added to the training data as class 3. The evolutionary process continues, now generat-
ing individuals representing all 3 training classes. The next significant event is shown 
in Table 5.24. 
Class 3 has now reached the required criterion regarding class termination, and is 
removed from the fitness evaluation network. The evolution continues, as before, ex-
cept for the exclusion of class 3 individuals from the training data. The next significant 
event is the termination of class 2, as detailed in Table 5.25. 
Again, Class 2 can now be removed from the fitness evaluation process, this class 
having reached the required termination criterion. The evolution progresses, class 1 be-
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Figure 5.28: Class 2 Output of I-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, with Class Addi-
tion 
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Population size 16 
Fitness threshold 0.80 
Number of classes 1 
in training data 
Size of training 'Rock': 41 
data class 
Degree of elitism 50% 
Vigilance Parameter, Pa 0.57 
Termination Criteria Class Population Size = 10 
Retraining ART-l network 0.35 
vigilance parameter 
Retraining ART-l network 5 
cluster size threshold 
Crossover Randomly chosen from 
Types 1 to 6 
Mutation Randomly chosen from 
Types 1 to 6 
Table 5.21: GA and ARTMAP Parameters - I-Class FE Rhythm Sequence Composition 
with Multiple Class Addition 
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Figure 5.29: Potential Class 2 Prototype, Single Class Evolution 
ing the only remaining class represented by the training data. This class finally reaches 
the required termination criterion, as shown in Table 5.26. 
Now that all classes have terminated, the GA itself terminates. The output given as 
a result of evolving individuals representing the 3 classes are shown in Figures 5.33, 
5.34 and 5.35; statistics relating to the results are shown in Figure 5.27. 
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Figure 5.30: Potential Class 2 Individuals, Single Class Evolution 
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Generation 7 
Number of individuals in existing Class 1: 0 
Class Termination Populations 
Number of NP Patterns generated 29 
Number of clusters formed by NP Patterns 8 
Number ofNP patterns per cluster Cluster 1: 4 
Cluster 2: 2 
Cluster 3: 4 
Cluster 4: 4 
Cluster 5: 1 
Cluster 6: 5 
Cluster 7: 4 
Cluster 8: 5 
Table 5.22: New Class Evaluation Details, Single Class Evolution 
Generation 8 
Number of individuals in existing Class 1: 0 
Class Termination Populations Class 2: 0 
Number of NP Patterns generated 26 
Number of clusters formed by NP Patterns 8 
Number of NP patterns per cluster Cluster 1: 4 
Cluster 2: 2 
Cluster 3: 4 
Cluster 4: 4 
Cluster 5: 2 
Cluster 6: 4 
Cluster 7: 5 
Cluster 8: 1 
Table 5.23: New Class Evaluation Details, Single Class Evolution 
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Figure 5.31: Potential Class 3 Prototype, Single Class Evolution 
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Figure 5.32: Potential Class 3 Individuals, Single Class Evolution 
Generation 19 
Number of individuals in existing Class 1: 0 
Class Termination Populations Class 2: 0 
Class 3: 13 
Table 5.24: Class 3 Termination Details, Single Class Evolution 
Generation 22 
Number of individuals in existing Class 1: 0 
Class Termination Populations Class 2: 10 
Class 3: 13 
Table 5.25: Class 2 Termination Details, Single Class Evolution 
Generation 43 
Number of individuals in existing Class 1: 10 
Class Termination Populations Class 2: 10 
Class 3: 13 
Table 5.26: Class 1 Termination Details, Single Class Evolution 
Iterations to Terminate 43 
Average Population Fitness 0.7591 
Maximum Fitness of Termination Population Class 1: 0.8750 
Class 2: 0.8750 
Class 3: 0.8750 
Table 5.27: Class Population Details, I-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, with Class 
Multiple Addition 
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Figure 5.33: Class I Output of I-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, with Multiple 
Class Addition 
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Figure 5.34: Class 2 Output of I-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, with Multiple 
Class Addition 
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Figure 5.35: Class 3 Output of I-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, with Multiple 
Class Addition 
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5.4.3 Multiple Class Rhythm Sequence Composition with Single 
Class Addition 
The addition of classes to the ARTMAP FE is independent of the initial number of 
classes represented by the training data. Results presented in Section 5.4 demonstrate 
the behaviour of the GA with one initial class, adding single or multiple new classes. 
This Section will demonstrate how the GA behaves with more than one initial training 
data class, along with the addition of multiple classes of training data. 
This case study begins with utilising a 4-class data set to train the ARTMAP FE. 
Parameters relevant to the ARTMAP network and to the GA are shown in Table 5.28. 
Population size 16 
Fitness threshold 0.80 
Number of classes 4 
in training data 
Size of training 'Rock': 41 
data class 'Funk': 11 
'Disco': 4 
'Latin': 23 
Degree of elitism 50% 
Vigilance Parameter, Pa 0.57 
Termination Criteria Class Population Size = 10 
Retraining ART-l network 0.40 
vigilance parameter 
Retraining ART-l network 5 
cluster size threshold 
Crossover Randomly chosen from 
Types 1 to 6 
Mutation Randomly chosen from 
Types 1 to 6 
Table 5.28: GA and ARTMAP Parameters - 4-Class FE Rhythm Sequence Composition 
with Single Class Addition 
Having been initialised, the GA starts the evolutionary process. In Section 5.4, the 
first significant event to be observed was the creation of a new class based upon the 
generation of sufficient NP patterns. This class addition process is independent of the 
termination status of anyone class; this is demonstrated here, where the first significant 
event is the termination of a class before any new classes are added. This event is 
detailed in Table 5.29. 
Thus class 4 has terminated, and is removed rfom the fitness evaluation procedure. 
As the evolution continues, the number of NP patterns generated increases, until suffi-
cient exist for evaluation of a potential new class. This event is detailed in Table 5.30. 
Cluster 7 represents sufficient individuals for a new class evaluation. The prototype 
for this new class of individuals is shown in Figure 5.36, and the individuals represented 
by this prototype are shown in Figure 5.37. 
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Generation 22 
Number of individuals in existing Class 1: 0 
Class Termination Populations Class 2: 0 
Class 3: 0 
Class 4: 11 
Table 5.29: Class 4 Termination Details, Multiple Class Evolution 
Generation 52 
Number of individuals in existing Class 1: 1 
Class Termination Populations Class 2: 0 
Class 3: 0 
Class 4: 11 
Number of NP Patterns generated 26 
Number of clusters formed by NP Patterns 8 
Number of NP patterns per cluster Cluster 1: 3 
Cluster 2: 3 
Cluster 3: 3 
Cluster 4: 3 
Cluster 5: 4 
Cluster 6: 3 
Cluster 6: 6 
Cluster 6: 1 
Table 5.30: New Class Evaluation Details, Multiple Class Evolution 
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Figure 5.36: Potential Class 5 Prototype, Multiple Class Evolution 
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Figure 5.37: Potential Class 5 Individuals, Multiple Class Evolution 
Here, there are 6 individuals represented by the new class - this is due to the fact 
that it is possible for the GA to produce more than one NP pattern per generation that 
can be assigned to any given cluster. These 6 patterns were added to the training data 
as class 5, having been judged as useful in the evolutionary process. The GA continues 
to produce individuals representing each class (as well as some NP individuals), until 
the next significant event is observed, as described in Table 5.31. 
Generation 59 
Number of individuals in existing Class 1: 12 
Class Termination Populations Class 2: 0 
Class 3: 0 
Class 4: 11 
Class 5: 0 
Table 5.31: Class 1 Termination Details, Multiple Class Evolution 
Class 1 has now fulfilled the class termination requirements, and is removed from 
the fitness evaluation process. As the GA continues, no more clusters of NP patterns 
satisfy the requirement for new class evaluation; each existing class terminates as shown 
in Tables 5.32, 5.33 and 5.34. 
Generation 64 
Number of individuals in existing Class 1: 12 
Class Termination Populations Class 2: 4 
Class 3: 16 
Class 4: 11 
Class 5: 0 
Table 5.32: Class 3 Termination Details, Multiple Class Evolution 
Now all classes have terminated, and the GA itself terminates. The five class pop-
ulations are shown in Figures 5.38, 5.39, 5.40,5.41 and 5.42; statistics relating to the 
results are shown in Table 5.35. 
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Generation 70 
Number of individuals in existing Class 1: 12 
Class Termination Populations Class 2: 13 
Class 3: 16 
Class 4: 11 
Class 5: 1 
Table 5.33: Class 2 Termination Details, Multiple Class Evolution 
Generation 74 
Number of individuals in existing Class 1: 12 
Class Termination Populations Class 2: 13 
Class 3: 16 
Class 4: 11 
Class 5: 12 
Table 5.34: Class 5 Termination Details, Multiple Class Evolution 
Iterations to Terminate 75 
Average Population Fitness 0.8672 
Maximum Fitness of Termination Population Class 1: 0.8750 
Class 2: 0.8750 
Class 3: 0.8750 
Class 4: 0.8542 
Class 5: 0.8750 
Table 5.35: Class Population Details, 4-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, with Single 
Class Addition 
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Figure 5.38: Class 1 Output of 4-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, with Single Class 
Addition 
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Figure 5.39: Class 2 Output of 4-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, with Single Class 
Addition 
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Figure 5.40: Class 3 Output of 4-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, with Single Class 
Addition 
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Figure 5.41: Class 4 Output of 4-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, with Single Class 
Addition 
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Figure 5.42: Class 5 Output of 4-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, with Single Class 
Addition 
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5.4.4 Multiple Class Rhythm Sequence Composition with Multiple 
Class Addition 
The final case study involves the use of a 2-class data set to train the ARTMAP FE. 
Parameters used by the ARTMAP network and the GA in this evolution are shown in 
Table 5.36. 
Population size 16 
Fitness threshold 0.80 
Number of classes 2 
in training data 
Size of training 'Funk': 11 
'Disco': 4 
Degree of elitism 50% 
Vigilance Parameter, Pa 0.57 
Termination Criteria Class Population Size = 10 
Retraining ART-l network OAO 
vigilance parameter 
Retraining ART-l network 5 
cluster size threshold 
Crossover Randomly chosen from 
Types 1 to 6 
Mutation Randomly chosen from 
Types 1 to 6 
Table 5.36: GA and ARTMAP Parameters - 2-Class FE Rhythm Sequence Composition 
with Multiple Class Addition 
As with the other case studies, the number of NP patterns generated by the GA 
increases, until such time that there are sufficient unique NP patterns to form a new 
class. The first cluster addition event is detailed in Table 5.37. 
Generation 7 
Number of individuals in existing Class 1: 0 
Class Termination Populations Class 2: 0 
Number of NP Patterns generated 17 
Number of clusters formed by NP Patterns 6 
Number of NP patterns per cluster Cluster 1: 5 
Cluster 2: 3 
Cluster 3: 4 
Cluster 4: 3 
Cluster 5: 1 
Cluster 6: 1 
Table 5.37: New Class Evaluation Details, Multiple Class Evolution 
Cluster 1 represents sufficient individuals for the evaluation of a new class to pro-
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ceed. The prototype for this new class is shown in Figure 5.43, and the individuals 
represented by this prototype are shown in Figure 5.44. 
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Figure 5.43: Potential Class 3 Prototype, Multiple Class Evolution 
Figure 5.44: Potential Class 3 Individuals, Multiple Class Evolution 
These 5 patterns were thought useful to the evolutionary process, and were added to 
the training data as class 3. After the required ARTMAP FE retraining, the GA proceeds 
generating individuals representing all three classes, and also additional individuals that 
can not be assigned a class prediction. The next significant event is described in Table 
5.38. 
Generation 14 
Number of individuals in existing Class 1: 0 
Class Termination Populations Class 2: 0 
Class 3: 2 
Number of NP Patterns generated 18 
Number of clusters formed by NP Patterns 7 
Number of NP patterns per cluster Cluster 1: 5 
Cluster 2: 4 
Cluster 3: 3 
Cluster 4: 2 
Cluster 5: 2 
Cluster 6: 1 
Cluster 7: 1 
Table 5.38: New Class Evaluation Details, Multiple Class Evolution 
Of the clusters formed by these unique NP patterns, the first cluster represents suf-
ficient individuals to be evaluated for new class formation. The prototype for this new 
class is shown in Figure 5.45, and the individuals represented by this prototype are 
shown in Figure 5.46. 
These new individuals were also judged useful to the evolutionary process, and 
added to the training data as class 4. The ARTMAP FE is retrained, and the GA contin-
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Figure 5.45: Potential Class 4 Prototype, Multiple Class Evolution 
Figure 5.46: Potential Class 4 Individuals, Multiple Class Evolution 
ues to iterate. As more individuals are generated that can be assigned a class prediction, 
the first class termination is observed, as detailed in Table 5.39. 
Generation 23 
Number of individuals in existing Class 1: 0 
Class Termination Populations Class 2: 0 
Class 3: 10 
Class 4: 0 
Table 5.39: Class 3 Termination Details, Multiple Class Evolution 
Class 3 has now fulfilled the class termination requirements, and so the training 
data is modified to exclude this class, and the ARTMAP FE is retrained. The remain-
ing classes subsequently terminate, with no further new classes being presented for 
evaluation. These class terminations are detailed in Tables 5.40, 5.41 and 5.42. 
Now that all classes have terminated, the GA stops iterating. The four class popu-
lations are shown in Figures 5.47, 5.48, 5.49, and 5.50; statistics relating to the results 
are shown in Table 5.43. 
5.4.5 Analysis of Composition with Class Addition 
This Section has described how this neuro-genetic system is adaptive to the individuals 
generated by the ongoing evolutionary process. By taking the 'no-prediction' individ-
uals that can not be given any class assignment and examining them for similarities, a 
new class can be added to the fitness evaluation process, according to the ultimate de-
sires of the system user. The GA is then able to produce individuals that are variations 
upon these new class representatives. 
The production of 'no-prediction' individuals is independent of the number of classes 
used to train the evaluation network, and also of the termination status of any existing 
class. These individuals are generated as a function of the vigilance parameter im-
plemented in the ARTMAP FE, and the formation of new classes as a result of these 
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Generation 28 
Number of individuals in existing Class 1: 0 
Class Termination Populations Class 2: 0 
Class 3: 10 
Class 4: 10 
Table 5.40: Class 4 Termination Details, Multiple Class Evolution 
Generation 57 
Number of individuals in existing Class 1: 0 
Class Termination Populations Class 2: 10 
Class 3: 10 
Class 4: 10 
Table 5.41: Class 2 Termination Details, Multiple Class Evolution 
individuals is dependent upon the vigilance parameter of the retraining and evaluation 
ART-1 network. 
As observed in evolutions with no class addition, the generation of new classes has 
no adverse effect upon the number of iterations required for the GA to terminate. For 
example, the multiple class evolution with multiple class additions resulted in a total 
of 4 classes; these 4 classes terminated within 71 generations. The 4-class evolution 
carried out in Section 5.3 required 105 generations for the GA terminate. 
Generation 70 
Number of individuals in existing Class 1: 13 
Class Termination Populations Class 2: 10 
Class 3: 10 
Class 4: 10 
Table 5.42: Class 1 Termination Details, Multiple Class Evolution 
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Iterations to Terminate 71 
Average Population Fitness 0.7630 
Maximum Fitness of Termination Population Class 1: O. 8542 
Class 2: 0.8750 
Class 3: 0.8750 
Class 4: 0.8750 
Table 5.43: Class Population Details, 2-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, with Mul-
tiple Class Addition 
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Figure 5.47: Class 1 Output of 2-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, with Multiple 
Class Addition 
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Figure 5.48: Class 2 Output of 2-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, with Multiple 
Class Addition 
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Figure 5.49: Class 3 Output of 2-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, with Multiple 
Class Addition 
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Figure 5.50: Class 4 Output of 2-Class Rhythm Sequence Evolution, with Multiple 
Class Addition 
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5.5 Concluding Remarks 
This chapter has investigated one potential application of the hybrid neuro-genetic pat-
tern evolution system - the generation of realistic percussion sequences. Using a selec-
tion of training data based upon known solutions of high fitness, an ARTMAP neural 
network has been seen to assign fitness to the individuals generated by a genetic algo-
rithm. This network is adaptive to the changing requirements of the system user, and 
also to the way in which the search space is populated by candidate solutions: once a 
sufficient number of individuals that represent a class of data are observed, this class is 
removed from the fitness evaluation system. 
The training data for this application was obtained from sources known to be of high 
fitness: the preset percussion sequences of commercially available drum machines. The 
training data was obtained by transforming the three main voices of a drum kit - snare 
and kick drums, and hi-hat cymbals - into a binary representation. Thus a number of 
styles of percussion pattern can be generated and used as training data for the ARTMAP 
fitness evaluator. Each style of percussion pattern was assigned a numerical label for 
ARTMAP network training purposes. 
Once the ARTMAP network has been trained, it can act as a GA fitness evaluator: 
every generation, the population of individuals is presented to the network, whereby 
a class prediction is determined for each individual, as well as a measure of fitness 
corresponding to the degree of similarity between the individual and the class prototype 
which has the highest degree of activation due to the presentation of the individual to 
the network. 
It has been shown that it is possible to implement any number of initial training data 
classes; additionally training data classes can be added to the fitness evaluation network 
at any time, with no disruption of the fitness assignment process to existing classes. 
Similarly, the class removal process has no effect upon the ability of the ARTMAP 
network to assign fitness. Whereas class removal is dependent upon the termination 
status of any class, the class addition process is dependent upon the generation of 'No 
Prediction' individuals, and the evaluation of potential classes carried out by the system 
user. 
Thus the ARTMAP neural network fitness evaluator is fully adaptive to class ad-
dition and removal, as required by the initial specification of this fitness evaluator in 
Chapter 2. The effect of class addition on genetic algorithm termination rates is linear; 
doubling the number of classes in the training data has the effect of doubling the num-
ber of iterations required for termination. In general, for n classes (at termination), the 
termination rate is of the order of n. 
The results obtained from this implementation have shown that the generated per-
cussion sequences are similar to the training data - however in some cases, there was 
little difference between the individuals in a termination population. The use of more 
disruptive crossover and mutation operators resulted in class termination populations of 
slightly greater diversity, although similarities between individuals in these termination 
populations are still apparent. Methods of improving class termination diversity will be 
discussed in the final Chapter of this thesis. 
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Chapter 6 
Software Implementation 
Several computational intelligence devices have been implemented in the course of the 
investigations carried out as described in this document, including genetic algorithms 
applied to many different search and optimisation tasks, and several architectures of 
neural network. The algorithms associated with these processing paradigms are well 
documented, and are presented in Chapters 1 and 2. 
This Chapter describes the software implementation of the novel algorithms and 
systems introduced in this work, namely the adaptive neuro-genetic pattern evolution 
system. Section 6.1 presents an overview of the system heirarchy, and Section 6.2 
presents more detailed descriptions of the individual procedures that are unique to this 
system. 
6.1 Neuro-Genetic Pattern Evolution System Software 
Implementation 
This system was initially built from the union of two separate software packages, im-
plemented in the MATLAB (MATrix LABoratory) numerical test environment. These 
are the 'GAOT' (Genetic Algorithms for Optimisation Toolbox) suite [44] and the ART 
Neural Network Toolbox Extension suite [69]. These are both MATLAB 1 toolboxes; 
the fact that both the GA and the ART NN software can be run in the same test en-
vironment allows easy integration of, and communication between, the two software 
packages. The simple integration of these two software packages also facilitated the 
construction of the adaptive neuro-genetic pattern evolution system. 
This work has addressed the requirements for an adaptive fitness evaluation system. 
As was shown in Chapter 4 and 5, this work had effects upon more attributes of the GA 
than just fitness evaluation; namely selection, population analysis, GA termination, and 
genetic operators. In the following analysis, these operations will be described in terms 
of their software implementations. 
I More infonnation about MATLAB can be found at The Mathworks web site, 
http://www.mathworks.com 
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6.1.1 System Overview 
The hierarchy of the entire software suite of the final version of the adaptive neuro-
genetic pattern evolution system is shown in Figure 6.1. Each item represents a MAT-
LAB M-file; the file name of each M-file is included for reference. 
The functionality of the 'Elitist Selection and Population Analysis' system is ex-
panded upon in Figure 6.2. 
6.2 Individual System Implementations 
As introduced in Chapter 1 and Appendix A, a typical GA operates as shown in Figure 
6.3. Each of these processes can be described in more detail as they appear in the final 
implementation of the software suite. 
6.2.1 GA and NN FE Initialisation 
The initialisation stage of the software is detailed in Figure 6.4. Here, the following 
tasks are carried out: 
• Load of training data 
• Save 'working copy' of training data 
• Complement encoding of training data 
• Initialise and train ARTMAP neural network fitness evaluator 
• Initialise and run GA 
The training data requires a specific format; an example of this is shown in Table 
6.1. The required information in the training data is 
• Number of training patterns 
• Size of training data patterns 
• Size of training data labels 
• List of training data and associated labels 
6.2.2 Fitness Evaluation 
Once an initial population of individuals has been randomly generated, the first stage 
of the genetic algorithm applied to this population is fitness evaluation. This process is 
shown in Figure 6.5. The main tasks that are carried out at this stage are: 
• Present population of individuals to ARTMAP FE 
• Determine fitness and class of each individual 
• Adjust class prediction depending upon class termination status 
• Return individuals with corresponding fitness and class information to GA 
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11 1 0 1 .. . 0 0 0 2 
Table 6.1: Training Data Format 
6.2.3 Population Inspection 
Once the fitness of each individual in the population has been assessed, the population 
is inspected, and copies individuals are assigned to class populations for analysis by the 
GA termination procedure. This inspection process is shown in Figure 6.6. The tasks 
carried out by this part of the system are: 
• Analysis of individual for class addition according to fitness threshold, class pre-
diction and class termination status 
• Addition of individual to class population, dependent upon class termination sta-
tus 
As a result of the addition of individuals to class populations, it is possible that 
a class may terminate. If a class terminates, it should be removed from the fitness 
evaluation procedure, as described in Section 4.2.1. The class removal procedure is 
shown in Figure 6.7; and the tasks carried out by this procedure are as follows: 
• Determine if any class has terminated this generation 
• Load working copy of training data 
• Remove terminated class from training data 
• Retrain ARTMAP fitness evaluator 
6.2.4 Selection and 'No Prediction' Pattern Analysis 
The elitist selection procedure described in Section 4.1.3 is performed next. Incorpo-
rated in this procedure is the analysis of the population for individuals that can not 
be assigned a class prediction by the fitness evaluation procedure. The selection and 
analysis process is shown in Figure 6.8. The tasks executed by this procedure are as 
follows: 
• Assignment of highest fitness individuals to elitist sub-population 
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• Analysis of population for 'No Prediction' individuals 
• Removal of terminated classes from elitist sub-population 
• Selection of non-elitist individuals by 'roulette wheel' method 
6.2.5 Unique 'No Prediction' Population Analysis 
The process shown in Section 6.2.4 includes a process which analyses the 'No Predic-
tion' patterns that have been produced by the GA. This procedure is shown in more 
detail in Figure 6.9. The tasks carried out in this routine are as follows: 
• Complement Encoding of unique 'No Prediction' population 
• Clustering of unique 'No Prediction' population by ART-l neural network 
• Presentation of potential new classes for user evaluation 
• Addition of new class into ARTMAP fitness evaluation system if required 
6.2.6 Class Addition 
Section 6.2.5 shows a procedure that retrains the ARTMAP neural network if the addi-
tion of a new class is required. The process of new class addition is shown in Figure 
6.10. This routine carries out the following processes: 
• Load working copy of training data 
• Determine label value for new class 
• Retrain ARTMAP neural network fitness evaluator 
6.2.7 Crossover and Mutation 
Once the selection process has taken place, the new population is subjected to the ge-
netic operations of crossover and mutation. In the final application of this system, the 
specific type of crossover and mutation operators used are randomly selected from those 
operators described in Section 5.1.1 and 5.1.2. The crossover and mutation processes 
are shown in Figure 6.11. The tasks carried out by this procedure are as follows: 
• Random selection of crossover and mutation operators 
• Random selection of individual or pairs of individuals for crossover and mutation 
• Application of crossover and mutation operators 
• Creation of new population 
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6.2.8 GA Termination 
The final procedure carried out in the genetic process is that of tennination assessment. 
This occurs once a sufficient number of each class of individual has been generated by 
the GA. The GA termination assessment process is shown in Figure 6.12. The main 
tasks carried out here are as follows: 
• Determination of the size of each class tennination population 
• Determination of tennination status of each class 
• Determination of GA termination status dependent upon class termination status 
and maximum generation limit 
6.3 Concluding Remarks 
This section has shown how the adaptive neuro-genetic pattern evolution system has 
been implemented in software. The main program hierarchy has been described and 
presented in a visual format, and the main routines have been described in more detail, 
along with flowcharts relevant to the operation of each process. 
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Conclusions 
In this work, an adaptive neuro-genetic pattern evolution system has been developed 
and applied to a musical composition task. This pattern evolution system uses an 
ARTMAP neural network as a fitness evaluator; this method of fitness evaluation is 
adaptive to the changing characteristics of the individuals that are produced by the ge-
netic algorithm: if so required by the system user, new classes of pattern can be added 
to the fitness evaluation procedure. 
The requirement for a novel means of fitness evaluation arose from the analysis of 
applications of genetic algorithms and genetic programming to musical composition. 
This analysis revealed that the limited scope of the output of genetic composition sys-
tems is a result of the inability of the implemented fitness evaluators to be adaptive 
to musical styles other than those for which they were intended. Whilst this does not 
detract from the success of each individual application, there is little need for an al-
gorithmic composition device that merely 'sticks to the rules', as discussed in Chapter 
1. 
Of the types of fitness evaluator in a musical evolution system identified in Chapter 
1, the neural network fitness evaluator was observed to display the most generality and 
scope for adaptivity. However, analysis of the applications of neural network fitness 
evaluators as described in Chapter 2 showed that the use of MLP-type neural networks 
as fitness evaluators require extensive training in order to carry out an accurate classi-
fication task, and the addition of new classification types requires that the network be 
entirely retrained; this is a time consuming process and requires the careful selection of 
application-specific parameters. 
The ART-1 neural network was implemented as a fitness evaluator in a generic 
pattern evolution application in Chapter 3. The ART-1 neural network is easily trained, 
is adaptive to new classification types without the need for retraining, and provides a 
direct link between fitness measures and pattern similarity. When the ART-l network 
is implemented as a fitness evaluator, clusters of similar n-bit patterns are established 
in n-dimensional space, these clusters are represented by a single prototype vector. 
In terms of the genetic search process, these clusters represent niches in the n-
dimensional search space; the object of applying a genetic algorithm with a this type 
of fitness evaluator is to populate these niches with a number of distinct, high fitness 
individuals that represent variations of the training data used to establish the niches. 
The process of comparing candidate solutions presented for fitness evaluation by 
the genetic algorithm to the prototype vectors used to represent the clusters (or niches) 
by the ART-I network represents a genotypic, rather than phenotypic, niching process. 
This means that the niching process is carried out in the n-dimensional feature space 
represented by the fitness evaluator training data and the individuals processed by the 
genetic algorithm, rather than the space represented by any decoding of the population. 
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However, when implemented as a fitness evaluator, the ART-l neural network suf-
fers from the problem known as category proliferation; the result of which is an un-
manageably large number of clusters. This is caused by two phenomena; prototype 
degradation and susceptibility to noise. Prototype degradation occurs when the magni-
tude of the vector that represents a cluster decreases to such a point that presentation of 
a pattern identical to one already represented by this cluster causes a failure of the vig-
ilance test, resulting in the creation of a new cluster. As genetic algorithms are random 
in their nature, many individuals are generated which can not be categorised by exist-
ing clusters. The effect of this 'noise' is that many new clusters are created to represent 
these individuals. 
In order to maintain the benefits of the ART network as a fitness evaluator whilst 
overcoming the drawbacks of the ART-l network, an ARTMAP neural network was im-
plemented to carry out the same task. By associating labels with categories, significance 
can be attached to any new cluster, and individuals that can not be classified as repre-
senting any existing class can be stored for analysis, with the potential of being added 
to the ARTMAP fitness evaluator network as new evaluation categories. Comparisons 
of the ARTMAP fitness evaluator to an equivalent MLP neural network showed that the 
ARTMAP neural network has several advantages when applied as a fitness evaluator: 
ease and speed of training and re-training, no minimum amount of training data, fewer 
network parameters, and a more significant and accurate fitness evaluation process. 
Subsequent investigations into the mechanics of the fitness evaluation properties 
of the ARTMAP neural network have shown how classes of data can be both added 
and removed as required by the termination of classes and the discovery of potentially 
useful areas of the search space, and how GA and ARTMAP network parameters affect 
these procedures. A measure of population and class diversity applicable to this type of 
evolutionary procedure has also been derived, and it has been seen that there is a direct 
connection between class population diversity and the generation of 'no prediction' 
patterns. 
The practical use of this adaptive evolutionary system has demonstrated by the ap-
plication to a musical composition task. Not only can realistic musical sequences be 
evolved that populate the niches established by the ARTMAP fitness evaluator train-
ing procedure, but also new niches can be established during the evolutionary process, 
which are also populated as the evolution progresses. It has been shown that the evo-
lution of multiple sub-populations is at least as fast as the serial evolution of the same 
sub-populations. Additionally, the system has no limitations regarding the number of 
classes of data, or number of training patterns per class, that are implemented in the 
ARTMAP fitness evaluator training data; similarly, there is no maximum number of 
classes that can be added to the fitness evaluation process, and the number of simi-
lar patterns required in order to add a new class depends only upon the desires of the 
system user. 
Although the application of the adaptive evolution system has been demonstrated 
by the solution of a musical composition problem, the use of this system is not limited 
to musical tasks. This adaptive, hybrid neuro-genetic pattern evolution system can be 
applied to any pattern evolution task, where the knowledge of how fitness is assigned to 
candidate solutions can be generalised to a measure of subsethood, and the categories 
into which candidate solutions are classified is required to be dynamic. 
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Recommendations for Future Work 
An adaptive pattern evolution system has been developed, as described in Chapters 3 
and 4, which has been demonstrated in a practical application as detailed in Chapter 
5. Whilst the novel means of fitness evaluation using an ARTMAP neural network has 
been successful, there are several aspects of this system that have scope for improve-
ment and further development. 
The aim of this Section is to describe these recommendations, and illustrate their 
use by describing how the improvements can be applied to the musical composition 
system detailed in Chapter 5. 
I. Improved Class Population Diversity 
The main drawback observed of the hybrid neuro-genetic pattern evolution system is 
that the results produced for any evolved class do not display sufficient diversity. This 
can be seen in the results obtained in Chapter 3 - the evolution of patterns representing 
letters of the alphabet, as well as in the musical application described in Chapter 5. 
Means of improving class population diversity were implemented; this mainly involved 
the use of disruptive crossover and mutation operators. 
When the GA is evolving candidate solutions, high fitness individuals tend to dom-
inate the selection process, resulting in further high fitness individuals which do not 
differ significantly from other individuals in the class termination populations. 
One potential means of improving class termination population diversity is by us-
ing parallel GAs - that is, several populations evolving at the same time, but with no 
population affecting any other as the evolutionary processes continue. As was seen in 
Section 5.2.6, the same initial conditions of an evolutionary search produce different 
termination populations when the search is repeated. If these evolutions were to be 
carried out at the same time then not only would the final class termination populations 
display greater diversity, but each individual genetic process would require fewer gen-
erations to terminate, as the class termination population size is effectively decreased 
in inverse proportion to the number of populations evolving in parallel. 
II. Improved GA Representations Using Real Valued Data 
The data processed by the system as described so far has been entirely binary. This 
includes both the information used to train the ART MAP fitness evaluator, as well as 
the information carried by the genetic encoding of candidate solutions. By utilising 
only binary data, the level of detail that can be encoded by an individual is limited. A 
more realistic pattern evolution system could be implemented by the use of real-valued 
data in the representations used to encode the environment of the search task. 
In terms of a musical composition application, the use of real-valued data would add 
the dimension of note volume to the search process. Currently, any note is represented 
by either a 'I' or '0' , indicating that the note is either played or it is not, with no scope 
for any intermediate state. The use of the note volume dimension would allow the 
exploitation of this intermediate state. 
The utilisation of real-valued information has implications upon two main aspects 
of this neuro-genetic evolution system. Firstly, the genetic algorithm is required to 
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process real-valued genetic data, which involves the use of modified genetic operators; 
secondly, the fitness evaluation process requires the use of an ARTMAP neural network 
capable of processing real-valued data. 
Real-Valued Representations in a Musical Composition Task 
As mentioned above, there is scope for real-valued representations in a genetic compo-
sition task. The most obvious means of application of real-valued data is that of note 
volume in terms of performance of a piece of music. The notes of the musical phrases 
used as training data, and also those generated by the genetic process, are all treated 
as being played at the same volume. Whereas these musical phrases sound realistic as 
combinations of drum voice sequences, there is a lack of realism in terms of dynamics 
and the actual style of playing the percussion sequences. For example, each style of 
percussion sequence may use a different degree of emphasis for any note and voice 
combination; the current representation treats any such stylistic dynamics as irrelevant. 
Addition of a means of adding a note volume representation to the data would help in 
alleviating this limitation of the compositions generated by the system. 
An alternative way of representing musical information using real- valued data is 
by the use of a stylistic template or mask which defines the degree to which any note 
belongs to a percussion sequence class. For example, the percussion sequences shown 
in Figure 6.13 are examples of the 'Funk' style of training data taken from the full 
training set shown in Appendix I. There are certain similarities apparent between these 
training data patterns, some of which are the hi-hat played on downbeats of the first bar, 
the snare drum on beat three of both bars, and the kick drum on beats one andfour-and 
of bar one (using the note position terminology introduced in Section 5.2). 
III HI: 1'1 J\ =\ ;8 I r 1'1 t'1 n :11 
III 2 II: FE R33 I BP t'1 n :[1 
I" 211: FE R33 I y 1'1 })}n :11 
III HI: r J\ t'1,h J~ll'1 J\ t'1}'j :11 
III HI: 1'1 J\ t'1,h J~ll'1 J\ tiJ\ :11 
Figure 6.13: Example of Stylistic Patterns for Similarity Template 
There are other note and voice combinations which are common to a high degree of 
the training data patterns shown in Figure 6.13, for example the hi-hat played on down-
beats of the second bar, and the kick drum on beat two-and of the second bar. By creat-
ing a similarity template which reflects this commonality, it is possible to 'pre-process' 
the pattern such that the degree to which each note exists in any position according 
to the style assignment or prediction can be determined. It is possible to construct 
a similarity template for the five patterns shown in Figure 6.13 based upon the note 
commonality displayed by the patterns; this is an extension of the diversity measure 
introduced in section 4.3. The similarity template for the five percussion sequences 
shown in Figure 6. 13 is shown in Figure 6.14. 
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1.0 0.6 1.0 0.4 1.0 0.4 1.0 0.6 0.8 0.6 0.8 0.4 1.0 0.2 1.0 0.6 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.0 
Figure 6.14: Example Percussion Sequence Similarity Template 
Rather than an binary-valued note sequence representation which designates note 
presence or absence, the similarity template allows a real- or fuzzy-valued degree of 
membership to be assigned to each note. This is achieved by the element by element 
multiplication of the similarity template with the individual note sequence. For ex-
ample, the first note sequence shown in Figure 6.13, when pre- processed by the note 
similarity template shown in Figure 6.14, is converted from the binary representation 
shown in Figure 6.15 to the real-valued representation shown in Figure 6.16. 
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Figure 6.15: Example Percussion Sequence, Before Similarity Template Pre-processing 
1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.6 0.8 0.6 0.8 0.0 l.0 0.0 l.0 0.6 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.6 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Figure 6.16: Example Percussion Sequence, After Similarity Template Pre-processing 
Fuzzy Genetic Algorithms and Fuzzy ARTMAP Neural Networks 
The use of real-valued data in an evolutionary system such as the one described in 
Chapter 5 requires the implementation of a fuzzy GA and a fuzzy ARTMAP fitness 
evaluation system; these two paradigms are similar to their non-fuzzy equivalents, but 
have some specific mechanisms and characteristics that are required as a result of pro-
cessing real-valued data. Fuzzy GAs implement operators such as fuzzy crossover and 
fuzzy mutation, which allow the partial modification of individuals. Other aspects of 
GAs that can be fuzzified include the rules governing GA parameter selection and on-
line modification [80]. 
The Fuzzy ARTMAP neural network has been mentioned briefly in Section 3.2.2: 
in fact, the neural network implemented in the musical application in Chapter 5 and 
the development of the system in Chapters 3 and 4 utilised a Fuzzy ARTMAP neu-
ral network, but processing binary valued ARTa inputs only. Fuzzy ARTMAP neural 
networks apply the concepts of fuzzy intersection and union in the training and com-
parison processes carried out by the algorithms used by this network type. Fuzzy GAs 
are described in Section 1.1.2.2 of Chapter 1, and the fuzzy ARTMAP neural network 
is described in Section 2.4.2.4 of Chapter 2. 
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III. Musical Flexibility Using Variable Length Individuals 
The experiments carried out in Chapter 5 all utilised the same number of bits to repre-
sent both the training data and the candidate solution produced by the GA. This meant 
that, in this case, every pattern had to represent two bars of eight beats each, using a 
maximum of three instruments. This representation could potentially model other mu-
sical possibilities - for example, four bars of four beats each, or one bar of 16 beats. 
The translation of any representation to a musical equivalent only requires that consis-
tency is maintained between the ARTMAP FE training data and the requirements of 
the system user; these requirements are utilised by the GA initialisation procedures to 
establish individual length and other GA parameters. 
It is likely that the system user would require more flexibility in the number of bars 
of music that are produced, the number of beats played in each bar, and the number of 
instruments available. Assuming that training data exists for the combination of bars. 
beats per bar, and instruments that the system user specifies, varying the representa-
tion required to model the musical framework in which composition is performed is a 
straightforward process. For example, a percussion sequence is required that has seven 
beats to the bar, repeats over a three bar motif, and uses four instruments - snare and 
kick drums, hi-hat and a floor tom-tom drum. The floor tom is the extra voice repre-
sented in this example, and appears in the musical example below notated between the 
snare and kick drum notations. An example of this percussion sequence is shown in 
Figure 6.17. 
Figure 6.17: Example of a Variation in Beat, Bar and Instrument Representation 
This musical extract can be represented by the binary pattern shown in Figure 6.18 
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 
1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 
Figure 6.18: Binary Representation of Variation in Beat, Bar and Instrument Represen-
tation 
This requires that the GA use an 84 bit representation; apart from the GA and 
ARTMAP initialisation process, every other function carried out by this system is inde-
pendent of the individual bit representation length. By increasing the resolution of the 
representation scheme, it is also possible to represent common rhythmic concepts such 
as triplets, where typically three equally spaced beats are played is the space of two. 
IV. Intelligent NP Analysis 
In Section 4, a means of analysing the 'no prediction' patterns generated by the GA 
was presented; this was.carried out using an ART-l neural network. Using this method, 
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similar NP patterns were clustered so that potential new classes of information could 
be added to the fitness evaluation network. This is only one method of classifying the 
NP patterns generated; it was chosen because the ART-1 network performs well with 
relatively few, more diverse training patterns. However, this ART-1 network imple-
mentation is susceptible to the drawbacks described in Chapter 3, namely prototype 
degradation and cluster proliferation. It is possible that alternative methods of classify-
ing the NP pattern population could be used that do not have these drawbacks. 
Additionally, there is currently no scope for analysing the clustered NP pattern pop-
ulation to determine whether these patterns contain material of importance to the evo-
lutionary process. This task is left to the system user, whereby the NP patterns that 
represent a potential new class of information are presented for user evaluation. By the 
implementation of a procedure that provides a measure of confidence of the degree to 
which the presented NP patterns are useful to the evolutionary process could accelerate 
the class addition process. This could be carried out by the use of an intelligent system 
that analyses the NP pattern popUlation for characteristics that are not applicable to the 
evolutionary process being carried out. For the composition application described in 
Chapter 5, this would take the form of the removal of NP patterns that are obviously 
non-musical or impractical to perform in reality, such as high note densities over long 
time periods, or more than two instruments of the drum kit being played with the hands 
(as opposed to feet) at the same time - evolution has yet to provide the three-armed 
drummer. The use of such an intelligent filter requires careful implementation; the po-
tential drawbacks of using rule-based systems in evolutionary creative processes has 
been described in Chapter 1. 
V. Integration of the Hybrid Neuro-Genetic Pattern Evolution Sys-
tem with a User Interface 
The system as implemented in this work is operated via the command line in a MAT-
LAB environment. Any modifications of the system parameters - such as population 
size, vigilance parameter and training data files - has to be carried out by editing the ap-
propriate MATLAB M-file. Clearly this is not a 'user-friendly' interface; the addition 
of a Graphical User Interface (GUI) to the system would be a valuable modification to 
the software. 
This value would be increased by the use of a GUI interface specifically designed 
for the musical application described in Chapter 5, along with the necessary interface to 
software that can automatically convert the output of the evolutionary system to musical 
information that can be played via a sound card, or any other platform-specific audio 
device. Currently, the system user is required to input the binary data generated by 
the system to a musical software package or a drum machine in order to evaluate the 
system output. By automating this process, the full value of the musical application as 
an intelligent, interactive drum machine would be realised. 
VI. Hierarchical Musical Knowledge Representation via Adaptive 
Vigilance 
It is also possible that cluster creation can be controlled further by the use of a vigilance 
parameter that varies depending on the density of patterns represented by a certain clus-
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ter. The vigilance parameter is generally a fixed value, determined in advance by the 
user of the system, which is used to determine the degree of match required between 
two patterns in order to state that these two patterns are 'similar'. In ART-I applica-
tions, for example, this required degree of match is the same in all cases of pattern 
presentation, and thus all pattern comparisons are carried out regardless of the number 
of patterns contained in any cluster. It is possible that if an adaptive vigilance parameter 
were used which varied as a function of the number and distribution of patterns within a 
cluster, then not only would cluster proliferation be controlled, but also more meaning 
may be attached to the assignment of categorisations carried out by the system. There 
are two possible ways in which the vigilance parameter can alter as more patterns begin 
to be assigned to a certain cluster - it can either increase or decrease, obviously within 
the upper and lower bounds of 0 (indicating no match between to patterns) and 1 (a 
perfect match). 
From a musical point of view, there is an intuitive analogy between adaptive vigi-
lance and the way in which humans perceive musical style. It is obvious that all people 
have different tastes in music, and so are more familiar with certain styles than others. 
This suggests that within one style of music, with which one is more familiar, there is 
going be a different level of categorisation than in a style with which one is unfamil-
iar. For example, the person who is unfamiliar with classical music will not be able to 
discriminate between two composers, but would be able to discriminate better with a 
familiar style, and be able to identify different jazz soloists. This requires a different 
level of perceptual vigilance, depending on which style is being heard. 
In an ART system which uses adaptive vigilance, it is therefore necessary to deter-
mine rules which govern the way in which the vigilance parameter varies as a result 
of cluster growth. The above musical example suggests that the vigilance parameter 
should increase as a cluster becomes more populated. However, as it has been shown 
from experiments so far, higher vigilance parameters result in a greater cluster creation 
rate. Thus a potential subject of future work could be the investigation of how differ-
ent techniques of varying the vigilance parameter effect the clustering behaviour and 
cluster proliferation of ART networks. It is also possible that this proposed adaptive 
vigilance can be used during network training, so that clusters of different size and 
density begin the classification process with accordingly different values of vigilance 
parameter. 
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Appendix A 
Introduction to Genetic Algorithm 
Techniques 
This Appendix presents an example of a GA at work; the mechanisms of fitness eval-
uation, selection, reproduction, crossover and mutation (introduced in Section 1.1.1) 
are demonstrated, as well as an example of the Schema Theory, described in Section 
1.1.1.1. Also included in this Appendix are experimental results of a GA applied to 
some simple mathematical optimisation tasks, along with some conclusions that can be 
drawn from the application of GAs to different types of functions. 
Section A.l contains the illustration of the mechanisms of a GA, and Section A.2 
contains the investigations of a GA applied to various mathematical optimisation tasks. 
A.l Introduction to the Genetic Process 
The genetic process operates on a population of candidate solutions or individuals, 
each representing one point of the search space. The search space in which candidate 
solutions are sought can be seen as a model of an environment; each individual will 
satisfy the requirements of this environment to a certain degree. This measure of worth 
is called the fitness of the individual. A selection process is then applied to the popula-
tion, whereby those individuals which display high fitness are more likely to be chosen 
as 'parents' for the next generation of individuals. By combining and transforming the 
fitter individuals of the population using methods known as crossover and mutation, the 
'offspring' of the population represent attributes of the original population that gave rise 
to higher fitness measures, whilst exploring new areas of the search space. This results 
in the 'evolution' of high fitness candidate solutions. These genetic processes - fitness 
evaluation, selection, and reproduction - are repeated iteratively, until a predetermined 
termination criterion is met. 
The following sections detail these mechanisms as they carried out by the genetic 
algorithm. This example is based upon the Simple Genetic Algorithm (SGA), as de-
scribed by Goldberg [31]. 
An Example of Genetic Algorithm Mechanics 
An example of an application of the SGA to a simple optimisation task can show the 
mechanism of a GA and how it can is useful in a search or optimisation task. 
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Population Initialisation 
Consider a population of four individuals, each eight bits in length. The population is 
initialised randomly, so that the initial population could be: 
Individual Binary 
Number Represen tati on 
1 10101010 
2 11100101 
3 00010010 
4 00111100 
Fitness Evaluation 
For the sake of simplicity, the function that these individuals are trying to optimise 
will be taken to be the decimal equivalent of each binary string. So the fitness of each 
individual is given is also given as this equivalent decimal value. Thus the fitness values 
for each individual are in this case: 
Individual Binary Fitness 
Number Representation Value f(x) 
1 10101010 170 
2 11100101 229 
3 00010010 18 
4 00111100 60 
Selection 
The first stage of the SGA, selection, chooses individuals based upon the fitness values 
- those individuals with a higher fitness having more chance of being selected. The 
probability of an individual being selected is given by the ratio of individual fitness to 
total population fitness. So for this example, the individual selection probabilities will 
be: 
Individual Binary Fitness Selection Probability 
Number Representation Value f(x)j L f(x) 
1 10101010 170 35.6% 
2 11100101 229 48.0% 
3 00010010 18 3.8% 
4 00111100 60 12.6% 
Sum Total, L f(x) 477 100.0% 
Given the above probabilistic weightings, the selection procedure could populate the 
mating pool with the following individuals: 
Individual Binary 
Number Representation 
2 11100101 
4 00111100 
1 10101010 
2 11100101 
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Here, the fittest individual has been represented twice in the mating pool, and the least 
fit member is not represented at all. 
Crossover 
The crossover procedure is now applied to these new individuals. As the selection 
process was random, crossover can use the 'parent' individuals in order of selection, 
firstly to the first pair: 
Individual Binary 
Number Representation 
2 11100101 
4 00111100 
and a crossover site is chosen (again at random) - for example, between bits three and 
four. Two new individuals are created - individuals 1 and 2 of the new population - with 
information from both 'parents': 
Individual Binary 
Number Representation 
1 11111100 
2 00100101 
A similar process is carried out again, until all individuals in the mating pool have 
reproduced. Applying crossover to the two remaining individuals in this example, the 
resulting population could be: 
Individual Binary 
Number Representation 
1 11111100 
2 00100101 
3 10101001 
4 11100110 
applying crossover at the point between bits six and seven of individuals three and four. 
Mutation 
The final process, mutation, occurs rarely, with a probability of typically less than 5%. 
Assuming that mutation does occur for this example, one bit in one string is chosen 
at random, and the value of this bit is modified - the simplest modification being an 
inversion from a '1' to a '0' (or vice versa). For example, let the chosen bit be from 
individual four, bit seven. The resulting population would be: 
Individual Binary 
Number Representation 
1 11111100 
2 00100101 
3 10101001 
4 11100100 
This new population is then used as the starting point for the entire selection, reproduc-
tion, and mutation processes. 
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Effects of the Genetic Process 
It is worthwhile examining what specific changed have occurred during the first itera-
tion of the algorithm. The original population, with fitness values, was as follows: 
Individual Binary Fitness 
Number Representation Value f(x) 
1 10101010 170 
2 11100101 229 
3 00010010 18 
4 00111100 60 
The new population and corresponding fitness values are: 
Individual Binary Fitness 
Number Representation Valuef(x) 
1 11111100 252 
2 00100101 37 
3 10101001 169 
4 11100100 228 
Not only has the maximum fitness of the population increased from 229 to 252, but also 
the average fitness of the population as a whole has increased from 119.25, to 171.5. 
After successive iterations of the algorithm, it is likely that the fittest individuals will 
predominate, and eventually a maximum fitness will be obtained. 
The effect of schemata can also be observed in this example. In the initial popula-
tion, a pattern can be seen in individuals 1 and 2, these individuals having the highest 
fitness values. The schema 1 * 1 * * * ** represents these two individuals. In the follow-
ing generation, there are three individuals that can be represented by this schema, each 
with a corresponding high fitness value. Additionally, the one individual which does 
not match this schema displays a low fitness value, and will most likely not be selected 
for future generations. 
A.2 Application of a Simple Genetic Algorithm to Math-
ematical Optimisation Tasks 
In order to derive an understanding of how the GA carries out search and optimisa-
tion tasks, an SGA can be applied to some simple mathematical optimisations. Three 
functions were tested using the SGA, all with specific features that would exercise and 
validate certain aspects of the functionality of the GA, with the aim of determining any 
general aspects of GA operation. 
The first of these tests uses the mapping 
f(x) = -4x(x - 1) (A. 1) 
in the range 0.0 to 1.0. This provides the GA with the opportunity of trying to converge 
on a maximum value that does not correspond to the maximum value of the interval. 
This function is shown in Figure A.l. 
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Figure A.1: 'Inverse Square' Type Function 
The second fitness function is the mapping 
f(x) = xlO (A.2) 
as a fitness function, in the interval between a and 1. This function is shown in Figure 
A.2. 
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The maximum value of the function is 1.0, but the steep slope of the curve for 
x > 0.7 implies that it is harder for the algorithm to converge on the maximum once 
a close approximation is found, as the modification of individuals of high fitness has a 
greater likelihood of generating offspring away from the high fitness area of the search 
space. 
The third fitness function is a more unusual function. as it is highly non-linear and 
provides many opportunities for a local maximum to be generated rather than a global 
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maximum. This function is generated by summing the squares of the bit positions, 
multiplied by the bit value. For a binary individual X, consisting of n bits: 
X = Xl X2 X3 X4 X5 '" Xn-l Xn 
the fitness of X is given by 
i=n 
f (x) = L Xi . i 2 
i=l 
An example of this would be the individual 
10001010 
which would give the fitness value: 
(1 * 64) + (0 * 49) + (0 * 36) + (0 * 25) + 
(1 * 16) + (0 * 9) + (1 * 4) + (0 * 1) 84 
This function is shown in Figure A.3. 
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Figure A.3: 'Sum of Squares' Type Function 
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Each fitness function was implemented and run under a variety of conditions; the 
effects of changing variables such as mutation probability, population size and individ-
ual bit length were investigated to see how these changes influence the ability of the 
algorithms to perform an efficient optimisation. 
For each single condition, the test was repeated several times with the same initial 
parameters. The results were recorded for each single test, and averages were taken 
over the same iteration of each test. This approach was adopted due to the random 
nature of GA's, as different results would be observed for the same initial conditions. 
However, taking averages in this way will make any trends in the behaviour of the GA 
apparent. 
Each test lasted for 1,000 iterations, and the recorded variables were the average 
fitness of the entire population at any given iteration, and the maximum individual 
fitness observed in the evolution up the present iteration. The results of the tests were 
plotted using the percentage of maximum fitness against the iteration number. 
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A.2.1 Results of Genetic Algorithm Verification Tests 
A.2.1.1 'Inverse Square' Type Function 
The results of these tests are shown in Figures AA, A.5 and A.6. The most obvious 
aspect of the results of these tests is how quickly the algorithm converges on the maxi-
mum possible fitness - especially for high population sizes. 
The reason for this is due to the fact that increasing the size of a population has the 
effect of increasing the number of candidate solutions, and consequently the number 
of schema, that can be tested at anyone time - effectively, the degree of parallelism is 
increased. Thus high fitness areas of the search space are more likely to be discovered 
and exploited by the genetic algorithm. 
Additionally, a large proportion of the range of values that an individual can rep-
resent maps to a corresponding high fitness. So, high fitness areas of the search space 
will be found relatively early in the evolutionary process. 
Despite the high convergence rate seen for higher population sizes, the average 
fitness is smallest for these populations. This is due to the fact that the selection process 
does not guarantee that the fitter individuals will be chosen for the next generation -
lower fitness individuals will also be selected. As the fitness proportion calculated for 
each individual in the selection stage of the algorithm will be smaller, there will be a 
greater number of individuals to share the total fitness sum. 
The effect of altering the mutation probability was two-fold; firstly, a change in 
the rate of convergence was observed; secondly, the stability of the average fitness was 
affected. High mutation probabilities tend to reduce the rate of convergence, due to 
the fact that mutating too often has the effect of removing potentially important genetic 
information from the population. Also, a low mutation probability caused the average 
fitness to remain at a stable value, unlike higher probabilities which caused the average 
fitness fluctuate. 
A.2.1.2 'Power of 10' Type Function 
The results of these tests are shown in Figures A.7, A.8 and A.9. This fitness function 
differs from the 'Inverse Square' type function in that there is only a small range of 
the interval of possible values of the individual that produce high values of individual 
fitness. Consequently, the average fitness observed in these tests was very low, and 
this was even more apparent in the tests with higher individual bit length. Also appar-
ent from these results are several points at which a rapid rise of average fitness can be 
observed, followed by a equally rapid drop in average fitness, after a number of gener-
ations. This 'plateau' effect is caused by the algorithm discovering a high fitness area 
of the search space, which is populated for several generations, until the disruptive na-
ture of the crossover and mutation operators moves the population away from the high 
fitness area of the search space. 
However, despite the relatively low average fitness values, the maximum fitness 
levels observed were fairly high, even though 100% fitness was rarely obtained. The 
convergence rate to the observed maximum fitness levels is also fairly rapid - this ev-
idence suggests that a high fitness individual was generated either at the initial popu-
lation generation or very soon after. The fact that the maximum fitness plots are very 
stable confirms the fact that once a high fitness individual has been created, it is unlikely 
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that combining this individual with those of lower fitness will result in an individual of 
higher fitness. 
Altering the mutation probability had little effect on average population fitness, 
although implementing a higher mutation probability resulted in a significant increase 
in the maximum fitness observed. The type of encoding utilised here requires that bit 
of high significance needs to be mutated for a large difference in average population 
fitness to be observed. 
A.2.1.3 'Sum of Squares' Type Function 
The results of these tests are shown in Figure A.10, A.11 and A.12. Compared to 
the previous set of results, there is generally a higher average fitness apparent in these 
results, due to the higher overall value of the fitness function across the sample interval. 
Again, higher population sizes tended to give higher maximum fitness individuals, due 
to the increased likelihood of fitter individuals being created. 
Overall, this fitness function gave slower rates of convergence, especially for smaller 
population sizes. An explanation for this is the fact that unlike the other two fitness 
functions tested, this example has several local maxima, unlike the two previous search 
spaces. If the algorithm finds a local maxima then it is possible that further mating or 
mutation of this individual may not necessarily produce individuals with higher fitness 
values. 
Again the non-linear effect of increasing mutation probability is apparent on the 
maximum fitness results, to much the same degree as in the 'Power of 10' fitness func-
tion tests. Also, increased mutation probability tends to destabilise average fitness re-
sults, again due to the local maxima of the fitness function. 
A.3 Concluding Remarks 
This Appendix has introduced the theory behind genetic algorithms, and demonstrated 
the basic mechanisms of their operation. Investigations into the behaviour of the SGA 
applied to some simple mathematical optimisation tasks have led to the observation of 
the following general attributes: 
• Mutation probability has a marked effect on how the maximum and average fit-
ness values of a population develop with successive generations. Most impor-
tantly, mutation has the effect of disrupting a population away from an area of 
non-optimal solutions. 
• The distribution of high fitness areas of the search space affects the way in which 
future generations are generated. If the fitness function contains relatively large 
regions of low (or high) fitness values, then it is likely that future mutations or 
reproductions will produce individuals in these areas. 
• Using these type of crossover and reproduction methods, which are 'blind' to the 
search space and the fitness function, there is no guarantee that those individuals 
with the highest fitness values will be copied into a future generation. This has 
the general effect of reducing average fitness values. One method of overcoming 
this problem is to ensure that these individuals do survive, either by excluding 
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the fittest individual from the selection process and copying it to the mating pool 
directly, or alternatively copying directly a certain proportion of the fittest indi-
viduals from a population to the next generation. 
• Different approaches to how a GA is implemented can have one of two main ef-
fects on how the population evolves. Specifically, it is possible to implement a 
GA such that the average fitness of a population is maximised, whilst the maxi-
mum individual fitness need not necessarily come significantly close to the max-
imum possible fitness. Conversely it may be possible to implement the same GA 
and by altering certain attributes, obtain a population with a low average fitness 
but with a few individuals with close to maximum possible fitness. These two 
extremes illustrate the difference between 'convergent' and 'divergent' GAs, the 
former being more of an optimisation process, the latter being a search process 
which creates new information similar to, and based upon, previous generations 
of the population. 
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Appendix B 
Musical Composition Applications of 
Genetic Techniques 
This Appendix presents a detailed description of the applications of genetic techniques 
to musical composition, introduced in Section 1.2. These GA and GP applications 
are classified according to their fitness evaluation methods, these being deterministic, 
formalistic, user-evaluated and neural network fitness evaluators. 
Section B.1 describes applications that use deterministic fitness evaluators; Section 
B.2 describes applications that use formalistic fitness evaluators; Section B.3 describes 
applications that use user-evaluated fitness evaluators; and Section BA describes appli-
cations that use neural network fitness evaluators. 
B.1 Deterministic Fitness Function Applications 
In this Section, applications that employ deterministic fitness functions are reviewed. 
These applications employ a mathematical function that maps the encoding of musi-
cal events represented by an individual to a fitness value. The examples discussed in 
this Section determine fitness as a function of the degree of commonality displayed by 
candidate solutions; this is an example of a pattern matching scheme. 
Melodic Development 
One problem central to algorithmic composition is that of artificially generating aes-
thetic music using previously heard musical information as a theme upon which to base 
the new music. This is the essence of thematic development and improvisation. This 
problem involves the analysis of a musical phrase, and applying transformational rules 
to the phrase that alter it in some way. RaIley [61] describes a genetic composition 
system that uses a method of data reduction to compromise two extremes of individual 
fitness assignment. These extremes are user-assigned fitness, which is time consuming 
and context dependent; and deterministic fitness assignment, which may prevent any 
stylistic progression in the results due to the tight constraints of the search space. 
The data reduction process used is a type of clustering; a similarity function is 
employed which returns a measure of how closely two strings of note representations 
match each other. This method reduces the number of individuals that are presented to 
the user for fitness evaluation whilst still allowing the stylistic development prohibited 
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by other constraint methods. The population is divided into a number of clusters, and 
the centroid of each cluster is presented to the user so that the style of novel musical 
information can be directed towards that cluster. 
The representation used to describe a note phrase consists of two parts. The first 
defines the 'alphabet' from which the notes of the phrase will be taken - essentially 
a representation of the key signature and starting note of the phrase. The second part 
of the representation is a series of integers that indicate the relative pitch of one note 
compared to the previous note. This type of representation allows easy modification of 
note patterns, such as transposition, note pitch inversion and note sequence reversion. 
The usefulness of algorithmic composition systems such as this one largely depends 
upon the type of composition required. If there is some definite requirement of note 
pattern upon which the algorithm is to converge - that is, a certain song is desired - then 
the system is largely unsuccessful. However, this system is successful at generating 
useful melodies from the search space with no specific goal in mind, as long as the 
subjectivity of the user is the only fitness evaluation process. 
Thematic Bridging 
The problem of thematic bridging using genetic algorithm composition is investigated 
by Homer and Goldberg [42]. Thematic bridging is the process of transforming one 
musical statement into another over a specified interval of time. 
This bridging process is considered as a modification of the musical elements in the 
statement preceding the bridge. These modifications include note order rotation, note 
deletion, note mutation, or modification of other attributes of the piece such as volume 
or note duration. These operations are used to iteratively alter genetic representations 
of note sequences until the desired termination conditions are met. The basic means of 
operation of this system is shown in Figure B .1. 
Determine global 1 Test for 
Passed? 
Run genetic 
domain parameters processes 
-I termination conditions 
End 
Modify thematic Failed? 
patterns, duration, 
or operation set 
Figure B.1: The Iterative GA Process for Thematic Bridging 
Given an initial musical statement, the final desired musical statement, and the num-
ber of notes required to bridge the two, it is possible to create an appropriate bridge 
using genetic techniques. Two fitness measures are used; the first is a measure of the 
degree to which any generated note pattern matches the desired target musical state-
ment. This fitness measure is defined by Equation B.1, where Pcommon and Pcorrect are 
the proportions of matching and common elements between the two musical statements. 
f "t Pcommon + Pcorrect 'I, ness = 2 (B.1) 
The second fitness measure, given by Equation B.2, is the degree to which the two 
statements match in duration; 
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(B.2) 
where Nd and Nr being the desired and resulting statement durations, respectively. 
These fitness functions are implemented in a tiered manner - the duration fitness mea-
sure is only determined for those individuals with higher note commonality. 
Each individual represents a series of operations that transforms the initial note pat-
tern into the target pattern. Examples of these operations are note deletion, addition. or 
mutation; pattern rotation; and note exchange between patterns. A specific individual 
will contain the instructions for creating a passage of notes that bridges the initial and 
final patterns. Applying standard genetic operators such as binary tournament selec-
tion and single point crossover, it is possible to create patterns of musically aesthetic 
bridges. It is suggested that the methods employed here can be used in other types of 
composition schemes such as timbral manipulation or MIDI control of musical infor-
mation. 
Composition by Function Manipulation 
Genetic programming has been applied to the musical composition process by Laine 
and Kuuskankare [51]. The aim of this work is to generate simple single voice melody 
patterns using mathematical representations of how the melody changes with time. For 
example, a melody line that ascends one scale tone with each time step, as shown in 
Figure B.2, can be represented using a function such as that given by Equation B.3. 
I~ i J J J J I J ~ ~ ~ I 
Figure B.2: Example of Musical Pattern, Ascending in Pitch 
(B.3) 
Similarly, a pattern that rises then falls, an example of which is shown in Figure B.3, 
could be represented by a scaled or mapped version of a trigonometric function such as 
that given by Equation BA. 
I~! J ~ J J I J J ~ ~ I 
Figure B.3: Example of Ascending and Descending Musical Pattern 
f(x) = sin(x) (BA) 
These are both very simple and trivial examples; more complex musical examples will 
require more complex mathematical representations. This can be achieved by the con-
catenation of several mathematical statements to represent small groups of notes of the 
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full melody line. Another means by which more complex musical statements can be 
realised is by the use of non-linear mathematical functions and chaotic bifurcation func-
tions. It is possible to apply the principles of genetic evolution to these mathematical 
functions to generate output that is stylistically similar to examples used as an initial 
population. 
The fitness of each function that describes a musical statement is, in this case, de-
termined as a measure of error that requires minimisation. This error is determined 
by calculating the difference between each successive function in a representation of 
a musical statement and a target value previously determined for this particular func-
tion. Proportional to the fitness, individuals are selected for crossover and mutation. 
An elitism selection is also carried out in this application, whereby a certain percent-
age (in this case 10%) of the population is copied to the next generation without being 
subjected to crossover or mutation operations. The crossover operation applied to the 
non-elitist individuals is essentially the same as in a standard genetic algorithm, but 
applied to a mathematical function. The two simple representations shown in Figure 
BA could become, after crossover, the representations shown by Figure B.5. 
sin(x + 0.5) . cos(a + b) 
0.5x-(a+b) 
Figure BA: Function Representations, Before Crossover 
sin(x + 0.5) . (a + b) 
0.5x - cos(a + b) 
Figure B.5: Function Representations, After Crossover 
Here, the second expression of one representation has been exchanged for the equiva-
lent expression of the other representation. Similarly, mutation affects a single part of 
the mathematical function, for example the representation shown in Figure B.6 could 
become, after mutation, the representation shown by Figure B. 7. 
sin(x + 0.5) . (a + b) 
Figure B.6: Function Representations, Before Mutation 
This type of mutation replaces one 'branch' of a function with another, either selected 
randomly, or another 'branch' chosen from a similarly generated function. The above 
example shows how a mutation can change either the operator relating two expressions 
or one of the expressions of a representation. Using this method to generate melodies 
produces results that resemble the original population material, but as genetic processes 
have no knowledge of the domain to which they are applied, there is little musical aes-
thetic to the output. Another drawback to this means of composition is that production 
of long pieces is difficult due to the amount of individual functions required to model 
a long phrase. Similarly, if longer musical statements are represented by functions, 
then the size of each individual would become unwieldy as the mathematical function 
required to model the statement becomes more complex. 
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sin(x + 0.5) - (a + b) 
Figure B.7: Function Representations, After Mutation 
B.2 Formalistic Fitness Function Applications 
Formalistic fitness functions determine the worth of an individual by analysis of the 
degree to which the individual follows the rules of a certain musical style, or rules 
defining certain desired aspects of musical theory. The works reviewed in this Section 
are each an example of these two types of formal rule base. 
Evolution of Four-part Baroque Harmony 
One musical style that uses strong compositional formalities is four-part Baroque har-
mony. There is a specific set of rules that is applied to four-part harmony that defines 
how musical events can progress. For example, some of these rules state how certain 
notes can function as chords, what sort of movement is permitted between chords, and 
how the overall motion of the music is finally resolved. 
It is possible to apply genetic algorithms to the creation of four-part harmonies using 
a fitness measure indicating the degree to which encoded chord sequences follow these 
rules. This task is investigated by McIntyre [54], where genetic algorithms are used to 
generate three extra voices to accompany a given melody line. 
Baroque harmony generally uses notes taken from the major scale, and for this 
experiment the key was limited to C major, over a four octave interval. This prevents 
certain aspects of Baroque harmony appearing in the composition, but is necessary to 
reduce the search space to a manageable level. Reduction of the search space allows 
any composition, n chords long, to be represented by a string of integers of length 4n, 
there being four notes per chord. 
The measure of fitness is determined for a composition as a whole, and is based 
upon several attributes of the piece. These attributes include how chords are built from 
individual notes, how the chords are spaced in the 29 note interval, and how one chord 
moves to another. Some of these rules are more important to the formation of a piece 
than others. For example, good motion between chords is irrelevant if the 'spelling' of a 
chord is initially poor. As with the thematic bridging problem described above, a tiered 
fitness regime is used. Three fitness tiers are employed; firstly, the harmonic fitness of 
the composition is determined - this is fitness dependent on how chords are 'spelt' and 
the spacing of the voices within the chord. If this fitness is above 85% of the maximum 
possible fitness attainable, then the next tier of fitness is determined - if not, then the 
composition is discarded. The second tier of fitness is related to harmonic motion 
and interest - similarly if this measure of fitness is less than 85% of the maximum 
possible fitness, the composition is discarded. The final measure of fitness is related to 
the smoothness and resolution of chord changes, this being a function of the interval 
between successive notes of the same voice and the types of chord involved in certain 
progreSSIOns. 
The genetic operators employed in this case are the standard types of reproduction. 
crossover and mutation as used in Goldberg's SGA. 
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Using this three tier method of fitness determination, the algorithm converged on 
fitter populations within fewer generations compared to an equivalent non-tiered fitness 
evaluation system. This is due to the fact that only the fitter individuals survive all three 
tiers of the fitness evaluation. The results obtained from these experiments showed that 
applying genetic algorithms to this non-linear search problem proved to be very suc-
cessful. The same methods could be easily applied to other styles of music, assuming 
that rules governing the melodic and harmonic changes associated with that style can 
be formalised. 
Harmonisation of Musical Progressions 
Another method of harmonisation of chord progressions by genetic algorithm based 
upon certain formalised rules is described by Horner and Ayers [38]. The rules can be 
seen as constraints upon how the search space can be explored, and can be divided into 
two types. The first constraint group defines how individual chords can be voiced, and 
the second constraint group defines how voices are allowed to change from one chord 
to the next. 
The process of harmonisation of a chord progression takes place in two steps, one 
for each of these constraint groups. Once a satisfactory set of chords has been gener-
ated by an enumerative method, a genetic algorithm is used to satisfy the next set of 
constraints - how the voices of one chord move to the next. 
The input to the genetic algorithm is a number of individuals, each a combination 
of the chord set generated by satisfying the first constraint group. Each individual will 
fulfil the requirements of the voice leading constraints to a certain degree, and it is this 
constraint fulfillment that provides the fitness measure for each individual. Specifically, 
the fitness measure is defined as the number of rules in the constraint group that are not 
satisfied. This implies that individuals with fitness values closer to zero are those which 
fulfil the rules to a closer degree. 
Hierarchical Musical Evolution by Compositional Structure Manipulation 
An environment for the evolution of phrases of music is described by Thywissen [73], 
in which a GA is used to "guide the composer through the search space of possible 
compositions" [73]. This composition tool, called 'GeNotator', pictures a composition 
as a set of distinct parts which all contribute to the overall compositional structure; 
examples of these parts being melody, rhythm, harmony, and instrumentation. 
In common with the genetic composition applications detailed by Ralley [61] and 
Horowitz [43], this application utilises a rule-based fitness evaluation process to eval-
uate candidate melodies, chord sequences and rhythm patterns. Additionally, a subjec-
tive fitness evaluation procedure is used so that the system is able to direct the search 
process to compositions similar to those previously evaluated by the user as being of 
high fitness. 
The composition representation used by GeNotator consists of a two-layer hier-
archy: the phrase and the system. A phrase consists of a list of musical events, for 
example pitched notes or rhythm patterns. The musical event list can represent more 
that one event at any time step; this allows for chords to be included in the representa-
tion. A system consists of a sequence of phrases, and represents the composition as a 
whole. 
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Two evolutionary devices are employed, the phrase-evolver and the system-evolver. 
This allows compositions to be approached from two perspectives, either evolving note 
sequences to form new phrases, or combining existing phrases genetically to produce 
new compositions. 
The material used to initialise the evolutionary process consists of both randomly 
generated representations of phrases and systems, and representations of phrases and 
systems that are known to be useful to the needs of the system user. This implies that 
some of the output of this system should conform to the tastes of the system user. 
The fitness of a phrase is determined by how well a candidate solution fulfils the 
rules dictating melodic structure, note durations, note densities, and interval constraints. 
Other fitness rules are also implemented for the evolution of harmonic and rhythmic 
structures. Systems of phrases are evolved using functions that manipulate the content 
of the system in a musically meaningful way, for example transposition or inversion. 
This genetic composition system is capable of evolving "interesting music" [73], 
but requires "balancing [of] starting conditions with a degree of form space bounding" 
[73]. This implies that the mixture of randomly generated and user-defined material 
used to initiate an evolution requires 'fine-tuning' in order to produce satisfactory re-
sults, whilst implementing tight constraints upon the output of the evolution. 
Co-evolution of Composers and Evaluators 
The significant diversity of communication signals displayed by a species over time and 
at any instant in its evolution is a point of investigation of a work in which populations 
of composers and evaluators of 'songs' are modelled [78]. This involves the coevo-
lution of two sub-populations, where the characteristics of one sub-population affects 
subsequent sub-populations of the other. 
The model implemented in this application represents two sub-populations of song-
birds, the 'male' sub-population, which has a single 'song' which it uses in an attempt 
to attract a 'female' mate. Each individual in the population represents one male and 
one female. The combination of individuals from one generation leads to subsequent 
populations of male and female pairs. 
The male is represented exclusively by his song, which is a 32 note sequence of 
single pitched notes selected from a two octave range. In this range, there are 24 pos-
sible notes. Each female has her own individual means of evaluating the song of the 
male, and this is represented by a song evaluation matrix, which gives the expectational 
probability value of one note, given that it is preceded by any other. This 24-by-24 
element table is used to assess the song of each male based upon sequential note by 
note transitions. As each individual is represented by a male/female pair, the genetic 
information stored by an individual contains both the song and the transition table rep-
resentations '. The male is initialised randomly, and the first generation of females are 
initialised using information regarding note transitions derived from simple folk songs. 
Although this implies that the evaluation system will use some human based note tran-
sition judgements, the genetic modification of the female song evaluators may make 
the resulting songs unmusical: however, it is the selection and evaluation methods that 
are under investigation, rather than the musicality of the generated songs. 
I Confirmed by co-author, Peter Todd, in personal communications 
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The song assessment process is carried out by the female in one of three ways: 
firstly, a local transition preference, whereby songs with many expected individual 
transitions are rated highly. The second method is a global transition preference, in 
which a transition table is generated for each song and compared to the expectational 
transition table; songs which result in high degrees of similarity between these two 
tables are rated highly. The third assessment method is called surprise preference; this 
gives a high rating to songs that violate the expectational note transitions. 
The female selects one male mate from a randomly chosen 'choir' of potential 
mates, the size of this choir being a run-time optional value of the evolutionary process. 
The female selects the male from this choir that produces the highest score according 
to the song assessment method employed. Thus each female has exactly one mate, but 
each male can have any number of mates from zero (if his song is universally poor) to 
the size of the choir (if his song is universally approved). This selection process differs 
from other selection methods in genetic music applications in that sexual selection is 
being performed, rather than natural selection. This means that the requirements of 
individuals are being maximised, rather than the ability of an individuals to survive in 
a modelled environment. 
The result of a female selecting one mate is exactly one offspring - but as each 
individual represents both a male song and a female evaluation method, the size of 
male and female sub-populations is constantly equal. The genetic operators employed 
are standard crossover and mutation methods. 
The results of these investigations showed that replacing natural selection with sex-
ual selection results in an increased diversity in the communication methods simulated 
by the system. This increased diversity is maintained by the use of the 'surprise pref-
erence' evaluation method. Whereas the realism of the composed 'songs' of this appli-
cation is not of interest (except to the female sub-population), the means of evaluation 
and representation used in this application are of much importance in work relating to 
how populations communicate and evolve as a result of their communications. 
Use of Existing Works as Fitness Evaluators 
One major issue facing all designers of algorithmic composition systems is that of how 
to judge the output of their system. Several quality assessment methods have been ap-
plied to various types of system that generate different artworks - not just music - and 
all have their own particular advantages. Spector and Alpern [67] examine these as-
sessment methods and suggest one that may be more applicable to genetic composition 
systems. 
Assessment methods can generally be divided into one of two groups - those that 
rely on the judgements of the users of the system, and those that rely on formalised 
evaluation. There are two main disadvantages associated with both of these methods. 
User-evaluated systems are time-consuming and susceptible to noise; and formalised 
evaluation methods tend to generate artworks that 'stick to the rules' , which may be not 
indicate artistic worth, and may even promote aesthetic mediocrity. 
A more appropriate type of assessment method is suggested, based upon those 
works that have been previously judged to be of artistic merit, these works obviously 
coming from the same genre as artworks that are being produced artificially. It is not 
required to know exactly what makes an artwork possess high aesthetic worth, it is suf-
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ficient to be able to create artworks using artificial methods that meet the critical criteria 
that are being applied to artwork value assessment. 
The justification for this type of assessment is that when evaluating any artwork, 
it is impossible to do so without considering it in the context of previous artworks 
from the same and similar artists. The genetic programming composition system using 
described by Spector and Alpern [67] incorporates a fitness evaluation process based 
upon this artwork assessment method. The task addressed by this system is that of 
generation of four-measure melodies in response to another four-measure melody. This 
is a type of 'call-and-response' style of playing, common in jazz improvisations. This 
genetic 'bebop' artist works with functions, rather than encoded versions of individuals. 
It is the output of these functions that are the individual musical artworks presented for 
critical assessment. 
The initial population is a number of randomly generated functions that operate 
on an input; this input being a numerical representation of a sequence of notes. Each 
function is one means of altering the note sequence in some way, such as a transposition, 
inversion, or extension of the sequence. Each individual will be a different combination 
of functions which in tum will produce different variations of the melody - each with a 
different fitness value. 
The fitness of each individual is assigned as a result of a number of comparisons -
called critical criteria - between tonal and rhythmic aspects of the generated material, 
and a library of previous artworks of an artist of a similar sty Ie. In this case, the artist 
used as a critical criterion was the jazz saxophonist Charlie Parker. Selection, crossover 
and mutation are then applied to the fitter artist functions to generate new artists. This 
system was able to produce musical results, which were realistic in the context of the 
phrases used as the 'call' part of the 'call-and-response' improvisation idiom. As far as 
the generated material fulfilling the critical criteria, the system was judged a success. 
However, some of the generated material, whilst satisfying the critical criteria, did not 
sound musical to the authors. This was deemed to be not a failing of the genetic pro-
gramming system itself, more a failing of the critical criteria. Improvement of these 
criteria would therefore produce material more satisfying to the human ear. 
B.3 User-determined Fitness Function Applications 
Musical composition is one of the most subjective fields to which artificial intelligence 
methods have been applied. Much work has been carried out in evolutionary com-
position systems where the fitness of an artificially generated musical population is 
determined by a human evaluator controlling the composition. In this way, the fitter in-
dividuals are generated purely as a function of the composer's own musical background 
and desired results. 
Rhythm Pattern Generation 
Horowitz [43] has proposed a system that uses interactive genetic algorithms to gener-
ate rhythmic patterns using subjective fitness evaluation to guide the search procedure. 
The representation employed is that of a sequence of notes and rests occurring on spe-
cific beat intervals, each sequence being one measure in length. The fitness of each 
individual of a randomly generated initial population is determined by the user; fitness 
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is assigned depending on the degree to which the individual rhythm pattern matches 
the tastes of the user and the desired result. Using standard reproduction, crossover, 
and mutation operations, new populations are generated which approach the desired 
requirements. 
An additional feature is that of objective fitness functions which allow the automatic 
evolution of populations of rhythm patterns. These functions include such parameters 
as syncopation, beat density, and beat repetition. The user sets target levels for the 
selected fitness functions, and judges each generation of rhythms as they are produced. 
For example, if a rhythm was required which consisted of syncopated sixteenth notes, 
the user would specify high target values for the syncopation fitness criteria and the beat 
density fitness criteria. Another genetic algorithm is used to generate populations of 
parameters for use by this process. This makes the search quicker as the user can judge 
the fitness of populations without having to explicitly modify values for the objective 
fitness functions as each generation evolves. Use of several genetic algorithms working 
in parallel in this way vastly increases the convergence rate of the population towards 
rhythm patterns that satisfy the requirements of the user. 
Horowitz [43] also describes a more sophisticated system whereby multi-timbral 
rhythm patterns are generated genetically. This involves the generation of multiple 
voice rhythms - similar to a human drummer who would create drum patterns using 
the snare drum, bass drum, hi-hat and other percussion instruments. This process uses 
representations of rhythms that define the activity, syncopation and accent structure of 
a voice, such that each individual of a population represents a collection of voices with 
a specific texture. This system uses an interesting crossover procedure whereby similar 
voices swap information to create new individuals, rather than information from the 
same voices being swapped amongst individuals. For example, a new individual can 
be created by exchanging information regarding the ride cymbal of one individual with 
the hi-hat cymbal information of another. This crossover process ensures that textures 
of the next generation remain similar to those of their parent textures. Again, the user 
can guide and judge the algorithm so that it produces musically pleasing results. 
Genetic Jazz Improvisation 
Biles [4] has used genetic algorithms as a means of creating spontaneous improvised 
music using a system called GenJ am. This system is described as being analogous to a 
student musician playing with more experienced musicians who offer encouragement 
when the student plays well, and respond in a less positive manner when the student 
performs poorly. The system creates jazz-style solo improvisations from information 
relating to the chord structure of a piece of music. The performance of the 'student' 
is judged by a 'mentor', the user of the system. A system schematic, showing how 
GenJam receives and exchanges of information, is shown in Figure B.8. 
Biles emphasises the importance of using a good input representation in order for 
the genetic algorithm to perform successfully. The format used for genotype represen-
tation is a co-operating, two-level, position-based binary scheme. This scheme differs 
from a representation that would be used in a simple genetic algorithm in two ways. 
Firstly, GenJam uses two populations rather than one, the first of which represents 
measures, the second phrases. A phrase consists of four measures, and the informa-
tion contained in a phrase population individual maps to the index of a measure. The 
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Figure B.8: Schematic of the 'GenJam' Improviser 
information contained in a measure population individual maps a sequence of MIDI 
events. The second difference between GenJ am and simple genetic algorithms is that 
all of both populations, measures and phrases, are used to build a solo, not just a single 
fittest individual. In this way GenJam creates a library of useful phrases, rather than the 
'perfect' solo to accompany a certain chord progression. Each phrase individual con-
sists of the indices of the four measures that comprise that phrase, and associated with 
this phrase is the fitness as determined by the mentor. Each measure individual consists 
of eight encoded representations of either a note, a 'rest' or a 'hold'. The 'rest' infers 
that no note is played, and the 'hold' infers that the previous note or 'rest' is maintained 
for another beat. Each measure is made up of eight concatenated encodings of a possi-
ble sixteen events, these being fourteen possible notes and the 'rest' and 'hold' events. 
Each of the sixteen events can be uniquely identified by a four bit code, therefore each 
measure is made up of a 64 bit code. 
Depending on what chord progression is being played, a different set of notes from 
the fourteen available has to be chosen to sound contextually correct. For example, if 
a chord in the progression is a major seventh chord as opposed to a dominant seventh, 
then the respective seventh note of the scale will be a semi tone higher. Given a certain 
chord type, GenJam will always select the right note from those available, so no 'wrong' 
notes will be played. 
The fitness of each phrase and measure is not computed or determined from how 
close the composed sequence matches any musical theory, but from how much the men-
tor likes the sequence they hear. It is inconvenient to try to determine some algorithm 
that computes how much a phrase or measure will be liked by the user of the system 
- this is computationally expensive and ultimately a redundant exercise if the person 
who models a fitness algorithm can simply listen to and appropriately judge the music. 
Biles states that he "decided to put off the search for an algorithm that implements 'I 
Know What I Like', and use myself as the fitness function" [4]. Whilst listening to the 
individual phrases, the mentor uses certain keys of the keyboard to indicate his pref-
erence to the piece - one key for 'good' phrases, another for 'bad'. Rapid key presses 
correspond to a higher degree of preference to the piece. 
Although this method seems simpler than algorithmic fitness computation, the rhythm 
pattern generation process is slowed down immensely due to the time it takes for the 
mentor to listen to and judge each individual in sequence. This fitness bottleneck can 
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be overcome to a certain degree, as will be shown from Biles' later work. 
After being initialised randomly, the population is subjected to the reproduction 
phase of the algorithm. Four individuals are selected at random, and the two with the 
highest fitness are used to create a pair of new individuals, which replace those two with 
the lowest fitness. The new individuals are created using a standard single crossover at 
a randomly selected point. Of these two new individuals, one is subjected to one of sev-
eral mutation operations. Unlike simple genetic algorithms, these mutation operations 
are more complicated than a single bit inversion. They consist of operations that mutate 
measure individuals in a musically meaningful way, including such operations as note 
order reversal, note value inversion, and note transposition. A similar set of mutation 
operations exists for phrase mutations. In experiments, GenJ am was able to generate 
solo improvisational material for a variety of jazz standards in different song structures, 
with musically aesthetic results. There are certain improvements that are required, most 
importantly a solution to the fitness bottleneck created by having to assign fitness to in-
dividuals sequentially. Biles addresses this problem by suggesting alternative means of 
fitness evaluation using neural networks; this will be described in Section B.4. 
Motivic Genetic Composition 
Most genetic composition systems address the problem of a large search space by ap-
plying constraints to how this space can be explored by the genetic algorithm. Ja-
cob [45] has proposed an alternative to this, allowing the algorithm to deal with larger 
'building blocks'. Rather than building a melody from individual notes, it could be 
built from previously constructed musical phrases that have already been assessed as 
possessing aesthetic worth. This method is applied to an artificial composition system 
that utilises three separate 'modules' in its composition process. These modules are 
the 'Composer', the 'Ear' and the 'Arranger', which respectively carry out raw mu-
sic generation, aesthetic evaluation and construction of compositions. A schematic of 
Jacob's 'Variations' system is shown in Figure B.9, showing how the 'Variations' mod-
ules communicate information. 
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Figure B.9: Schematic of the 'Variations' Genetic Composer 
Initially, the user provides a number of primary motives, which the are used by the 
Composer to genetically generate similar musical statements, which the user evaluates 
to suit his own tastes. These 'motives' are then joined together to form longer musical 
phrases, which are presented to the 'Ear' for further fitness evaluation. Any phrase 
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that contains invalid harmonic or tonal variations is discarded. These individuals are 
evolved genetically by presenting the user with randomly generated Ear critics to which 
the user assigns a fitness measure depending on how well that critic matches their own 
personal musical judgements. 
The final module, the Arranger, takes those phrases that have been judged by the 
Ear to be acceptable to the taste of the user and constructs different combinations of 
these phrases. Each of these different constructs is then assessed for optimal aesthetic 
worth, this final combinatorial optimisation process being analogous to the 'Travelling 
Salesman' problem, a task to which genetic techniques are well suited. 
Composition by Genetic Programming Using an Internet Fitness Evaluation In-
terface 
Putnam [60] has applied OP techniques to the task of generating note sequences, using 
a parametric note representation that includes information regarding note amplitude, 
frequency, duration and the delay until the next note. Individual fitness values were 
assessed by sequential user evaluation - a unique interface was used whereby anyone 
could listen to and judge the sample note sequences via the world-wide web. In order 
to preserve the interest of the assessment audience, the popUlation was evolved for a 
hundred generations before presentation for fitness assessment. This helps to suppress 
transient behaviour that was not typical of the steady state performance of the system. 
Still, the evolution of musically aesthetic pieces of music proved to be slow and dissat-
isfying to the author's ear. 
One reason that may explain this is the convergent nature of the genetic program-
ming technique used, especially in small populations of individuals of small function 
length, such as those used in this application. Another reason stated for this was discov-
ered whilst applying this genetic programming system to an image generation problem. 
It was discovered that not only is it important to utilise those individuals with aesthetic 
worth in future generations, but also those with lower fitness values that include poten-
tially useful sub-patterns that do not appear in individuals of higher fitness. 
B.4 Neural Fitness Function Applications 
Neural fitness evaluation methods are generally used in genetic systems where the 
knowledge of assignment of fitness to the population is heuristic, uncertain, or where 
there are many degrees of freedom in the information encoded in each individual [20, 
66]. Neural networks display attributes such as feature detection, noise tolerance and 
the ability to process and classify multi-dimensional data efficiently, and it is these 
attributes that are exploited in their use as fitness evaluators. They are trained using ex-
amples of individuals with known fitness values. Individuals presented to the network 
subsequently are assigned fitness depending on the degree of similarity to individuals 
in the training data. 
Composition of Short Rhythms and Melodies 
By the application of genetic algorithms to the composition of short pieces of music, 
Gibson and Byrne [30] aim to design a system that produces small, diatonic, western-
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type, four-part harmony compositions. The composition domain space is simplified, 
based upon a particular composer's style, by limiting the result in length. tonality and 
harmony. The length limitation ensures that all resulting compositions are of the same 
duration; the tonality limitation prevents changes in key signature; and the hannonic 
limitation constrains the type of chords allowed in the four-part harmony to the tonic, 
dominant and sub-dominant chords of the key. 
A neural network is used to classify exemplar four beat rhythms, using examples 
of 'good' and 'bad' rhythms, as judged by the authors. Subsequent rhythm pattern 
representations can be assigned a fitness value according to how similar it is to a 'good' 
or 'bad' rhythm. Next, the neural network is used to guide the genetic algorithm in 
a search for 'good' combinations of rhythms. Each possible combination of four beat 
rhythms is assigned a fitness value by the neural network. A rhythm similar to the 
'good' rhythms above will be given a high fitness value, and a rhythm similar to the 
'bad' rhythms will receive a low fitness value. 
The genetic process starts by generating a random population of four rhythms, each 
four bits long. Each rhythm is assigned a fitness value generated by the neural network. 
Reproduction and crossover are carried out in the same way as by Goldberg's SGA, and 
so subsequent iterations of the algorithm will be more likely to provide more 'good' 
strings and hence a 'good' composition. Once a four bar rhythm has been developed 
in this way, a melody is created to accompany it. Two neural networks are used to 
accomplish this; one that determines pitch separation between subsequent notes and 
one that controls the overall harmonic structure. 
By using genetic algorithms and neural networks together, short musical compo-
sitions can be created with some success. However, due to the constraints described 
above, the resulting compositions are not very adventurous musically. Longer compo-
sitions can be achieved by using multiple genetic algorithms with neural networks with 
different structures, and the tonal and harmonic structure can be improved by using a 
more sophisticated input representation. 
Methods of Reducing Fitness Bottleneck Effects 
As mentioned in Section B.3, a means of fitness evaluation is described by Biles [6] to 
reduce the fitness bottleneck problem encountered in genetic systems that employ user-
evaluated fitness measures. This is a neural network that augments the human fitness 
determination process. 
The neural fitness function is designed to act as a filter to prevent those individuals 
with low musical content being presented to the mentor for evaluation. This allows 
populations of fitter individuals to be generated earlier in the evolutionary process. 
It was found that after several attempts at trying to model fitness computation using 
generalisation techniques, no neural model comes close to consistently assigning the 
same fitness levels to individuals as would a human mentor. It was found that on several 
occasions, individuals with almost identical chromosomes would be assigned markedly 
different fitness values. 
One last suggestion for reducing the effect of the fitness bottleneck is to use any 
mentors at the same time. Whereas the original GenJ am system relied on interaction 
from one mentor to indicate fitness, the next proposed system uses multiple concurrent 
mentors to indicate fitness simultaneously. This is achieved by using either a visual 
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feedback method or a secret electronic push-button method to relay fitness information 
to the GenJ am operator. The mentors in these cases were unable to provide a consistent 
feedback of fitness due to their inability to conceptualise the GenJam model as simply 
as did the designers. 
Use of a Neural Fitness Evaluator to Detect Musical Relevance 
A method of improving the critical criteria is suggested in further work by Spector and 
Alpern [68] - one that extracts more information from the music produced for artistic 
judgement, rather than the tonal and rhythmic comparisons previously used [67]. This 
new means of fitness evaluation uses a multi-layer neural network to deduce musically 
relevant information in the generated artworks - and so differentiate 'good' material 
from 'bad'. 
The specific application of this composition system is also modified: this system 
generates single measure 'responses' to single measure 'calls'. However, more infor-
mation about each note is represented in the input, including details about how the note 
is articulated. The network was trained using four types of training data - again drawn 
from the repertoire of Charlie Parker - which combined melodies from Charlie Parker 
compositions with random note sequences or silent measures. Using these combina-
tions of training data, it is suggested that the network will be able to detect musicality 
in note sequences rather than the lack of randomness. 
This neural network is implemented as the fitness evaluator for a genetic program-
ming system, based upon that developed in earlier work [67]. The GP system evolves 
programs that generate melodic sequences; each program is tested under four fitness 
cases; each case consisted of generating a 'response' to a 'call' melody obtained from 
a case base of 29 Charlie Parker phrases. Each two-measure 'call' and 'response' pair 
is then assessed for fitness by the neural network fitness evaluator. 
It was found that this neural fitness evaluator learned certain aspects of the musical 
style that the genetic composition system is trying to emulate, yet some of the output 
of the network was still deemed unmusical - one reason for this is thought to be the 
relatively small data set used to train the neural network. One means of improving the 
critical response of the system is to employ multiple critics, both neural and symbolic: 
a system implemented with multiple critics produced more musically aesthetic output 
than the neural critic system. 
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Appendix C 
Applications of Neural Networks as 
Genetic Algorithm Fitness Evaluators 
This Appendix presents a detailed description of the use of neural network fitness eval-
uation methods in genetic algorithm and genetic programming applications, introduced 
in Section 2.2. 
Simulated Molecular Evolution of Amino Acids 
Neural network fitness evaluation has been applied to the task of simulating the design 
of proteins by evolutionary methods [65,66]. This system uses a simple neural network 
to determine the fitness of the simulated amino acid chains generated by this system. 
A simple genetic algorithm is used which utilises only mutation as a genetic operator 
on randomly generated representations of amino acid sequences. Each protein consists 
of a sequence of twelve amino acids; for each of these twelve sequence points, there 
are two associated properties which can define the amino acid in the sequence, these 
properties being amino acid 'volume' and 'hydrophobicity'. Thus the representation 
required to describe an individual protein is twelve pairs of two numbers. These two 
sets of twelve values are then used as an input to a single layer perceptron, as shown in 
Figure C.I. The perceptron is trained using exemplar data from known proteins of the 
same sequence length. 
Experimental evidence has shown that there is a sigmoidal relationship between the 
two properties used to describe an amino acid sequence and the degree to which that 
sequence fulfils the requirements of the desired protein design. It is for this reason that 
a sigmoidal transfer function - an example of which is shown in Figure C.2 - is used in 
the output stage of the network. 
The authors compare this neural fitness evaluation genetic algorithm to other opti-
misation methods, varying either the dimensionality of the search space or the length 
of time taken for an optimisation to complete. It was discovered that gradient search 
type optimisations produced better results than the neural fitness scheme in short length 
simulations, but in longer simulations the neural fitness scheme produced a systematic 
improvement in results. Also of significance is that the neural fitness scheme could 
produce better results in search spaces with higher dimensionality. 
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Genetic Job Shop Scheduling 
Job Shop Scheduling is a process used in manufacturing environments to ensure prod-
ucts are made on time and to budget. It involves detailed knowledge of the factory 
environment, materials and the length of time required for all stages of the manufactur-
ing process, and also how these variables change over time. Determining a relationship 
between maximum factory efficiency and all the variables involved is a very complex 
task, one that can be effectively tackled using a genetic algorithm [20]. 
The representation used in this application to model a specific scenario is based 
upon the number of tasks to be completed and the available resources to carry out 
these tasks. For example, if there are n tasks to be carried out on m machines, then 
an individual of length n * m units (binary or real-valued) is required. Each genetic 
position refers to a specific operation that is to be carried out on a specific machine. By 
performing genetic operations on populations of these strings, it is possible to determine 
an optimum sequence of operations that maximises efficiency. 
This representation of operations needs to be interpreted into a set of performance 
criteria, before evaluation of the individual fitness can be carried out. This decoding 
process converts the sequence of operations into criteria such as Mean Flow Time, 
Mean Lateness, Completion Time and other factors that influence factory efficiency. 
These performance criteria are then used as the input to a single hidden layer neural 
network, as shown in Figure C.3. 
This neural network is trained using an error back-propagation method; this train-
ing method adjusts the values of weights between neurons, proportionate to the error 
between the network output and the desired output. The desired output is given by 
an expert's interpretation of the performance criteria at the network input at that time. 
Once trained, the network is then used to evaluate the fitness of genetically generated 
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operation sequences. 
It was found that this system was able to reproduce known results for a given com-
bination of tasks and machines; also given a combination of tasks and machines with 
no known optimum, the genetic system produced better results (in terms of shorter total 
job completion times) compared to heuristic based system given the same conditions. 
This system is also more flexible than a heuristic one; all that is required if there is a 
change in the way in which tasks or machines affect performance criteria is that the 
neural fitness evaluator is retrained. 
A Genetic Musical Accompanist 
The problem of the fitness bottleneck is addressed by Biles in his articles concerning 
his genetic jazz solo accompanist, GenJam. This system, introduced in Section B.3, can 
produce an accompaniment for a performer, given a chord progression. This form of 
improvisation is achieved by genetically building note sequences from representations 
of musical phrases and measures [4, 5, 6]. 
This system differs from other types of genetic systems in that the fitness of a pop-
ulation has to be judged by the mentor (performer) sequentially. This means that each 
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genetically-produced individual phrase has be listened to one at a time. and fitness as-
signed to each in tum. There are a number of problems associated with this, the first 
being that it is very time consuming - especially compared to the assignment of fitness 
to, say, a mathematical optimisation problem. Secondly, this type of sequential fitness 
assignment involves listening to each population several times - on the first pass it is not 
possible to judge the initial few individuals properly, due to the uncertainty of knowing 
whether or the final individuals will be better or worse. 
A further problem associated with fitness evaluation in this scheme is that of har-
monic context. When listening to a piece of music as a whole rather than separate 
measures, a global harmonic structure is often revealed. When listening to candidate 
individuals which represent the second half of a two bar musical phrase, it is difficult 
for the mentor to judge the worth of each individual in the context of what has pre-
viously been heard in the piece of music. This difficulty is worsened when the most 
recently heard phrases are a series of candidate individuals, rather than the actual piece 
itself. 
The combination of these effects is referred to by Biles as the 'fitness bottleneck' 
[4]. A neural fitness evaluation system is suggested to overcome these problems of the 
fitness bottleneck. It is thought that this type of evaluation method will at least prevent 
the mentor from being presented with those individuals that were so unmusical as to be 
useless to the evolutionary process. 
Initially, a single hidden layer network is chosen, which utilises a procedure called 
cascade-correlation to determine optimum network architecture [26]. This is a method 
of determining the optimum number of hidden nodes that are required in a single hidden 
layer network, as too few hidden nodes results in poor input-output mapping, and too 
many will result in slow learning and poor generalisation capabilities. Starting with no 
hidden nodes, the network is trained as well as possible. One by one, hidden nodes 
are added and the network retrained, until the least error between input and output is 
discovered. The algorithm allows no change to the input weight of each hidden node 
once a new one is added, hence adding to the speed of training. 
Several approaches were attempted in implementing this type of neural network as 
a fitness evaluator. Input data was derived from many aspects of previously generated 
measures and phrases, evaluated by a human assessor. The first approach used statisti-
cal parameters of this data as inputs to the network, such as note and interval changes. 
In subsequent trials, input types included representations of note contours and rhythmic 
information of note sequences. However, no combination of all these input represen-
tations gave satisfactory fitness evaluations. One problem frequently encountered was 
that the network required too many hidden nodes, which made the network unable to 
generalise; also it was found that certain network architectures were able to learn a 
training set, yet unable to perform any useful fitness evaluation with the corresponding 
test set. 
The reason given for the failure of these neural evaluation systems is the complexity 
of the human listening process - one unfit individual may be so close to a fit one in the 
way the individual is represented, but would be recognised by a neural evaluator as 
being practically the same. Another reason is that too much contextual information 
has been lost due to only focusing on a small extract of a piece of music at a time -
the measure. By focusing on a larger extract - the phrase, better results were achieved. 
The author suggests that one way to improve on these results is to use a neural fitness 
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evaluator in conjunction with other artificial intelligence methods of musical analysis. 
An Evolutionary Artist Composition System 
The genetic musical composition system implemented by Spector and Alpern [68] 
utilises a neural network fitness evaluation system with the aim of evolving realistic mu-
sical phrases in a 'call and response' environment. This system, introduced in Section 
B.4, uses a neural network to detect musical relevance, rather than pattern sequences 
that are random events, or more importantly, sequences that are of more musical use 
than sequences which lack random attributes. 
Candidate solutions in this application consist of melodies represented by a series 
of vector pairs. This vector pair represents the note pitch value and a second quantity 
which controls note articulation. As this application is concerned with the generation 
of a single bar 'response' to a single measure 'call', musical phrases that are presented 
to the neural network for evaluation are two measures in length. As each measure is 
represented by a note and articulation vector pair, the required number of inputs to 
the fitness evaluation neural network is four times the number of data points used to 
represent the measure. This number of data points is chosen to be 48 per measure, to 
allow a resolution of sixteenth notes and thirty second note triplets; consequently, 192 
inputs are required for the fitness evaluation neural network. 
The neural network used in this application utilises a single hidden layer, consisting 
of 96 neurons, with two neurons in the output layer. Thus the response to an arbitrary 
input is a two dimensional real-valued vector. 
The network was trained using four types of training data drawn from the repertoire 
of Charlie Parker. The training data set contained two measures of Charlie Parker; one 
measure of Parker followed by one of silence; one measure of Parker followed by one of 
random melody; and one measure of Parker followed by randomly manipulated Parker 
melodies. This combination of training data ensured the network learnt measure pairs 
that showed general musical traits, rather than just a lack of random notes. 
The fitness evaluation network was trained to assign the vector pair (1,0) to 'good' 
inputs (those similar to two bars of Parker melody) and (0,1) to 'bad' inputs. Sub-
sequent presentation of randomly generated melodies consistently produced a (0,1) 
response from the network, while two Parker melodies not included in the training data 
produced responses of (0.55, 0.00) and (1.00,0.00) - indicating that these patterns dis-
play similarity to the training data. It was also found that reversing these two melodies 
resulted in network responses closer to (0, 1); it is suggested that this implies that the 
network is able to recognise the musicality of the input phrases, rather than the pres-
ence of Charlie Parker melodies. This suggestion is emphasised by the response of the 
fitness evaluator to Jimi Hendrix melodies; two-measure phrases from "Purple Haze" 
and "Bold as Love" gave responses (0.99,0.00) and (0.97,0.08) respectively. 
The neural network fitness evaluator was able to assign fitness consistently to the 
candidate musical phrases generated by this composition system. However, some high 
fitness values were assigned to musical phrases which displayed little musicality; for 
example some phrases contained large intervals between notes, high note densities over 
long durations, and little variation between subsequent calls. The authors state that 
the reson for this failure of the neural network fitness evaluator is due to the small 
training set, and the lack of training patterns which are of low fitness in terms of musical 
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structure as well as melodic content. 
Composition of Short Rhythms and Melodies 
The musical composition system devised by Gibson and Byrne [30] utilises a simple 
neural network fitness evaluator to identify those patterns generated by the genetic al-
gorithm which are close to training patterns that represent useful information. These 
individuals are assigned high fitness; individuals which are less similar the to training 
data are assigned lower fitness values. 
The neural network fitness evaluator is trained using examples of sequences of mu-
sical events; each training pattern can represent either a 'good' sequence or a 'bad' 
sequence, and a target fitness of 1 or 0 is assigned respectively. A simple binary rep-
resentation is employed; a single individual represents one sequence of musical events, 
where the presence of a '1' indicates that an event occurs (a sound is heard), and a '0' 
indicates no event. The network consists of as many input neurons as there are events 
in the sequence, and one output neuron. 
As individuals are generated by the genetic algorithm, they are presented to the 
neural network input layer, and a corresponding output is given at the output, dependent 
on the similarity of the individual to the training data. This is the fitness measure of 
the individual; the selection procedure of the GA is then applied to a population of 
individuals, followed by crossover and mutation. The evolutionary process continues 
until "an appropriate composition is found" [30]. 
The neural network fitness evaluator requires careful choice of parameters such as 
learning rate for successful evaluation to take place; the authors state that "the selection 
of these parameters can only be determined through trial and error" [30]. This suggests 
that this type of neural network fitness evaluator requires some degree of 'fine tuning' 
in order to carry out successful fitness evaluation. 
An additional point of interest of this application is that changing the initial condi-
tions of the evolutionary process tends yield similar results. From this, it is concluded 
that "the mechanism is actually finding pseudo-original compositions" [30] (assuming 
the training data is unchanged). This seems to indicate that this particular approach to 
genetic composition is an optimisation process, rather than a search process. 
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Appendix D 
Fitness Assignment Behaviour of the 
ART-l Neural Network 
This Appendix contains the results of the investigations carried out in Chapter 3; Figure 
D.1 shows the effects of GA population size and mutation probability, and ART-l vigi-
lance parameter on the rate of cluster creation; Figures D.2, D.3 and D.4 show the effect 
of GA mutation probability and individual bit representation length, and ART-1 neural 
network vigilance parameter upon maximum and average population fitness values, as 
described in Section 3.1.1. 
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Figure D.I: ART-I Fitness Evaluator Cluster Fonnation; (a) Population Size 
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AppendixE 
Training Sets for the Neural Network 
Fitness Evaluator Comparison 
E.I Class "A" Training Data 
Figure E.l: Neural Network FE Training Data - Class "A" 
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E.2 Class "B" Training Data 
Figure E.2: Neural Network FE Training Data - Class "B" 
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Appendix F 
General Fitness Evaluation Behaviour 
of the ARTMAP Neural Network 
This Appendix contains the results of the investigations in the general fitness assign-
ment behaviour of the ARTMAP neural network, implemented as a GA fitness evalua-
tor, as described in Section 3.2.3. 
Figures F.l to F.5 show the maximum and average population fitness values as func-
tion of the implemented fitness threshold and ARTa vigilance parameter. Figure F.6 
shows the number of iterations the GA required to terminate, also as a function of fit-
ness threshold and ARTa vigilance parameter. 
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Figure F.6: Iterations Required to Terminate, I-class ARTMAP FE, Vigilance Parame-
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Appendix G 
Results of Neural Network Fitness 
Evaluator Comparisons 
This Appendix contains the results of the comparison of an ARTMAP neural network 
and an MLP neural network implemented as GA fitness evaluators, as described in 
Chapter 3. 
Sections G.l and G.2 present the results of the 1- and 2-class ARTMAP neural 
network investigations, and Sections G.3 and G.4 present the results of the 1- and 2-
class MLP neural network investigations. 
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G.I Results of I-class ARTMAP FE Experiments 
Figure G.l: I-class ARTMAP FE, Vigilance Parameter = 0.10, Fitness Threshold = 
0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9 
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Figure G.2: I-class ARTMAP FE, Vigilance Parameter = 0.30, Fitness Threshold = 
0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9 
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Figure G.3: I-class ARTMAP FE, Vigilance Parameter = 0.50, Fitness Threshold = 
0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9 
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Figure G.4: I-class ARTMAP FE, Vigilance Parameter = 0.70, Fitness Threshold = 
0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9 
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Figure G.5: I-class ARTMAP FE, Vigilance Parameter = 0.75, Fitness Threshold = 
0.5, 0.6, 0.7,0.8,0.9 
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G.2 Results of 2-class ARTMAP FE Experiments 
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Figure G.6: 2-class ARTMAP FE, Vigilance Parameter = 0.10, Fitness Threshold = 
0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8 
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Figure G.7: 2-class ARTMAP FE, Vigilance Parameter = 0.30, Fitness Threshold = 
0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 
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Figure G.8: 2-class ARTMAP FE, Vigilance Parameter = 0.50, Fitness Threshold = 
0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8 
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Figure G.9: 2-c1ass ARTMAP FE, Vigilance Parameter = 0.70, Fitness Threshold = 
0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8 
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Figure G.lO: 2-class ART MAP FE, Vigilance Parameter = 0.75, Fitness Threshold = 
0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8 
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G.3 Results of I-class MLP FE Experiments 
Figure G.11: I-class MLP FE, Training Rate = 0.10, Fitness Threshold = 0.5,0.6,0.7, 
0.8,0.9 
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Figure G.12: I-class MLP FE, Training Rate = 0.50, Fitness Threshold = 0.5. 0.6, 0.7. 
0.8,0.9 
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Figure G.I3: I-class MLP FE, Training Rate = 0.90, Fitness Threshold = 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 
0.8,0.9 
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G.4 Results of 2-class MLP FE Experiments 
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Figure G.14: 2-class MLP FE, Training Rate = 0.10, Fitness Threshold = 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 
0.8,0.9 
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Figure G.15: 2-class MLP FE, Training Rate = 0.50, Fitness Threshold = 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 
0.8,0.9 
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Figure G.16: 2-class MLP FE, Training Rate = 0.90, Fitness Threshold = 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 
0.8,0.9 
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Appendix H 
NP Pattern Generation Effects 
This Appendix contains the results of the investigations carried out in Chapter 4, con-
cerning the effect upon 'No Prediction' pattern generation of varying GA and ARTMAP 
FE parameters. These parameters are ARTa vigilance parameter, fitness threshold, de-
gree of elitism, population size, training data class size and number of training classes. 
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Figure H.1: NP Pattern Generation, Vigilance Parameter = (a) 0.1 0; (b) 0.30; (c) 0.50: 
(d) 0.60; (e) 0.65; (f) 0.70; (g) 0.75 
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H.2 Effect of Fitness Threshold on No Prediction Pat-
tern Generation 
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Figure H.2: NP Pattern Generation, Fitness Threshold = (a) 0.50; (b) 0.60; (c) 0.70; (d) 
0.80; (e) 0.90 
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H.3 Effect of Degree of Elitism on No Prediction Pat-
tern Generation 
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Figure H.3: NP Pattern Generation, elitism = (a) 12.5%; (b) 25%; (c) 50%; (d) 75% 
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H.4 Effect of Population Size on No Prediction Pattern 
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Figure H.4: NP Pattern Generation, Population Size = (a) 4~ (b) 8~ (c) 16~ (d) 32 
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H.S Effect of Training Data Class Size on No Prediction 
Pattern Generation 
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Figure H.5: NP Pattern Generation, Training Class Size = (a) 4; (b) 8; (c) 16; (d) 32 
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H.6 Effect of Number of Training Classes on No Pre-
diction Pattern Generation 
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Figure H.6: NP Pattern Generation, Number of Training Classes = (a) 1~ (b) 2; (c) 3: 
(d) 4 
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Appendix I 
Training Sets for the Neuro-Genetic 
Percussion Composition System 
This Appendix contains the musical score representations of the percussion patterns 
that are used in Chapter 5 as training data for the ARTMAP fitness evaluation system. 
Section I.1 contains the 'Rock' style patterns, Section I.2 contains the 'Funk' style pat-
terns, Section I.3 contains the 'Fusion' style patterns, Section 1.4 contains the 'Disco' 
style patterns, and Section I.5 contains the 'Latin' style patterns. 
1.1 Percussion Sequence Training Sets for the Neural 
Network Fitness Evaluator - 'Rock' Style 
III III: 1 't } 't ! 't 1 't I 1 't } 't J; 't } 't:1I III III: 1 't } 't J; 't J; 't I £ 't } 't J 't } 't :11 
III III: 1 't })} 't } 't I 1 't J! 't J 't } 't :11 III III: 1 't } 't J 't } 't I £ 't £ 't J 't } 7 :11 
III III: 1 't 1 't J\ 1't I } 't 1 't ! 't } 't :11 III III: i't ,h 't J; 't }) I £ 't i't J; 't } 7 :11 
III III: 1't J! J~! J~ J!) I i't i't ! 't }) :11 III III: 1 't } 't ! 't } J~ I 1't £ 't J; 't }} :11 
III III: 1't 1't t J~ J!) I i't J! 't ! 't } ) :11 III III: 1 't } 't J 't } 't I 1 't £ 't J 't } 't :11 
Figure I.l: Percussion Sequence Training Set, 'Rock' Patterns 1-10 
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Figure 1.2: Percussion Sequence Training Set, 'Rock' Patterns 11-20 
III 111: fill fIP I fD? m: :11 I" 111: 17 J717 17 117 1717 ij :11 
III 111: 11 fIll ~\ I 11 d\ 17 ij :11 I" 111: 17 ) J~ 1 1 ) 1 I 1})} 17 ) 1 :11 
III 111: 1;) J~tl 17 111 n d\ ) 1 :11 I" 111: fD? iIP I fiE 113 :11 
III til: fD? ffP I f1E ill] :11 I" 111: 111;11 ) 1 111 ))d\ J\ :/1 
III til: 11 P;ll PI 111 1;d\ PI :/1 III ill: r?? 17 n I f55 ~\ n :/1 
Figure 1.3: Percussion Sequence Training Set, 'Rock' Patterns 21-30 
I" 111 f3??@ I mat}, II I" HI gnt D I Dl,t}'il 
III 111: f3?? tIn I ma t 1 PI :/1 III til: fD? ffij I rrr ~ 
In HI j, t i3 if I } it £ til In H li', t} 1 111 !\ t, "y 
I" 111 1/\ t}, Il,} it }'II In ill 1/\ t 1 il }, i, tF-=iI 
In HI iiI t }, I i,} ,pi" 111 I" H ill? ill? I fill Pi'~ 
III 111: jJi IT I jTf jJi :/1 
Figure 1.4: Percussion Sequence Training Set, 'Rock' Patterns 31-41 
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1.2 Percussion Sequence Training Sets for the Neural 
Network Fitness Evaluator - 'Funk' Style 
III ill: rza ma I 7 PB 17 [J :11 III ill: i3E ill] ! 7 i7 )j)[J1 
III ill: rza ma I rna t 7 [J :11 III 111: i3E ma I 1£ :~ ~ ~-:] 
III 111: j] } 7 t 7 } J) I 11 } 1 t 7 P 7 :11 III ill: 11 P 7 1 1 B Ir j~ ~ d~ ~ ~-:J 
111 ill: j] } 1 t1 B I 11 P 1 J 7 P 1 :11 III 111: 11 P 1 J 7 B I r J~ 7 :~ 7 *3 
III ill: 11} 7 t 1 P J~ I 11 P 'l J J/\ :11 III ill: J\ 'l P 'l ) 'l ) J\ I ) 'l i 'l ) 7 ) J\ :11 
III 111: 11 P 1 t1 P 1 I J\ n £JTJ :11 
Figure 1.5: Percussion Sequence Training Set, 'Funk' Patterns 1-11 
1.3 Percussion Sequence Training Sets for the Neural 
Network Fitness Evaluator - 'Fusion' Style 
I" i II 1 I fi R I I 1 I Y 1! #11 III 111 1, 13 n ! I 1 I n ~ ¥ } III 
I" t II £, fd 7 J,J\ 7 117 }lJl}t ll I" t II }, H 7 J} , 11JlH JlH ,II 
I" 111 1 I 1.dE I I £, n R £'11 I" t II 17 Hl oil} 7 I }, t 17 1 ill 
I" ill 1713 1)} 7 117 n } 7 til In HI £, fJ 1)J\ I £, j17 fill 
I" til };£1} ;f31 } ili'BBII I" 11 I 1£/;431 } ;/I£f~1 
Figure 1.6: Percussion Sequence Training Set, 'Fusion' Patterns 1-10 
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III 111 ) JIB 1 JliJ I ) JiJ ~ fiJI 
I" 111, £, ))B £, I fJ 1, £. nil 
In j II f2 }) B 1, I n 11 I ) III 
Figure 1.7: Percussion Sequence Training Set, 'Fusion' Patterns 11-16 
1.4 Percussion Sequence Training Sets for the Neural 
Network Fitness Evaluator - 'Disco' Style 
In ill 1, ) I £,Jl,PI1,), t II In til }, 1',i/ 01'1 i/ /$1] 
In ill ) I ) , ~ I ) , I I ), i 1 l' 'II In ill 1', l' d / I I I ~ , t i 111 
Figure 1.8: Percussion Sequence Training Set, 'Disco' Patterns 1-4 
1.5 Percussion Sequence Training Sets for the Neural 
Network Fitness Evaluator - 'Latin' Style 
III til: In ij ;)£)1 }7 ij J~)f) :11 III til: )'f d] ;)1)1 'p'hij J~)n :11 
III til: ;h n ;~J\h 'f I J~'f n J~)'J ']::11 III til: ;17 11 ;~)~\ I J~)[J ))[J :11 
III til: l'f n £ 'f l'f I l'f f'f ) 7 f'f :11 III til: 1'f ,]: 'f £ 'f Y I ) 'f f'f ) 7 i'f :11 
III til: 1 'f n £ 'f 1 'f I 1 'f £ 'f ,]: 'f J: 'f :11 III til: 1'f ,]: 'f f 7 Y 1 ) 'f ) 7 f 'f j~ 'f :11 
In 1 If. a3 I ) r i I a3 i ))) III In t II r i ) r I I r I old? III 
Figure 1.9: Percussion Sequence Training Set, 'Latin' Patterns 1-10 
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In ill: 9 ' Ad ! I 9 ' f~} !1 
III ill: 1 ¥ 1) 17 i 7 I 17 1711 11 :11 
III ill: i 1 1) 11 i 1 I 11 =\ 11 11 :11 
III 2 II: & 1 n J1 1 n I 3\ n JlI n :11 
III ill: i 1 n & 1 n I & 1 a 11 D :11 
Figure 1.10: Percussion Sequence Training Set, 'Latin' Patterns 11-20 
III ill: }1';' 1 i J1 ';'.p 11 J1 J\p 1 J1 11 1 :11 III ill: 1 11 11 ) 1 11 1 i 1 ) 1 ) 1 i :11 
III ill: ¥ 11 11 J\ i I 1 11 11 11 1 :11 
Figure 1.11: Percussion Sequence Training Set, 'Latin' Patterns 21-23 
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Appendix J 
Effects of Crossover and Mutation 
Types on Population Diversity 
This Appendix contains the results of investigations into the effects of various types of 
crossover and mutation operators on population diversity. Figure J.l shows the effects 
of the crossover operators described in Section 5.1.1, and Figure J.2 shows the effects 
of the mutation operators described in Section 5.1.2. 
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J.t Effects of Crossover Operators on Population Di-
versity 
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Figure J.1: Effect of Crossover Operators on Population Diversity 
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J.2 Effects of Mutation Operators on Population Diver-
sity 
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Figure J.2: Effect of Mutation Operators on Population Diversity 
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